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Title word cross-reference

< 10µ [PPW96]. < 5 [RLT+94]. < 6 [SSM91]. > 5µ [DLFL96]. † [SGR92]. 12 [Fry96, GT98, JR92, RTRF90, RHT91, RAB+92, SDFJv91]. 13 [FMFH97, FH97a, FW91b, Fry96, GT98, HHSvS96, HW92, HAR95, JRMN+97, JR92, Joh96, JLGMP97, Kal91a, LBM+99, MvdVD+97, MJDSF91, RTRF90, RHT91, RAB+92, RRGW96, RJJ+95, RSB94, SDFJv91, TFL95]. 137 [KI97]. 14 [AMB+96, CC+96, CGA95, CRLP94, Gar91, HWLC98, Irw91, LL92, MKCL94, NH90, ORL97, RTRF90, RHT91, RAB+92, Ric91, SDFJv91]. 15 [FMFH97, SR95, BG91, FHCC98, FCP98, HW92, HAR95, JRMN+97, MvdVD+97, MMH90, PPRC97, RTRF90, RHT91, RAB+92, Rie98, SRSH99, SDFJv91, TFL95, TC93, WCB99]. 16 [FD97, GT98, LMK93, YKK+98]. 18 [GT98, JLGMP97, Kal91a, RVGC+99]. 241 [PGD+93]. 3 [WR91]. 31 [TR91, TRPS94]. 4 [Lai92, MSK95]. 15 [GCH93]. 1 [SJMC93]. 12 [GR94]. 2 [AGP98, BK96a, BR91a, BR97, BRZ99, CS+98, CMB+99, CH97b, FGB+96, Gar91, GPDF93, GPF95, GD+96, KJ98, Kru93, KCD+95, LL92, LL97, MHRV+99, PJJ93, RRGW96, RHNO98, Sie93, SJMC93]. 2
[BG93, SJMC93]. [JLS90, LJS90, PS93]. [GMG+92, JLS90, LJS90, VNB97, VBN95]. [AGP98].


/aponica [OINN94].

0-group [BK90, EG95, EG97, vBDW91, vW93]. 0-year [LAK99].


3.4-tribromopyrrole [FT95]. 36° [UC94]. 37° [CD98].

4-bromophenol [LSP99]. 4-dibromophenol [GK97]. 4-methylumbelliferyl- [MNH92]. 47° [Por94].


6-diamidino-2-phenylindole [HP98].

75* [MP96b]. 75° [LGH+93]. 77* [PLG+96]. 77*-81*N [PLG+96].

8 [BCG97]. 81*N [PLG+96].

= [NP90, Sto96].

a-glucosidase [KFPR94]. a-specific [BAM+99]. A.
acids
[BHQ99, CM99, DL94a, FF92a, FFJ93, FTBR97, HQ99, JMPH90, JKC+93, KK91, KZK+95, LH98, LNSL91, MKB95, NK90, PMOD90, PDB+97, RTLG97, RFGF92, SUH95, SAH98, SDC+92, Sim91, SCF91, WP95].

Acknowledgements [SDA+92c].

Acorn [BGBS91, BGW96, SBBG94].

Acoustic [BLJ99, BW96, MA99c, ZGM+96, BMHD93, CSB94, KKW97, LB93].

Acoustically [CWH98].

Acquisition [GKRD96, KM99a, ODS+96, PH91b, PL99b].

Acropora [Byt90, JLGMP97, MB95b].

Across [CK99, CT96, EDS+99, FGP98, FVDL95, GFPD92, HNC92, JMN93, Mu93, TA93, TUN99, VBF94, WC90].

Acrylic [DKL94, SPH94].

Act [Han91a].

Acting [HB97].

Actiniaria [AS95].

Action [LL96, BHQ99, MM91, VWM90a, VWM90b].

Activation [WCP+98].

Active [BNW94, GdMD95, Ker90, DAB+91, HB97, JT93, KM99a, MC91b, ODS+96, PH91b, PL99b].

Activities [CK95, DdA95, FCW98, GB90, MAM97, NA96, RM97a, San93a, TMC98, vDdWK99].

Activity [GSG+94, LSP99, MNP92, Van92b, WWL97, AAD91, AC92, Bar97b, BM91b, BLM+95, BDNS99, CCC90a, CC97a, CS99, Dem95, DGO92, DE91, EGKE92, ES90, GBC92, GGG99, GDP+98, GCKW95, GS98, GSS93a, GH92, GD90, HWC98, HL90, HR94, HI91c, HW99, HNL94, JLD+96, KKL+98, KPB98, LV+99, LS91, MG96a, MR99, MRPC98, MH96, OJR96, PN94, PCH98, PMOD90, PH95, PDP+90, RGL99, RSH93, Re96a, Re96b, RA92, RVBL92, Riv90, RMM91, RBN99, SMTL99, SCA99, SO99, SSV97, SD95, SPPL92, SCK90, TGB97, TB98, TGB99, UNP93, UMT+91, VAR94, VHD9, VL97, WHC99b, Zaj91a, Zel97, dT94a].

activity-related [Dem95].

Acuminata [GGC99, SBT97].

Acuña [Ano00].

Acuspes [Nor96].

acutifrons [GSMM96].

Acutorostrata [KNI95].

Acutus [ASSWM97, HK93, LHL93, SSHM91].

Adamussium [MONR90, VCP93].

Adaptation [VMH90, BMD+90, DF95, EBB95, HBD95, IPT94, KB91, LB91, TCR93, ZAN99, vLTW+98].

Adaptations [WHK97, AOOT94, AC96b, JTG96, SC92a, YKL99].

adapted [RT92].

Adaptive [CM98b, SP99a].

added [And96, Eno93, HBB93].

addition [HJS99, SK98a].

additional [FM94b, Raw96].

additions [RGS90].

additive [MR97a].

Aden [BS95c, SL91, Ubb95].

adenine [RBJ90].

adenosine [HS99].

adjacent [HS+94, JDSB99, Mor96].

adjust [Röp93].

Adriatic [BH92c, BH92d, KH92a, MMY+95, PH91a, BSVK93, CC98, FMR93, MH93b, MNN92, NP94, NA96, NA97, PF91a, SH95a, SK94b].

adsorbed [LGV+99a, LH98, NK96].

Adsorption [SA98].

adpersus [NH98].

Adult [AR91, ST98, THPC96, ÆP97a, ACLS97, AH93, CLW99, DE91, FBT98, FH97b, IH+98, JAO90, Ken94a, LFS90, Mar91, MGC95a, Nor92, PNS90, PHT96, RA96, SGP99, TWW95, TRS91, Tol98, UMTM98, VÆ99, VACL99, VWW96, WH93, van94a, vdL95].

adult-larvae [SGP99].

Adult-larval [AR91].

Adult/juvenile [THPC96].

adults [She95, OMH95a].
[AKM⁺⁹⁹, AGGKA⁹⁶, BLCA⁹⁰, DRGV⁹¹, Dut⁹⁸, FFF⁺⁹⁴, MCC⁹⁷]. **Alfac**
[Vid⁹⁴, VM⁹⁵].

**alg**
[Abe⁹⁶, AP⁹⁷a, AdN⁹¹, ATH⁹⁵, BB⁹⁷a, BEH⁹³, BH⁹⁵b, CC⁹⁸, CC⁹⁹, Ekl⁹⁸, FSA⁺⁹⁷, GS⁹⁴a, HN⁹⁰a, HN⁹⁰b, Han⁹⁵, IG⁹⁶, JPZ⁺⁹⁸, KMB⁹⁷, LLB⁺⁹⁵, Mar⁹¹, PCLÂ⁹⁷, PB⁹⁶a, PKY⁹⁶, Po⁹⁴, VBN⁹⁵, YKK⁺⁹⁸, vTSD⁹⁷]. **algae**
[AV⁸⁸, AR⁹⁹, BCC⁹⁴, BCC⁹⁵, BNC⁹⁶, BDA⁺⁹⁹, DFS⁹⁹, DKVD⁹⁵, EP⁹⁷, FTP⁹⁹, Fra⁹⁵, HBM⁹³, Hul⁹⁷, HHN⁹⁰, HN⁹⁰a, Han⁹⁵, IG⁹⁶, JPZ⁺⁹⁸, KMB⁹⁷, LLB⁺⁹⁵, Mar⁹¹, PCLÂ⁹⁷, PB⁹⁶a, PKY⁹⁶, Po⁹⁴, VBN⁹⁵, YKK⁺⁹⁸, vTSD⁹⁷]. **Algal**
[BWRH⁹⁹, APCL⁺⁹³, ABB⁺⁹⁷, AD⁹⁰, BCH⁹⁵, Eno⁹³, FM⁹⁵a, Gra⁹⁶a, HCS⁹⁰, HPF⁹², HS⁹¹b, Hul⁹⁷, HHN⁹⁰, JMR⁹¹, JSOG⁹¹, JBHH⁹⁷, KW⁹⁷a, Kin⁹², Kin⁹⁵a, KW⁹⁹b, Kuo⁹¹, LC⁹³, MSD⁹², MGD⁹¹, NB⁹⁶c, RLT⁺⁹⁴, RKS⁹⁷, SSM⁹¹, SCEG⁹³, Ste⁹⁴, SM⁹⁰, Tha⁹²a, VEW⁹⁹, VNB⁹⁷, WSMM⁹⁹, Wer⁹⁷]. **Algal-bacterial**
[TSB⁹³]. **Algarve**
[EMR⁺⁹⁷]. **Algeciras**
[CNGG⁹⁶, NCGG⁹⁶]. **Algerian**
[MSM⁺⁹⁸]. **algicidal**
[KYI⁺⁹⁸, YKK⁺⁹⁸]. **Algoa**
[WW⁹⁰]. **alinae**
[BL⁹⁷]. **Alkaline**
[LVP⁹⁸, GGKJ⁺⁹⁸, MA⁹³, vBV⁹⁰a, vBV⁹⁰b]. **alkalinity**
[CH⁹⁷b]. **allelochemicals**
[DBvA⁹¹, VT⁹²]. **allelopathy**
[MSC⁹⁵]. **allocation**
[AZKA⁹⁹, HHSvS⁹⁶, HH⁹⁵, Rin⁹⁶, SF⁹⁵, UTB⁺⁹⁵]. **Allogeneic**
[FBR⁺⁹⁵]. **Allometric**
[Dua⁹¹, TTR⁹⁹]. **Allozyme**
[AW⁹⁷, JKT⁹⁰a, Väï⁹⁰, GS⁹⁰, JDLL⁹⁵, QZA⁹⁵, Way⁹⁵]. **allozymes**
[HBSB⁹⁷]. **Allozymic**
[Fev⁹²]. **ALOHA**
[STK⁹⁹]. **alone**
[GQ⁹⁷a]. **along**
[AHS⁹⁷, BBFD⁹⁸, BP⁹⁸, BVL⁹², BMH⁹³, CBB⁹⁰, CS⁹⁷, EW⁹¹, FPB⁺⁹⁴, FF⁹⁷, FSG⁺⁹⁷, FSG⁺⁹⁸, GBC⁹², GPGG⁹⁵, GLH⁺⁹⁷, JSJMH⁹⁰, JNJ⁹⁵, KBWC⁹⁰, KDMR⁹⁷, KR⁹², LSG⁺⁹⁹, LM⁹¹a, MDC⁹⁸, Mc³⁹², McG⁹², MGC⁹¹, MGC⁹⁵a, MN⁹⁶, O'D⁹⁸, OSC⁹⁷, ODS⁺⁹⁶, PHL⁹¹, PKL⁹⁷, Pin⁹⁴, RSH⁹³, RPN⁹⁵, Rie⁹⁸, SSR⁹⁹, SO⁹¹, SH⁹²a, SHV⁹¹, Tom⁹¹, VBL⁺⁹², Wes⁹⁰a, Wes⁹⁰b]. **Alosa**
[Lim⁹⁵]. **alpina**
[MJ⁹²a]. **alpinus**
[RSM⁺⁹⁶]. **alteration**
[Blu⁹³]. **alterations**
[LH⁹⁶]. **Altered**
[RO⁹⁷, BDH⁹⁴]. **alternate**
[PS⁹⁵]. **alternation**
[LH⁹⁶]. **alternative**
[BC⁹¹, GB⁹³, PM⁹⁴a, Rus⁹⁶]. **alterniflora**
[ATNW⁹⁷, CNP⁹⁵, KNK⁹⁰, MW⁹⁷, MH⁹⁰, Pak⁹², SCC⁹⁸, Tur⁹³, TZ⁹⁹, dG⁹¹a]. **alvinellid**
[CJ⁹³a]. **Alvinellidae**
[JDLL⁹⁵]. **Alvinocaris**
[PDB⁺⁹⁷]. **always**
[DGCT⁹³]. **Am**
[PGD⁺⁹³]. **Ambient**
[GMT⁹⁹, CNC⁹³, CCC⁹⁴, CC⁹⁷a, JPA⁺⁹⁶, NDG⁺⁹⁹, RW⁹⁹a, SC⁹⁰]. **ambiseta**
[SFB⁹²]. **amblyrhynchos**
[WCL⁹⁷]. **amboinensis**
[Ker⁹⁶]. **ambush**
[BGH⁹⁵]. **ambush-predator**
[BGH⁹⁵]. **amencanus**
[BBS⁹³, WB⁹²b]. **America**
[WT⁹⁸]. **American**
[BS⁹³, BSB⁹¹, BC⁺⁹², JPC⁹⁷, KCS⁹⁴, Lim⁹⁵, MB⁹¹, PWS⁹⁸, RM⁹⁵, RGT⁹⁸, SCC⁹⁴, Tok⁹⁵, WS⁹¹, WTO⁹⁶, WT⁹⁸, vCRS⁹²]. **americana**
[ND⁹⁸, SB⁹⁶]. **americanus**
[BAH⁹⁴, BS⁹³, BSB⁹¹, BSH⁺⁹¹a, BSH⁺⁹¹b, HF⁹⁹, HKM⁹², IW⁹¹, JPC⁹⁷, JC⁹², KCS⁹⁴, Kea⁹⁰, PWS⁹⁸, WS⁹¹, WTO⁹⁶, WA⁹⁵]. **amines**
[FF⁹²a].
Amino [PFMC95, BHQ99, CCC94, CM99, CG93, FF92a, FFJ93, FJR+94, Fuh90, HQ99, JKCP+93, KK91, LH98, MBK95, NK90, PM90a, PMOD90, RTLg97, RFGF92, SUH95, SAH98, SDC+92, Sim91, SH92b, SCF91, WP95].

...
antifouling [WS92a]. Antifreeze [Wöl96]. Antimicrobial [KKL+98].
Antioxidant [LACM92, AGP98, BAOT96]. antiqua
[IWF+97, NU91, NYH92]. Antofagasta [EM99]. Antonio [MC96a]. Ao
[TDK97b, TDK97a]. apiculata [COG97, DGHT+98]. Aplodactylus [OC95].
Aplysia [dNSR+96]. Apo [RA96]. apochlorotic [NAI+93a]. Apogonidae
[FGG97]. aponica [OINN94]. apoptosis [BBR+93]. apostome [CPS91].
aposymbiotic [CGZR94]. apparatus [JPR92]. Apparent
[HDWS91, BP97a]. appendicularian [ADBH99, LUA99]. appendicularians
[Flo91]. Apparent
[BP97a]. approach [BHT+92, CLM+93, CRGZ98, GSB98, GM98b, LVL+99,
LJM99, MM91a, MU99, MCNB98, Mec99, NA95, OE91, PKL97, RSAD98,
SW99, SR98a, SD99, TLT93, UMT+91, vR93a]. approaches
[GDMS90, KV90]. April [SKM+97, GGB94, PD95, VEN98]. Aptonotodes
[ROANN98, WR97]. Apulian
[ADBH99, LUA99]. Aqaba
[GAN+94]. aquarium
[JPZ+98]. aquatic
[BHG94, Bow97, ERRC95, HB91b, JTPP92, LG99, ML93, MB95a, Min93,
MW97, ZCPA94]. aqueous
[KR98, SGL+97]. Arabian
[BSP93, CSM98, EAT95, Joc95, KIK97, ROEP93, WIT99]. Arbacia
[RZLB96, SRH+98]. arborescent
[BH97]. Arcachon
[IF96]. Arcartia
[WR92a]. Archaea
[FD97]. Archaeomysis
[TK95a, TK97, TK98]. Archipelago
[CRCS96, PDBA90, Per91, SAVD+96, PM92a, SR93a, BCG+97, DBCBG99,
GKB+97]. architecture
[GS91b, HM91, SSV97]. Arctic
[LDV95, SB98, AKL+99, BHHL96, CLK9098, CG99b, CMNB99, CPH+96,
GH91, GHH98, Gra96a, Gra91a, GWW99, HC92b, HW92, Hob93, KTG99,
KIC98, MB94, MG99, PBv+95, PS97, PM9090, RSM+96, RT99, RNH99,
SC92b, ST90, CSEG93, VD94, WE97]. Arctic
[Oes90]. area
[AFC96, COG97, DFJ+93, DBN+94, DFR95, EM99, FD92, FSO91, FFH96,
FS99, GGH99, GGL+91, GST+91, GD96, GK96b, HK99, JMD95, Leh96,
LA98, MJV92, NLR+93, OB94c, PF92b, RC91b, RH92, SRH+98, SC92b,
SP91, TPR98]. areas
[FGG95, KS94, KR97a, KN95, LMS+93, MBF+97, MLDM95, MF95, TJST98,
WSP+95]. arenaria
[AR91, BD97, DM99, LC97a, SG99]. Arenicolia
[Ack97, BAOT96, FB94, GR91, HBBM96, HBS98, HSBP97, Hüt90, KF97,
Ph94, PM94b, RBA98, RBT96, SP99a, VGH95, WCP+98]. arenicolus
[SW91]. areolata
[Joh92]. areolated
[LC97a]. areolate
[LC97a]. argenteus
[PNS90]. Argentina
[WSP+95]. argentinus
[ASRC99, CA99b, WTR99]. Arginase
[CC97a]. argo
[HMP92]. Argonauta
[HMP92]. Argopnecten
[AV95, AI92, AMBH98, PBGE91]. argus
[AADSC97, BHH+95, ELMCC90]. Aristaeus
[DF92, Dem95, MC97a, SMT97]. aristotelis
[BRLM90, WFHM99]. arm
[Aro91, LL94, PLFS97]. Armases
[ANG95a, ANG95b, CCDA98]. armed
aromatic [MCSV95, ONR98]. Arosa [FP91b]. Arousarau [AR95, ONR98]. arrangement [HS90a, HS90b]. arrest [PIMM94]. arrival [CT96]. arsenate [WW92b]. art [Rei96a, Rei96b]. artefacts [McG97b]. Artemia [BFD91, BNA91, ZGB90]. Atronia [BAB92]. art [ASRP96b, ASRP96a, FGG95]. art [FP91b]. arousal [ASRP96b, ASRP96a, FGG95]. aspect [ASW90, AFC96, BCC94, BA91, BSGM94, BG99, Cer98, CEB93, ECF97, GGB99, HFGT94, Hul99, KL95, LDV95, LSG99, McC94c, RD95, SS96a, Tok95, WB92a, WM92]. Aspect [BAOT96, Sa95, JKL90, Ker90, Rie91a, Rie91b, SGC98, SFB92, VB93]. aspect [MK93b]. Aspects [BAOT96, Sa95, JKL90, Ker90, Rie91a, Rie91b, SGC98, SFB92, VB93]. assay [GS93a, NK99, Tha92b, UK99]. assemblage [ASW90, AFC96, BCC94, BA91, BSGM94, BG99, Cer98, CEB93, ECF97, GGB99, HFGT94, Hul99, KL95, LDV95, LSG99, McC94c, RD95, SS96a, Tok95, WB92a, WM92]. Assemblages [BC99, AK99, Ba91, Ba92, BK94, BAY91, BS99, CM98a, Cha98, CM99a, CEB93, CL99, CLE96, Con95, CSM99, DF94, FSDM92, FB91, FP91b, GDv98, GB91, Gl99, HFF92, HM97b, J99, KW98, LJ95, Las98, LW94, MG96b, Mc94, MS96a, MS96b, Mil95a, NB90, Om92, OB94c, Pe96, RA92, RB90, RSA99, SSR99, SW99, SLHA97, SCDH98, SS99b, SGMS99, SH91, SH95b, TWS95, TRU91, TK91, VW99, WA99a, Wil99, YFI91]. assess [BL95, BS93, Sch99, SW91]. assessed [BMS97, GA97a, GF94, JLD96, PM98, PPC97, SK95]. Assessing [ASL99, DB99, CLD99, CA98, DD97, FC90, Jon97b, JHG99, RM96]. Assessment [CBDC96, HHS96, SGB90, Way95, BVL92, DCK99, FSCE92, Gas94, Hal98, KFD99, SD99, SM97b, ZC92]. assimilated [LC95]. Assemblage [CL91, FNF91, FR91, LC95, WFL95, AB97, AMB99, BB99, BHH96, BHB94, BL90, HB94b, LB90, LB90, SDC99, TT90, VNB97, VBN95]. associated [AWHW94, BMFT92, BHH96, BQ97, BP96b, Cer98, CB96, DL93b, DMA94, FB91, FHCC98, FAHW99, GT92, GGC90, HDPW93, HK95, JBBH97, JMR91, KH92a, LD95, LS91, LS90, LF97, NK93, OZ95, PF90, Reu98a, SO96a, Sa95, SC90, SDC99, SW97, SD97, SB96, SH9a, SPS98, SR96, SPZ93, TA90, VMS96]. Association [BB97a, Mc94c, dG91a]. assortative [Cro99, SMUS99]. assumption [LF93]. Astarte [Oes90]. Asterias [TS96]. Asterina [Kur99]. asteroid [RHH94, RM96]. Asteroidea [BM91a, DEF91, Geo94].


[FD97, GWW+98, HW95, MMG97, ADR94, BSK93, BF95a, BMTF92, BF99, BI96, BH93, BR91b, CGTB95, CLM+91, CJL91, CCCH94, CA95, CPSA96, CWS+93, CKP98, CB96, DS93a, DG91b, ER95a, ER95b, EAC+97, FB95, GDGM95, GH94b, GCGS90, GAB90a, GAB90b, GSG+94, GR91, GJ96b, GJ96c, GB96, GH99, HH94b, HBB+99, HS89c, HBvD92, HHW99, JP96, JMR91, JSOG91, JG90, JG94, KY+98, KOS90, KL90, LA93, LMK93, LP99, M89, Moe96a, Moe96b, Moe97c, MNH92, NKK97, NH90, PML93, PL99b, PS98, PF92c, PMS94, RT92, SM94, SCB92, SFD90, SCL94, SKKO97, Sie93, SJMC93, SJLC93, Sim91, SAA96, ST97, TT99, Th91, TA90, TK91, TM94, VFMF96, VG90, VMD90, VGM94, VDT92, WSM91, YST+97, YKK+98, ZF97, ZNH93]. Bacterial


[Hei92a, HOK+95, HMVH95, SWT99, BK91, BF+93, CL90, CL91, CL92, CCH93, DFR95, DV92, DLHB99, FD92, JPA+96, JLD+96, KK91, KKW+93, LF91, LKF95, LKK92, MH94b, MPS95, PLP+93, PSSP95, SAH98, SP94, SH99b, TB93]. bacterium

[LD94b, MA93, Moe97a, Moe97b, Moe97c]. bacterium- [MA93]. bacterivorous [HR96b, LHL97, MRML97, MVaM+99, PF90]. Bacterivory

[Dou93a, HBvD92, CVD99, Dou93b, GSS93a, GQ97a, LDV95, LAG96, MLC92].
[GW97, PS92, SPZ+93, CSB94, DSW+91, EJ93, MSM+98, NvA91, SD93a, CPT90, DWG98, HBC+91, LC91, LM97, OC97, RZ96]. **Basin-scale**

[PS92]. **basins** [SH90a]. **basis** [Tee99]. **basking** [SM97a]. **bassana** [GGF99].

**batch** [NU91, PRM+96a]. **bathyal** [CSC92, CM98a, Har97, KW92b]. **bathyal-like** [Har97]. **Bathymetric** [FB90, MST98, MD91, RGLD+98, VL97, CSC92, MY98]. **Bathymodiolus** [DWG98].

**battagliai** [Wil92]. **Bay** [AKM+99, BL94a, BT93, BLJ92, BUCP+92, BAM92, BHH+95, CCG98, C99a, CT92, CBTM93, CNG96, CW93, CBL96a, CBL96b, CM97, CP96, DSV+91, Dur94, FK95b, FK96, FMH96, FMFH97, FF97, FI95, GB95, GBB+98, HSK+94, HC94, KS98, KYI+98, KSO+97, LGV+99a, LGV+99b, LBJ+98, LD96, MC96a, MW97, MLTD96, NAI+93a, Nak92, NTK93, NCG96, NKKO97, PRC+92, PLB95, PT94a, PT94b, Pur92, RR97b, Rie98, RS+99, RBC+91, RTL+94, RE94a, RE94b, SOW97, SOSV95, SD94, SW93, Sie93, SJMC93, SSP97, SPS98, SH92b, TK95a, TK97, TK98, TDD94, TB93, VBCB97, Vi94, VM95, VS91, WA99a, WB92a, WW90, WC92, WS92b, ZCL97, ZB94, dG92a, AV95, AI92, AMBH98, CC91a, CH90, CRH+99, FMR93, HPP93, HG94, JWK98, JAOS90, MH96a, NH95a, PHT96].

**bay** [PS92, PSL96, PBGE91, PND+94, RCC+99, SLHA97, TT99, TCB93, TCRB93, UC94, WH95, WA95, ZHM91, ASC90, AD98, AD94, BL95, CL90, CTS90, COK99, CH93, CRH+99, DLT+97, DQT+97, DFP91, FPA91, FPG95, GGB+99, GFPD92, GCF+95, GSG+94, HFN91, Har94, HP97, HR96b, Hl91c, HPF92, HHW90, JCP93, JMP90, JE95, KSR99, KD97, KSG+92, KSMDB97, KGO94, LJM99, LOS90, LL98, LB93, MH96a, MDPP91, MDD95, MHBW90, MDC98, ML92, MB95, MHR90, MN906, NH95a, NTS90, PN+94, RRB96, RT93, RCC+99, RSK+99, RAGH94, RHP93, SK94a, Skv98, SJCL93, SMTL99, SK95b, TD92, TDW96, WH95, WHIC97, WR92a, WR92b, ZHM91, dG91a]. **bays** [LCK+96].

**be** [An99d, BMH91, EP92, LCC97, LF93, ML90, TK95b, THCD95].

**Beach** [CV96, ACR99, BLJ92, BD99, Con94, DL93a, Da95, GAR93, GRBA96, Har98, McL96]. **beaches**

[GY97, GD99, HGB99, JCM93, JMD95, MM91b, San94b]. **beam**

[KRM94, KS95a, LWK+95]. **bearded** [Kal91b]. **Beaufort**

[FB98, HC90, SBV98]. **become** [KI98]. **bed**

[CJ93b, DBB+95, FS91, HS99b, LLB92, MN92, NHL99, PSP96, RPDR+98, RSK+99, Row90, SR90b, SM91, SMH97, VWS93, VAD+95, WB94, WP92].

**Bedford** [SPZ+93]. **beds** [BBFD98, BH95a, BS93, EM93, FKC96, FM96, GN90, GF94, GI99, HSK+94, Hl97, HNM97, IVM+98, JDS99, JCH93, KG99, MSD92, MF95, PM91a, SH93, Tok95, TF98, Wor95]. **behavior**

[Bus98, DM91, DP91, DPO91, DO92, Dav94, DEF91, DDW90, EPDC99, Gar99b, Har99, KCS94, MS998, MY96, MGY97, MS95, PM92b, RO99, SCC94, SHFP94, SK90c, SC96b, Van94b, WX97, WRBF97, WDD92].

**Behavioral** [Bus97, SML97, WFH99, VB93]. **behaviors** [OF94]. **Behaviour**
[LK99b, AS99a, Aks96, AJL93, And98, APS91, Bur94, CMRF94, CPC98, Cj93a, DB99, DBvA91, FRK92, GH94c, Gon92, GKB+97, HIS90, HSTY98, Hay95, HWL96, HLP+99a, HVL96, HB98, JT90, JAL91, K94, KSV96, LJSK96, MF98, MC91b, Moo94, Mun92, PCM+95, RD92, SA92, SAA99, TCRB99, TK95b, TJ90b, UMT98, VV95, VBCRB97, WFH99, WH93, Wol93, van94a, vdL95]. Behavioural [BS91, Ejd98, MF91, MK93a, AAD91, AH98]. belcheri [HSTY98]. Belgian [BLDF95b, BLDF95a]. Belgian-Dutch [BLDF95a]. Belize [Mum99, WC90]. bell [HdWS91]. below [DAS92]. belowground [DMA+98]. Belt [NW97c]. benefits [BA94, FGH95]. Benguela [SDFv91, BGC91, DG96, Gib94, GGB+99, MG96b, PG91, PLP+93, PML93, PBHM98]. bennettae [CM97]. Benthic [CC92a, CBTM93, CH94, EJ93, GHHC98, GGH99, He92b, JLS90, JC97, KHTP99, KHB91, MDC98, vDvRK93, Alo90, AB95, AJL93, AB96a, AB92, AD94, BY95, BJD+98, BCAAC96, BB92, BDR+96, Bra95, BM95b, BDDWC96, BLR94, CCC90a, Cam91, CTEF91, CSR+92a, Cha98, CGA95, CR94, CCG+92, CEV97, CGZ95, CRGZ98, CLKO98, CNP95, DL91a, DL93a, DW97, DSV+91, DL94b, DD99, DLHB99, EJ96, FT90, FW97, FD93, FGP98, Fra95, FCP98, FL90, FAP92, Gar98, GH94b, GH95a, GRGK96, GF99, GD96, GQ7b, GPU+97, GH92, GBGH97, GB98, GSD96, HA90, HDPW93, HGS94, Hl91c, HAR95, Hol97, HG92b, HS97c, IW91, IT96, JDSR99, Jos90, JNNR95, KSS90, KSG+92, KDSR92, Koc91, KC98, LD93, LHL97, LJM99, Leh96, LA98, LC93, LGR95, MC96a, MG96b]. benthic [MM91a, MG91a, MSK95, McL96, MMR99, MWT96, MG94, MB95, MMH96, MvdZ97, MSvdZH98, NL94, NG96, NR94, NNN93, OE91, OMvdB99, OG95, Pec99, PGB96, PM90b, PB+95, P91, Pir92, PBGE91, PH95, PLP92, Raw96, RCG99a, RB98, Rie98, RSN+99, RDL97, ROI93, RH91, RCN95, SB98, Sch90, SNC+98, SS99a, SH96, TW95, TR91, TH95, TGS99, TD94, UNPH93, UMT+91, Ved98, VM95, WB94, WHH+99a, WHG99b]. benthic/pelagic [Bra95, HAR95, MWT96]. benthopelagic [CR94]. benthos-environmental [FN+94]. Bering [CHDW92, HCH+96, Bro98, CPS91, CH94, HHH95, Liv93, RH95, SBV98, SSA96]. Bermuda [McG92, SC94]. Beryl [MHC92]. betaine [KG95]. better [DGCT93]. Between [IBB97, ASN93, AC92, AWH93, AI92, AMB99, AS94a, AM91, BLKA93, BCAAC96, BCL93, Ba91, Bro90, Bro98, Cal95a, Cal95b, CGNH98, Cha98, CW99b, CB98, Dai90, DD90, DBV98, DFB96, DCBC91, Dor90, DGHT+98, DLHB99, Dut98, EM93, FGH95, FL90, FH97b, Gil97, GTX97, GBP+97, G96b, Gru95, GP98, GSMM96, HSRH90, Hol90, Ito97, JBB98, JW96, JKT90b, JBHH97, JC95, KT90, KY+98, Kog95, KR98, KLAH+94, LFRB97, LGP95, LHL97, LC95, LC97a, ML91a, MB95a, McG94, Mic96, MG94, MBB95, MG98, MGA99, MJ97b, NDR93, OSC97, OSC98,
ONR98, PWS98, PB97, PS94, Phi94, PWP95, RLDM94, RBF92, RCH96, 
Rv92, RZLB96, RT98, SM98a, SRH+98, Sal95, SCB92, SFWD90, SFV96, 
Sci91, Sha95b, SDFJv91, SSRdM99, SRW95a, Ste95, SEG91. between 
[TDBH94, TTTW97, TA95, TAJK90, TC93, TPCH94, Tro93, TFFS90, Uib95, 
UT90, VFMFB96, Väi90, WA99a, WHG+99a, YF91, ZF97, vDdWKW99, 
vRBV95]. Between-habitat [IBB97, Mic96]. ‘Beyond [RSAD98]. bias 
[BVV+94, Fre97, FP91b]. biases [Cer98]. bicinctus [MF97]. bicoloratus 
[MYYT96]. bifasciatum [HH91b, MSP+97]. bifilosa [ICG96, UCV98]. 
Bight [EDP+98, JLS90, KZK+95, LJS90, MHvB97, RG93, AO91, BP97b, 
BDD92, BS95a, BKS92, BVL92, CSR+92a, CA95, EGKE92, FC90, GAD+92, 
HC92a, HFJS91, HH92, Kar92, LPP94, MC91c, McF92, 
MM97, Mol97, PGAJ99, RBB+97, SSR+97, SPBS93, SKM+97, SGR92, 
Sün97, Tha92a, Tha92b, VBL+92, Vos91, Wil92, vDVW99]. Bilbao [GD96]. 
binding [DCG+99, WNJ91]. Bio [Sos96, SPS+96, Tha92b, UMT+91]. 
bio-activity [UMT+91]. bio-assay [Tha92b]. Bio-optical [Sos96, SPS+96]. 
bioaccumulation [MCSV95, MCFS96, RQB98b, WFL96, WFT95]. 
bioassay [CLM+93, Jon97b, MC94a]. Bioassaying [RBG94a]. bioassays 
[BHQ99, HJA99, TVdJ+98]. Bioavailability [BK94, LP99, VB96, WL97, 
WSF99, Bou90a, Bou90b, CFF99, Mal96, NFT92, SM97b, TBY98]. 
Bioavailable [SKM95, NMR97]. Biochemical 
[AOOT94, Add92, KMR98, AJ95, BKWML93, CD96, DDM+99, FSMD+92, 
GAC+97, GRSV98, MGYY97, NT95, SGB90]. biodisposition 
[JBB92, RCG94]. biodiversity [WC95, CW99b, SEA96]. bioeconomic 
[Hal98]. bioenergetic [DDM+99, DL93a, Leh96]. bioenergetics 
[AH94, LB93, VR93b, BL97]. Bioerosion 
[BvKvRB96, KML91, PPCL+98, Bak90, Bel95, SR90a]. biofilms 
[BB92, MR94, NW97a, PL99b]. biofouling [AJ95, MS95, YOH98]. Biogenic 
[WL97, AO91, AW98, LK94, LR96, LM98b, SPL92, ZHF96]. 
Biogeochemical 
[CA90, PSE97, SGC+98, TM94, ASRP+96b, CSS93, 
FN91, HMC97c, MH97, RDT+94, RC95, SCA92]. Biogeochemistry 
[CJ95, GGD99]. biogeographical [tor93]. biogeography [GDMS90, PT93]. 
Biohydro [BSP98]. Biohydro-optical [BSP98]. bioindicator 
[Bou90a, Bou90b]. Bioindicators [BBP+96, NCGG96]. Biokinetics 
[WTF96]. Biological 
[GS91a, GP95, LGL+95, LGMD98, SRJD97, SJ99, 
SWE91, SD92, AVV98, BK90, BP96a, BBT+93, COD+93, CAATS94, 
Dvm92, DM91, DB96b, HS96, Kep94, MC91a, OE91, Röp93, Spe95, TR95a, 
UKR+91, VSG90, ZCL97, AJ95, BSW+95, BWH95, Rie91b]. 
Biological/physical [LGMD98]. biologically [WL97]. Biology 
[Ar92, JT93, Ang95a, Ang95b, BGT91, CV96, GTYR97, MC94b, MT94, 
NH95a, NKh+99, NAS95, Per90, Pud93, Rv92, SCAT91, Tan98a, Tan98b, 
US95, VTK99, WMG+94, SDA+92b]. Bioluminescence 
[HLBW93, KT+97, LJ96]. bioluminescent [PTB+97]. Biomagnification 
[BMHSC98, RH90b]. biomarker [Bro93, KWHM+96, KBA+97, VBZ+94]. 
biomarkers [BMS+97, BMP+95, BRL97, JL96, WKH+98]. Biomass
bloom-forming [JSGS94]. blooming [HRKR93]. blooms
[BEH93, BLM+95, BHH+95, EST95, GCCR90, Hin92, KLR93, KYI+98,
LKC+99, LKM+99, NT96a, NGS97, Ols93, PBHM98, Rei93, SFS95,
TNKMK99, VMS+96, WMG91, WPTB96]. Blue [RCG94, AY97, BA90,
BM95b, CWW99, DFS94, EK95, ELH92, FW91a, FW92, FFR94, FDR+96,
FTBR97, Hi97, HK99, HHW90, HH91b, JM99, JSH99, MCF90, ML91b,
MU97, ML92, MZFHC96, Ols94, POD99, PLBP96, Rau98a, RVMM97,
SW93, SW95, WFM99, WRBF97, WFH99, ZFFH+94]. blue-eyed
[WH91]. blue-head [HH1b]. blue-light [JM99]. bluefin
[DJY90, DLJ91, JD90, KJGC96, YD90, YB96]. bluefish
[HC93, JC94, J95, MC91c]. bluehead [GMC91]. boat
[LOS90]. Bodo
[KDMR97]. body
[AS94b, FCP98, GPP98, HS97b, JST97, L96, MD93, Mau2, MM95a, MAAT98,
Pen90a, PS95, PC94, Sal95, Spr93, WF97, YKL98]. body-size
[HS97]. Bolinao
[ADF96, BBFD98]. bomb
[KJGC96]. bone
[SDFJ96]. bones
[Bar95, BSM94]. bony
[HSLV94]. bordering
[SR97]. Bornholm
[GW97]. bosc
[Har99]. bosquianus
[Har99]. Boston
[Ke98]. both
[Han91]. Bothnia
[Hei92a]. bottle
[GKRD96]. bottleneck
[WS91, ZC92]. bottles
[CDGF93]. bottom
[AM93, Blo91, BDR+96, BMG99, CSB94, CEV97, FSCE92, FAVV98,
Gas94, HPF92, HFS91, JDS89, JAL91, KD99, KSG+92, K92, LOS90, LA97b,
MS96b, MR96, MJ97b, NT96c, Ols93, ONR98, PFF99, PBE91, PSR+99,
RH91, RPL96, SGC+98, SE91, TNS98, TN98, WF99]. bottom-mounted
[CSB94]. bottom-up
[FAV98, Gas94, MS96b]. bottom-water
[BMG99, PFF99]. Bottomless
[Roz92]. bottoms
[Mic96]. boulder
[Tak95, Tak96, Tak99]. boulders
[SA+95]. bound
[CSC93, KP97, LA93, LP99, MFF97, WS99]. boundary
[Arr93, B90, O95, CK99, FH96, JAL91, LGR95, MG91a, RTL97, S99a,
TB98, Ved98, VM95, BL94a]. boundary-layer
[JAL91]. Bouvet
[PLM92]. box
[RM94]. brachiatus
[GM98b]. Brachidontes
[LTM90]. Brachyura
[AAW97, Per90, QC94, SMU+99]. Brachyura
[SCAT92]. brachyuran
[BN93, Gar99b, J95, L90, R99b]. brackish
[AJS95, AA2, BT99, CMD+94, CS99, FMRC93, HS94a, MA95, MM97,
NK96, SE93, VDA96]. brackish-water
[MA99]. branch
[TR93]. branches
[RT98]. branchial
[SG92]. branching
[MB95]. Branchiostoma
[Sto96]. Branchfield
[KL95, Nor92]. brant
[BL94a]. brasiliensis
[CV96, GD99]. Brazil
[NAW99, dG92a, CV96, CF93b, HSL94, NL94, Pir92, San94b, dG91a]. breadth
[SH99a]. break
[MLD95, MLD99, SH95b]. breakdown
[CWB93a, KFF92]. Breaking
[LSGW98]. breaks
[MB+98]. Breeding
[KN95, AAS+91, Ang95a, Ang95b, Cer98, GSC95, HH97, JCC94].
HM97b, HS95, JNCS89, LD93, MCF90, MBJ94, MHBW90, MRP98, MHS94, MS94b, MLTD96, PRC+92, RLT+94, SL97a, Sew96, SR98b, SMTL99, SCEG93, SPZ+93, SK95c, TML97, Tan98a, Tan98b. **Canadian** [LDV95, CLKO98, SC92b, SFF92]. **Canadian** [LDV95, CLKO98, SC92b, SFF92].

**Candlelight** [WPB+93]. **Cannibalism** [BBK91, Fer99, RvMM97, Val91, Ang95b, LJ96, MPvM98, Smi95].

**canaliculus** [HJH+99]. **Cancer** [CW93, CC97b, FIA93, Fer99, HBR+91, PWS98, SLSH98, WC92, WS92b].

**Canadian** [LDV95, CLKO98, SC92b, SFF92].

**canal** [SLHA97, QCM94, TBAB91].

**canopy** [BCC92, Con95, JHN99a, Ken94a, PBGE91, Ste95, VACL99]. **Canuella** [BDdWC96, CM90b]. **canutus** [ZBW92, ZB92].

**canyons** [VD99]. **Cap** [And90].

**capacity** [DFS94, FL92, GBGH97, LCL96, MPB97, MSND+99, PR92, RM94, STS99].

**Cape** [AAS+91, ADF96, BBFD98, BYO95]. **capelin** [DL91a, DCBC91, SM99a]. **capensis** [AAS+91]. **capitata** [GVGG98].

**Capitella** [FFH96, GVGG98, HFW99, MFF97, MGDT90, QC94, SFF98, Tsa90, TFF99].

**capitellid** [AGP98, LGFS99]. **Capitellidae** [Tsa90]. **capricorni** [FB91].

**Capitellidae** [Tsu90].

**capsules** [Raw96]. **captive** [STBR99].

**capture** [BLH99, CGZR94, CLW99, JT90, JC94, RM97b, WBGS97].

**carbohydrates** [GAB90a, GAB90b, SR98a, WP95]. **carbolxylation** [DGO92]. **Carbon** [CCV+96, Dou93b, Fra95, FGB+96, GPD+96, GKR96, HAI+90, HSK+94, JKFB95, Ken94b, LL98, Mar99b, NBF94, RSB+90, RÅP99, SBV98, Tur93, AC96a, And96, AR93, ABY97, AMB+96, BRL97, BD98, BCG94, BP96a, BvBBV96, BLR94, BRZ99, CD94, CCH93, DSG+99, DS93a, DL91b, DGO92, DA93, DWG98, DH92, EJ97, FSm+92, FBHH93, FPGC+98, FPLH92, FCMB94, FCVS92, FZ91, FRP+99, FR91b, GV96, GYL93, GMK97, Gol99, GK96, HHS96, HM60, HCG+93, HSRRH90, HSW99, Hol96, HG94, IG96, JCP93, JLD+96, JMP90, JKC+93, Kåh98, KSR99, KM99a, KSM97, KW92a, KJN97, KW99a, KRJL96, KRJ98, KTG99, KKH+94, KR94, KR98b, KLAH+94, LD96, LR96, LM98b, Lig90, LHH+93, MM90, MRL96, MPDP91, MR97b, MK95, MDG98, MO97, MJSD91, MH90, MO95, NBW94]. **carbon** [NMR87, NH95b, PS97, PGA99, PM91a, PSB+97, Pre91, RDP99, RN98, RSN+99, RSP+91, TRP+98, SO91, SWT99, SH97c, SRG+99, SAA90, Sim91, SM95, SPS98, TA93, TA95, TGG97, TL95, TT98, TU97, UHR98, VG90, WF90, YST+97, ZB99a, ZB94, ZA96, ZNH93, NN93]. **Carbon-13** [Før95]. **carbon-to-chlorophyll** [GV96]. **carbon-to-chlorophyll-a** [TGG97]. **carbon-to-nitrogen** [Kåh98, KJN97]. **Carbonate** [Bel95, KSO+97, DS93a, EF97, EM93, JAB+92, MG98, SDC90]. **carbonate-cemented** [JAB+92]. **carboxylase** [DGO92, PFP93, PCK+96, PCC+97]. **carcasses** [GGH95, HFG+95, Wit99]. **carcharhinid** [STBR99]. **Carcharhinus** [WCL97]. **Carcinus**
[AWD95, AAWD97, BC93, BKH99, CBKD92, DL95, HMIHDA94, HN93, LS92, MPvM98, QCM94, QCM97, RN93, SAA99, WJD93, ZN96a, ZN96b, ZAN99].
card [JM93].
cardinal [FGG97].
Caretta [MBB99b].
caribaeorum [FP91a].
Caribbean [Aer98, Ano99d, AADSCC97, Bee97, BKB94, BvKvRB96, CP95a, Cli95, ELMCC90, ELMR98, EL90, FP91a, GMMD93, GMR94, GDvS98, GBJ94, GT98, HOM95, LBL97, Maz95, MD94b, MLES94, NBS97, NB98, OMH95a, OMH95b, PF92a, PCTF95, PR93b, RSH93, RS99b, RH90a, RS93, RH90c, SC90, SR94, Szm91, Tol98, Tom91, VB93, Van94b, VK94, VB94, VPF98, VDT92, WC90]. caridean [SB96].
carina [PPB90].
cariosus [NFM98].
Carlo [BMHH94].
carnivores [Gib94, PWR96].
carnivorous [MSS95, Øre91, ØW93, VFMFBE96].
carnivory [PM94a].
Carolina [BYO95, BCS93, BW93, CC92a, CT92, DSW91, FB98, MB94, O’C93a, PPFP98, PLFSW97, SCS98, TGG95, WPG99, AFP99, CBS91, HC90, LBM99, MF95, RPMB91, SLB92, SR97, TF98].
Carotenoid [KL92, ABB96, BBM96, CC92a, CT92, DSW91, FB98, MB94, O’C93a, PPFP98, PLFSW97, SCS98, TGG95, WPG99, AFP99, CBS91, HC90, LBM99, MF95, RPMB91, SLB92, SR97, TF98].
carotenoids [AO91, WJM91].
Carpentaria [BRW95, LPW95, MR95, OR95, PM91a, VS92, WH93, BLR94, CLD99].
carrying [AN97, RM94, RD91].
Cartesian [CRLP94].
cascade [GB98].
Cascading [BHH95].
case [DBB95, EE98, EGC95, Far98, GGF99, GGD99, KMG98, KHK99, MM98a, SSL97, SFG99, VBL92].
casitas [AADSCC97].
Cassiopea [FFH99, VM98a].
catastrophic [CH96, PBVB99, Tru97].
catch [KS95a, MMBT97].
Catches [KBN96, CBL96a, Con94, OC93b].
categorisation [CES94].
category [˚Abe90].
catenation [FPFR92].
catenatum [MHT97].
Catharacta [PCT97].
caught [CCV98, FCW98, HTCW96, RTH96].
Caulerpa [BB97a, CC98, CC99, CJ97, FGR97, JPZ98, KMB97, MP92].
Caulerpales [MP92].
Causative [SOS92].
cause [IMB99, CS91, JHG99, KLR93, KGO94].
caused [FP98, Flo91, HH99, LGR95, RPL96, Vcd98].
causes [LG95, PG90, SL95, VS91].
cave [AC96a, GF95, Har97, PIC97].
caveat [MKCL94].
CaveCam [WR98].
cavernosa [LS96a, LA97a, Szm91].
Cavity [RW99].
Cavity-dwelling [RW99].
cavolini [WV95].
Cay [SB96, SJ95].
CCA [WW92b].
CCMP [CCV96].
Cd [CAATS94, LWL98, SDC99, VCMP93, WQ99].
cDNA [KWHM96].
Cell [BMS97, LBL99, BBR93, BLC91, BZ92, BRN95, BOC90, CC90, DHM92, DRGV91, GGC99, JMN99, KRJL96, LMF93, LCC97, MHB97, Mod92, MNS99, MWB99, NC95, PM90a, PMP96, RCPS96, SM97b, SGP94, UYM95, UGS99, WFT97].
cell-cycle [BOC90].
cell-specific [NC95].
cell-surface [PM90a].
Cellana [WM95].
elled [MJ92b].
Celleporella [HH99].
cells [AGGKA96, And96, GW98, GGGJ98, KC94, KHT93, LKF95, LS94, LFD95, MM96, RH90b, SM94, TTR99].
Cellular [GAB90a, GAB90b, BH98, GTH94, HMB93, HMB95, LMK93,
MIA90, MOM98, Moo92a. Celtic [MJV92, PH95]. cemented [JAB+92].
Central [BEU99, MBR94, AAE+96, AC96c, APS91, BD98, BH93, BVL98,
BCBR97, CO92, CSM+98, DGT+93, DB96b, ELMR98, GGH99, JMC93,
KL91b, LK95, LGH95b, MDC98, McC96b, MP95, NC93, PHL92,
PD90, PD94, Roa93, RGE+95, RO93, RA96, SL91, SSV97, Tho92, TeBW96,
VNM97, WH91, YHG96, YGH+97, BR91a]. centres [BVL92]. centric
[MP96a, TP96]. Centropages [CPC98, GM98b]. Centrostephanus [AU93].
Ceramium [Ekl98]. Cerastoderma [AR91, KSRB99, LAJ95, NW97b, RII93].
Ceratium [HN97a]. Ceratoporella [SC90]. Ceriops [SOSV95]. cerithid [SU93]. Cerithidea
[LB93]. certain [BB92, DE91]. cessation [KHTP99]. cetacean [TBAB91].
[GT92, KRJ98, KHT93, LW91]. chaetodontid [Fow90a]. chaetognath
[DA93, DG96, Ore90, Ore95, Ter93]. chaetognaths [BP97a, BP97b, TNN93].
Chaetomorpha [KJMR96]. chiacogramma [Liv93]. chain
[Ej98, KZ93, LJM99, MDTB94, RH90b]. challogramma
[BM94a, BCN+95, BBK91, CB91, DO92, HHP95, HBP+93, OD90, YB90].
Chaleurs [SL97a, SH93]. challenge [MR94, PB94]. chamber [NG96].
chambers [FGP98, GFH96, HC92b]. Chamelea [RR92].
Champsocephalus [KWE94]. chances [Mal98]. change
[ALB+96, APS91, HLP99b, KR79b, LBH91, LGH95b, SFS95, ST99, VPM96].
Changes [BKS+99, CCC98, DE91, FAVV98, FF93, FFF+94, GGB+99,
GD96, HLP+99a, Jon97a, LL92, LOS90, LMT99, MACR98, MV98, NNL99,
RK96, RC95, SGR92, SBP92, SBP93, AWD95, Ano99c, AOT97, AMB+96,
AH96, AH98, BLJ+96, IMB99, CA99a, CCC94, CSM99, DP91, DFR95,
DRG91, DL95, Dur94, Dye98, FH99, FCH99, GRBA96, GAC+97, HN90a,
Hn90b, HDPW93, HL90, HWL96, HB98, Hvdm97, HS99b, Hu97, ISF+98,
IPT94, Jol99, KW99a, KDH98, LGGLH98, LGC+93, LGH95b, LGR95,
Mac91, MGYV97, MDD95, MLC92, MBW98, MCRGC90, MGC95a, Mil92,
MOM98, MSND+99, Mj97, O’B94a, OINN94, PODL99, PDC97, Pel96,
Re90, RYVG99, Rv92, RSAD98, RO99, SM94, SH90a, SS96a, SCJ99b,
SB94, TMKL97, TRPS94, TDD94, TFL95, TPH94, VWS92, VNM97,
Wes90a, Wes90b, WB91]. changes [WB92b, vBV95]. changing
[BM99a, BK96a, BC99, CCS98, McL96, RCS+96]. Channel
[LK93, MDC98, BBL93, HM97c, MH97, RBN99, TDW96]. channels
[CSM99]. charperones [WKH+98]. Characterisation
[SL97a, BLJ99, SWK98]. Characteristic [JMR91]. Characteristics
[SD96, ADR94, AR99, ARS93, Bar99, BKP98, BL97, BAK97, BM90a,
BM90b, BD94, COD+93, CK99, CS97, Dur94, EML+93, HKvB93, HRFC90,
IBB97, It97, JGS994, LBL+99, MV96, PFMG96, RBT96, SJ99, SPS+96,
SM97a, SC93, Van94b, VK94, VB94, WHG99b, Zaj91a]. Characterization
[TSS93, KNM93, SAH98, SKKO97]. colloids [Kep94]. Colne
[RNHO98, ONH+97]. Colombia [AvS97, GDvS98]. colonial
[BLJ+96, CRGZ98, Hur92, ORL97, SMB97]. Colonies
[HSMS99, LGdC+90, Naut96, TFL95, VB94]. colonisation
[FTP99, GJV96, GH93, HHH97]. Colonization [DG93, FKB92, AA92,
DSJ90a, DSJ90b, HS98c, PA94, PDC97, SML97, SF94, VDM90]. colonized
[BB97a, RCN95]. colony
[BM98, FK95a, MB93, Mil98, OP99, PCT+97, VK94, van92a]. Color
[BE97, HM91, PLB95, WHIC97]. colour [BA97, SA99]. colourless
[BF95a, FB95]. Columbia [HM97b, SR98b, BL94a, CB96, HTS92, HCC+91,
Mga92, PSE97, PG90, Sew96, THS94]. columbiae [Bus98]. Columbian
[SS92]. column
[BRC99, BH93, BGC94, CCSN93, DS92, FKR90, GHD+92, HHH+96, KNK90,
KK+90, MB97b, Nak92, RGS95, RLT+94, Sch96, Sie93, SJM93, SJCL93,
TD92, TGB99, TL91, TS90c, VWS92, Vis97, WSM99, WPY98, ZBB99b].
Comacchio [SSG96]. comatum [JH97]. Combined
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano98, Ano99b, QQ97, QQ98, AFP99, JKC+93,
MBK95, VK90, WJD93]. combustion [URHR98]. commensal
[VTGK99]. Comment
[BS96, BAR96, Mil90, Cus95, DHB+98, Gib94, JNCS90, Kep98, Käh98].
Commentaries [Bro95a, Bro96a, Bro96b]. Commentary [MP94].
comments [BS96b, JRB97]. commercial [GCF96, San94c, San95, Sch93].
commercial-scale [Sch93]. commercially [PDD+99]. commitment
[CWB93b]. common [BCHL93, BLH99, COD+93, HP90, IWF+97, LT97,
MTP92, RI93, VB96, WW93, WFT96]. communis [Lee90]. communities
[Aro98, AWVP98, CA92, CMD+94, CLB91, CPH91, CLKO98, CSB97,
DB96a, DY92, DW97, Dit96, EB96, EJ93, EJ96, EPN+99, FCMB94, FP96b,
FP+97, GP96, GAR93, GRK96, GF99, GW93, GI99, HG98, HCS90,
HG95, HC94, HS95, HBC+91, JLD+96, JP96, KRM94, KE97, KV90,
Ken94b, Ken94c, KDR97, KM92, KDZH98, KO92, KK95, LOS90, Lew97,
LVP98, LGR95, LSP99, LBK90, MDD95, MHS94, MG94, MR90, NLR+93,
NS96, NR94, NIU+98, Ols93, OG95, ODS+96, PLP+93, PPM94, PKL97,
PKC+96, PAC+97, RB99, RCGSN96, SC90, SH97c, SW98a, SNJV92, SPH94,
SR95b, SM97c, TD91, TP90, THCD95, TN98, TTP+95, UMT+91,
V95, VWD+95, VAV99, VVT97, vLT+98]. Community
[AP99b, BS92, Cal95a, DHS98, Dye98, GPF93, GPPG95, HFJS91, KM92,
MS93b, PBA+95, PBV99, RT92, SR90b, AvS97, AGW93, Amb93, AW95,
ALB+96, AD94, BKS+99, BS95a, BS94, BH92b, BB99, Cal95b, CGTB95,
CLM+91, CA93, CH94, C98, CP96, CB97, DFB96, FGTG90, FT90,
FVPN95, FGS98, FV95, FKT+99, FI95, GJVG96, GB91, GdGMD95,
GP+96, GPS93, GAD+92, GW94, GB98, HS94b, HSH94, HB95, JNH99,
JSJMH90, JDS99, Joc95, JKF95, KH92a, KSS90, Kea90, KD96, KHK+99,
KHW+99, KKW97, KDR+92, LKC95, LB99b, LB+98, LG99, LF91, LL92,
LP95, LTM90, MCC96a, Mac94, MDD95, MLC92, MP96b, MG95, MS93c,
MR91, MZCMOCJP91, MSM+98, MN99, Nai93b, NK93, NTS90, NKB90, NH95a, NFL99, N96c, Nov90, NG+99, OM99a, OE91, OSC97.

community [O5C98, OWM92, OW95, PW96, PRW+94, PBv+95, PPF95, PD90, RD94, RPM+94, RD99, SPB95, SB98, SK94a, SJ99, Sch90, SNC+98, SL91, SDBW95, SK95b, SGW94, SRW95a, SC95a, SSP97, SNR+96, SPD91, SB92, SB93, SS96b, SE93, TI96, UK98, VWS92, WC93, WW92b, Wel90a, Wes90b, WA99b, W90a].

Community-level [DF98, Cro98].

Comparative [BC92, BU93, BKB94, BGC94, CA92, HRCW98, MCSV95, MU97, MGC95b, NW97a, NC95, OM99b, PPM94, PLB96, RSB93, VAV99, YKL98a, JH97, LMF93, MC98, NEIR95, ZCPA94].

compared [Fra95, GPU+97, JKB99, NA99, RGT98].

Comparing [CT97, WC93, BBRK94].

Comparison [NG98, Cro98].

Comparisons [FKC90, WC90, AHT+90, BA90, BAH94, HS91b, KWD93, LAS98, ML93, Mic96, PP+96, RH90a, WTM+96, Web91a].

compartment [BMFR97, BFMM99].

compensation [SFSA99].

compensatory [BCL93, CRH+99, SH99a].

compete [Rin96].

Competence [BD98, Dav94].

competing [Cla96, Pur91].

Competition [FD93, WHG+99a, BCC96, B96, Cha91, Dai90, EA92, LB97, NTK93, SFV96, Som96, SJC99, TSB93, WC96].

competitive [BLJ+96, Nan96, TB95].

competitors [GPB+98, HS98b].

complanata [Lev91, Lew92].

complete [BMGR99, ECF+99, Geo94, GBV96, KHK+99, RVT+97, RPN95, WW96].

complex [NG92a].

complexes [NG92a].

complexity [Gi94, Hu97, Kin95a, LB99b, LB96b, MM97a, Pen90a].

Components [LC98, Bus97, FC96, FMH96, HH95, RN93, WB97, van92a].

Composition [HO96, LI95, AN99a, AALT99, ALB+96, BBF98, BY95, Bar95, BS95a, BF95a, BRL97, BKL99, BSH+91b, BR97, DDM+99, DWG98, DH92, FSDM+92, FCVS92, Fr94, GPP98, GGB+99, GAR93, GHTH94, GAC+97, GRSV98, GT98, HS91a, HNC92, HS93, HNL94, JRNM+97, JSV92, JFF95, K291b, K295, Ker94, KPWL93, KWE94, MMM98, LF91, Leng96, LH96, LC90, LH91, MCA90, MACR98, MVA99, MP96c, ML96, Naj96, Naj97, NT95, Nic96, OTF95, PPM96, PMM95, PD95, PWPS95, P5B+97, PFMC95, RC95, SKvB98, SDBW95, SU93, SV97, SCEG93, TDH+94, VK90, WH96, WJD93, WMH96, WF90, ZDJ+95].

compound [LM97, PFMC95, RB90, VY96].

compounds [BK94, BQKC97, DCM90, HS94a, HS98a, IWF+97, JMD+99, KE95, LQ97, Les96, RR97a].

comprehensive [GBB+98, OG95].

computer [AAD91, CC90, JPR92].
computer-aided [AAD91]. computer-controlled [JPR92].
computer-simulated [CC90]. concentrated [MLDM95, Sut92].
concentrates [WP95]. Concentration
[JTPP92, CA97, CCG96, DM96, FDZ94, FF92b, GB95, GT96, HN97a, KI97,
KS91, LGB91, MSD98, MRMR92, MP92, PCBA94, PMOD90, PWD+91,
SDC99, SCMM95, YSL94, YKL98a, van94a]. concentrations
[AB95, BC90, Byt90, CLGM96, CAATS94, CNCS93, CCC94, CSB94, DO92,
DCM90, EBM93, Fly99, GPP98, GSSM96, HTLK99, Jon97a, KDKS96,
KR98, LG91, MHB94, MGM96, MCF96, NW97b, RW99a, RDM91,
SGL+97, SPF97, SPB+99b, SCF91, TLB93, VV95, dND98, vDdWK99].
concept [BBRK94, EFSS95]. Concerning [Kah98].
conch [Dav94, SL94]. conchilega [PE99]. Concholepas [MADM98].
conchyliatum [VPF98]. conclusions [Hei92b, Kar92, SDA+92e]. Condition
[FCW98, And94a, Bro93, CBI91, CD96, HF99, ISF+98, JL96, Ker96,
LMTF96, MM93, MM95a, SKPT97, SFF92, WDB98, YSY+99, vW93]. conditions
[AP99a, BCN+95, BG94, BFMM99, Bra93, BGM95, BD94, CPC98, CHS+95,
CCS98, Dee90, DHKP96, DHM92, DGHT+98, EBM93, FGKP95, GB91,
Har97, HGB99, JPR92, KMR98, KGS95, Lav97, LCW99, Moe97c, MH96b,
NKV94, ODO90, RR99, SH99b, WYY+98, dRAV92]. conducting [GS94a, PN99]. conduits
[EAEP98]. confined [HG92b, LF91]. confinement [JAL91]. Confluence
[GTL+91, GST+91]. confluentes
[VDA96, VDJ98]. confocal [BP93]. confederata [RR99]. congeneric
connectedness [Hum93]. Connecting [BM99a]. consequence
[IM99, LGH95b]. Consequences
[JS93, KR94, SDB96, BQR99, BPS98, FF92a, FAP92, Ger90, KS99, MBL+98,
PPF98, P97, RC95, RH91, Sos96, VKF+98]. conservation
[GG97, LL98, PFH98]. conserving [SO96b]. consideration
[SRS99]. considerations
[Bou90a, Bou90b, CNP95, DMD+99, HLH96, KKL+98, L96, SC92a]. considering
[vDBvDR96]. consorts [Sie93, SJMC93]. conspecific
[BK97, Mar91, MLES94]. conspecifics [SFA98]. Conspicuous [VS91].
constant [CA96a, MC97b]. constraints [CM99, GT92, Har96, KL98].
constricta [WX97]. Construction [WW92b]. Consumer
[Bre96, MCC96a]. Consumption
[LS96b, Wi99, ZNH93, AAS+91, AJST98, AH93, AH94, BS95b, Bre96, BG93,
BK92, CM98a, CW93, CGCLH99, HDWS91, KJLH96, L94, LB93, MRMLP97,
MC98, PDF97, RO99, TMC98, VTN91, Web91a, W93, WSS94, YB92]. consumption-food
[CM98a]. contact [OS96, Sun96, UYMH95, VM98b].
container [DZ99, ZD99]. containing [KGC92, LC95, Vis93, WPY98].
Contaminant [LME92, LF95, Ack97, MFF97, SUn97, WDB+95].
Contaminant-induced [LF95]. Contaminants
[SD92, BP94, BBT+93, KCV94, WT99a]. contaminated
[Ber90, DvdM92, RA92, SPPL92, SCCS98]. Contamination [Hei95, BQR99,
contemporaneous [JP93b]. contemporary [KML91]. content [Vos91, ATH95, Bro93, BZSG96, Cle93, CWHA99, DPO91, DCRG92, Dua90, EL90, FFF+94, GCR98, HKA96, HSN93, KW97b, Mar99b, PWPS95, ROM+91, RBB+91, RMGB+94, SH97c, Tee99, UMD92, VCMP93, WPG99, vBV95]. contents [BH92a, LPF94, LMTF96, SPB+99a]. continental [AML95, Bia91, Bia92, CSB97, EJ93, FH96, FH95, Gra94, Gra96b, GDW90, HBC+91, JT93, KE97, KKW97, LFR+97, LKvRH96, LEHvR96, MJV92, MP96b, MSM+98, OG95, Pi92, PH95, RSS94, RGE+95, SR90a, SRSH99, SLB+92, TDBH94, TB98, TGvJW95]. continua [FCP98]. continued [VH99a]. continuous [Kin95b]. Continuous [BM99b, MWT96, SK98a, SEG91, PRM+96b]. continuous-flow [SEG91]. contraction [FK95a]. contracting [BKP98, BF95b, CAATS94, Hil91c, Kro91, LD94a, LKK92, PDBA90, SK94b, Sün97, WYY+99]. controls [GEW97, MDC98, McG92, GJ97a]. convection [BWHK99]. Convergence [FP96b, HSLV94]. conversion [RB98]. convict [Pla93]. cooccurring [Jeo94b]. Cooperation [Pak95]. cope [PIM94]. cope-pods [PIM94]. Copepod [BNvB90, BH92a, FC94, GGH95, HFG+95, JPF95, SCIA99, SkvB98, Tee99, AJ95, AN97, AS97, AW+99, BBC+97, BdWC96, BP93, BD94, CA99a, CN92a, CM90b, CPL+96, CMT94, DP91, DWSA98, DDW90, Dut98, FD98, FR91, GGB+99, GS94b, GCC95, GSSM96, HvB91, HRKR93, HLBW93, HSW99, HN91, Geo94b, Geo94a, JKT+98, JT90, Ker90, KSV96, KV99, KBS98, KEV99, LY97, LGED98, MH93a, MRMR92, MMGIM90, MTB+99, Ohm96, Ore91, OW93, Orel95, PL99a, PR93a, RD91, RMMB91, SK95a, SW01, SW98b, SC96b, TSI+93, URHR98, US95, Uye96, US98, VV95, Voc91, WDB98, WB94, Web91a, WML96, WR92a, Wij92, WDD92, YS96]. Copepoda [AS99a, ASSWM97, CA96a, CA97, GM98b, KGS95, KBS98, Met98, SA92, SSHM91, SM98b, TH90, VDA96, VJ98, WASSM97, WC91]. copepodite [LHL93]. copepods [AK96, ATK96, BK98, BH91, BS92, BS95c, BM95a, BP96b, CN92b, CGTB95, Car90, CTEF91, CN95, CBDC96, CS99, CLW99, ENSR90, FTS97, FNF91, FH97b, Gra91a, HKG93, HH94a, Hick92, HS97b, ICG96, KB94, KS95c, KS95b, KV99, Kle93, LF97, MLC97, MRMR92, Mc92, MS95, MHvB97, MHRV+99,
Nag96, NS96, Nor96, OF94, PC96, PDF97, SK97, ST98, SF91, TDVF99, TWW95, TMC98, T9j96b, Tis98b, UT90, VKF98, Web91a, Web91b, WP92].

Coppes [RD92]. Copper [AHT90, BDH94, BFD91, DL95, HDB95, HBD95, HMB93, LP99, MAAT98, RBG94b, WJD93, WW92b].

Coral [BM98, GCGR90, McC94a, Adj97, AvS97, Aei98, ABB97, Ano99d, Aro98, AHS97, Bak90, BLJ96, BJJ98, Bee97, BMH91, BKWML93, BLST90, BLD94, BDA99, Byr90, CDHD92, CH95, CK99, CT97, CWB93a, Cha96, CG99a, Cif95, Cro99, DB96b, Eib96, ELG97, Fab95, FD99, FCC91, FP91a, FP91b, FPGC98, FPGJ99, Fow90b, FDW92, FHCC98, FGB98, Fre97, GWW98, GPDF93, GYL93, GPD98, GIO95, GGH95, Gre96, Gri94, GEW97, Gru95, GP98, GT98, HHD92, HSH94, HB95, HFR93, HSK93, HSK94, Hoe91, Joh99, JS93, JKFB95, JKL90, JM93, JFS90, JFS92, JHG99, JLGMP97, KKL98, KMG98, KSO97, KRFL97, KRF98, KYN94, LS96a, LCDB94, LB96a, LG99, LSGW98, LCE97, LL96, Lew91, Lew97, MSC95, MG96c, MA99b, MM97a, McC94, MJ97a, MMD93, MB93, MNB94, MB95b]. coral [MB97, MD94c, Mil94b, Mil95b, Mil97, Mil98, Mull99, MJ97, OBL97, ORL97, PF99a, PR93b, FD90, PD94, RK96, RGLS99, RS99b, RW99, RH98, RS91, RSS94, Rog90, RMT91, SM93, SRR99, Sam97, SOW97, SK98a, SK98b, Sch99, SNC98, SC94, SCLS94, SDC92, SM97, SJ95, SC96a, SP99b, SB97c, SEA96, TH94b, UK98, VB93, Van94b, VK94, VB94, VDG95, WO94, WV95, WWH93, YAG92, YMD94, YIF91, Zel97, Ze98, vT97]. coral-bacteria [SCLS94]. coral-boring [BKWML93]. coral-dominated [HB95]. coral-dwelling [MJC97, PD90, PD94].

Coral-eating [McC94a]. coral-feeding [MJ97]. coral-reef [CH95, CWB93a, LCE97, PR93b, SC94].

Corallinmorpharia [Cha91].

Corallina [AdN91]. coralline [BCC94, JMR91, JSOG91].

Corallium [ASN93]. corals [BDZB98, BDSL94, CED91, Da90, ECF97, FK95a, FBR95, GB94, HB95, HG99, Jon97, JBO97, Jon97b, KML91, KL91c, KPW93, KWL96, KWL98, KCD95, LNS91, LGP95, LGH95a, Lew92, MDC95, MDSB92, MNK97, MGD91, NB98, RVGC99, RH90a, Rin96, SCLS94, SHM97, SP93, Szm91, TTL96, Tom91, WUA99, W998].

Corbicula [BTKK99]. cordatus [PF95]. core [DL93b, FP96b, NB90, ZR92, ZBK98]. cores [HG92]. cormorant [GWWP99]. cormorants [BRLM90, BS95b, GSC95]. cornea [ROM91].

coruscus [McC94a]. cornutus [KSH97]. corolla [DeV92]. coronata [MTP92].

Corophium [BF95b, CD99, GH93, GH94b, GH94c, MJ97b, PNB94, SCH96].

Corpus [LD96]. correct [AFZ96, vR93]. correlates [DSS98, LCB94].

Correlation [AW93, MAI90, JW96]. correlations [Fe92, HKR96, MAC92, MB95].


Cost [Ang92, Bus98, CWB93b, LL94, RHS99, R90, RTJ93, RBT96, Sto97, TWWE95]. cost-effective


D [MNH92]. D. [Coc90, CLHF95]. dab [BVL92, CB92, CMLE92, EGKE92, GLBF92, HH92, KDL92, LAC92, LME92, Pro92, RA92, RV92, SH92a, SGR92, SFPC97, VBL+92]. dabbling [BL94a]. Daily [GCR98, HN90a, HN90b, HHN93, MC98, NFM98, dT94a, Big92, BM94c, FPPM96, LT97, MLC92, MC97a, MKCL94, PPM96, PPMF97, TP95, ZCPA94].


Decadal-scale [Ar98]. decade [JJ99]. decapod [CS93, CM98a, GF90, HFGT94, Ju92, MC98, MZ92, WD90]. Decapoda [Har96, MRF+99, SF99, AHM90, Ang91c, AT96, BB93, CCA98, CA99b, DF92, Dem95, GS91b, HM93, Jon93, MC97a, PAR98, QCM94, SIR94].
decapods [LK99a]. decay [HB91b]. December [GST+91]. Decimeter [BN91b]. decisions [MTB+99]. Decline [RAGH94, JRB96, MDC+96, MHB96, VS91]. declines [AAE+96, KGO94]. decomposing [FFH99]. Decomposition [KE95, KS91, LF92, OB93, PH91a, AWH93, BM91b, BM95a, CA95, CBB90, CR94, Lee90, PM91a, VSM98].
decompression [BTYO94]. decontamination [PLBP96]. Decoupling [BF96]. decrease [AH98, BAY91, WC95]. decreasing [AH98]. decussatus [PC94]. deduced [FRP+99]. Deep [BA90, LBL91, Ter93, VWD+95, AAW98, BGT91, BL97, BSGM94, BVV+94, BL94c, BL96, BK92, CSC92, CA92, Car93, CS93, CM98a, CJ93a, CS97, CSSPV98, DDM+99, DF92, Dem95, EML+93, FD97, FKT+99, GSM+97, GSC96, Gra94, GPU+97, GP90, HKT+96, HSN93, JDL95, KW92b, KW99a, LK99a, LC95, MY98, Mau92, MC97a, MC98, MD94b, OC97, PZCJ99].
PGM+98, Por94, PFMG96, RR99, RT95, RSD+91, RT92, SH90a, STK99, SRG+99, SH90b, SHV91, SH5b, TDBH94, TW98, TGB99, TMC98, Uib95, VFMBF96, VL97, VNM97, WBGS97, Wit99, YTF97, ZBK+98, LL98].

deep-living [VL97]. Deep-sea [Ter93, VWD+95, AAW98, BL97, BVV+94, BL94c, BL96, BK92, CA92, CS93, CJ93a, CSSPV98, DDM+99, GSM+97, Gra94, GPU+97, GP90, JDL95, KW99a, LC95, Mau92, MC97a, Por94, RR99, RSD+91, SRG+99, SH90b, SH91, SH5b, TMC98, VFMBF96, WBGS97].
deep-water [BGT91, Car93, CM98a, CS97, DF92, Dem95, HSN93, LK99a, MY98, MC98, RT95, TDBH94, VNM97].
deepest [FKT+99].

degradation [KL99].

degree [JT97].

decaying [Ut96, AM96, BM96, DN96, DSJ90a, Duf92, DD97, GMR+94, Gra91c, HJHG98, KS98, SLR94, VL97, VDM+97].
demonstrated [BDdWC96, DS93a, DRS94, SB97b].

defaunated [Ber90].
defences [WS92a].
defense [AP97b, KB91, MB97a, PF92a, PKY96, SL97b, VPF98].

Defenses [CP95a, PCTF95, BPS98, BLH99, CHFL95, PLF90, PNS90, RP91a].

Defensive [FP91a, Tro94, AMB99, HFR+93, UTB+95]. deferred [SCD+90].
deficiency [Joh97, RVT+97]. deficient [DO92]. define [MJSDF91].
defodiens [WCP+98]. Degradation [TTL+96, AJST98, BL94c, HFW99, KY97, KG95, LLB+95, LMTF96, NK96, Por94, RR99, SB99, SM98].

degradation [Cla96, MH90].

degree [JT97].

DEHP [HFW99].

Delaware [BL92, JE95, MBK95, RE94a, RE94b]. Delayed [Har96, McC99, BB95].

delicatula [Mik95]. Delisea [DNSR+96]. Delmarva [MB92, RGS95].

delphinids [CAATS94].

Delta [FH97a, KDAS92, VM95, BNK+97, HKY+97, FMRC93, OP99]. deltaic [RR93].
demand [FW97, PS97, ZNH93]. demands [DL93a]. Demersal [Bia91, GDvS98, HSIV94, MF98, Bia92, CT92, FI95, HSB97, JBK99, MD91, MN99, SH90b]. demethylate [VDT92]. demissia [KNN90].

Demographic [Gra91b, Pak95, P697, Dur94, KFD99, WS91, Zaj91b]. demographics [JR98].

demography [BD99, DSJ90a, Du92, DD97, GMR+94, Gra91c, HJHG98, KS98, SLR94, VL97, VDM+97].

demonstrated [BdWC96, DS93a, DR94, SB97b]. demonstration [BW+99].

demospo [MGY97].

demospo [LBL97, MY96]. Demospongiae [MSCTBE96, RCG99b, UTB+95].
dendritic [Tro92].

Dendrobranchiata [DF92, Dem95].

Dendroceratida [RCG99b]. dendrochirote [SMTL99].

Dendronotacea [MTP92]. Denitrification [BR91a, LKvRH96, NG96, PN94, YB92, ZB94, BBF94, GSBB97, GS98, JP93b, KLEH91, LMS+93, MB97b, NR95, OSG96, RMTB+95, RCN95, THKN98].

Denmark [AWD95, DFJ+93, HR96b, JLS90, JNR95, LS90, NR95, RH91].

Dense [GP90, ARS93, ADG+95, KJMRC96, MDG98, TA93].

densities [CHFL95, JS97, Jun97a, MGC91, TPHC94].

Density [AU93, AD92, BCBC98, ELH92, FB94, LGFS99, ML91b, Mga92, Rv92, RNHH97, Tay98, AMK99, BSH+94, BD99, CO92, CC98, CK99, CPL+96, CWWH99, CHFL95, DHM92, DE94, FD98, Fer99, FW91a, HT96, Hol90, HN97b, HS99b, ITP94, KWD93, Ken94a, KL91c, KPW93, LMM98, LCB94, MCRGC90, MGC95a, MKV95, Mye95, NFM98, OS94a, PMB99, PP91a,
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RS91, RD95, SL90, SR97, SL94, TTL+96, VACL99, Web91b, Wor95, HKR96.

**Density-dependence** [AD92]. **Density-dependent**

[AU93, ELH92, LGFS99, ML91b, Rv92, RNHH97, CPL+96, Hol90, KWD93, MGC95a, Mye95, NFM98]. **Density-governing** [FB94].

**density-independent** [Mye95]. **dentatus** [BB95, MT91].

Density-governing [FB94].

**dependency** [HDK93, KE95, ML91c]. **dependent**

[AU93, Ang91a, BCBC98, BEG97, CO92, CPL+96, ELH92, FVDL95, GS91a, GYL93, GJ96b, GB98, HPSJ95, Hob93, Hol90, Hov92, JW96, JNJP94, JC94, KWD93, KS99, LM98b, Lew91, LGFS99, LFBH94, ML91b, MGC95a, MTB+99, Mye95, Nak94, NFM98, RT95, Rv92, RNHH97, TDK97b].

**density-related** [FB94]. **dependence** [Arr94, BPR90, BDH94, CPH+96, KSG+92, KHT93, LC90, McG97a, ND96, PGR94, San94a, Tam95, TGvJW95, Ved98].

**deployed** [WE95]. **Deposition**

[SMB97, CM90a, CGA95, CM99, EE98, GAC+97, HAA94, HP98, Joh97, Kam94a, KM96, PM94b, PS98, PTW+91, SE98, TBY98, WSF99]. **deposit** [Kam94a].

**depletion** [Arr94, BPR90, BDH94, CPH+96, KSG+92, KHT93, LC90, McG97a, ND96, PGR94, San94a, Tam95, TGvJW95, Ved98].

**deposit** [WE95].

**Deposit**

[SMB97, CM90a, CGA95, CM99, EE98, GAC+97, HAA94, HP98, Joh97, Kam94a, KM96, PM94b, PS98, PTW+91, SE98, TBY98, WSF99]. **deposit** [Kam94a].

**deposit-feeder** [HP98].

**deposit-feeders** [CGA95, GAC+97].

**deposit-feeding** [CM90a, EE98, Joh97, SE98, WSF99].

**deposited** [FKB92, LJS90, OSZ95].

**Deposition**

[GBV96, AFC96, AV98, BSS92, CJ95, WBGS97].

**deposits** [SM97b].

**depressions** [KCI98, SF94].

**deprivation** [SO96b].

**Depths**

[FI95, GYL93, KPWL93, MGY97, AHY+99, CS97, DY92, DBMK99, EGM94, FK95a, GEW97, HMWN97, JPA+96, JNN95, KBWC90, KW92b, Mac91, MS92, MG94, MiI95b, MSM+98, MDRW99, Ole96, PGM+98, SSR99, TAD+94, WH91, WHW93, WPB+93, WD94].

**Depth** [GYL93].

**Depth-gradient** [FI95].

**Depth-related** [KPWL93, MSM+98].

**depths** [DGT+93, SE93].

**depuration** [BM94b, O'D98, Ken94c, Moe97a, TJ99, ZF99].

**desertification** [FPB+94].

**desiccation** [BUWB99].

**design** [BB97b, HP96, Tis98a, BRNH97].

**destabilization** [RCH98].

**destratification** [KKW+93].

**destruction** [HH92, HH96, RAG94, SH98b, SEA96].

**Destructive**

[WH91, Haf95, SKM93].

**deter** [VWJ96].

**detergent** [UKR+91].

**detergent-polluted** [UKR+91].

**deterioration** [MB95b].

**Determinants**

[BCBR97, Ka91b, SMG97, MS93c].

**Determination**

[AFZ96, BK91, HW92, KZP93, KPB98, MO97, MG99, RSN+99, SM97a, Ber92, BA97, BVP91, BBCB99, COS93, Cle93, Fly90a, Fly90b, GLS94, HL98, HW99, HPSG94, JSH99, MTB+99, PPR94, RDPB99, RR92, SH90b].

**determinations** [DFB+99, DMA+94, Ric91, Tho91, WFL96].

**determine**
determined [CF94, KW97a, KJGC96, TB95].

n.determines [Cli95].

Determining [GU98, Bus96, HlS90, LS94, OWM92, PHHH96, SJC99, dNDS98].


detrital [AV95, VSSM98].

detritus [MR97b, Vet95, AWdS92, Alo90, BVs+91, Hol96, JKL90, PF90, SPP97, SPS98, TA90, VD99].

Diet [DJY90, DW90, ES90, FTS97, GDP+98, GPB+98, Hay95, JPA+96, OK98, PM91b, RC97, TS90b, TP95, WW90, WPR+93, ACC90, BCh95, Bur94, CN95, CC90, CC91b, CCR+98, GRBA96, HWL96, HHH97, Hic92, HB98, JP94, OF94, SC99b, ST90, WFI99, WDD92, vBV95, PCK+96].

Diamond-shaped [NAS95].

diamond [NAS95].

diamond-shaped [NAS95].

Diamond-shaped [NAS95].

diamidino [HP98].

Diatom [FW91b, ST99, And96, BBC+97, BLKA93, BHT98, BUCP+92, BEG97, BR97, CMB+99, CPL+96, CCG99, CCCH94, CJ95, DLT+97, EST95, FShdM+92, GT92, HM97b, KRJL96, KR98b, KHT93, KKT96b, LR94, LW91, MH93a, Mih95, MLH96, NB90, NH95b, PRM+96a, PRM+96b, Pe96, RC95, Rie91a, Rie91b, SDH95, SHT91, VDM90, Vih91, WH92, WYY+99, vDdWK99].

Diatom-dominated [DLT+97], diatom-inhabited [vDdWK99].

Diatom/cyanobacterial [CMB+99].

Diatoms [BC90, BOC90, BVL98, BZSG96, CP95b, DQT+97, DZ99, Fry96, GH94b, GKR96, GHD92, Go99, GKT99, HHH92, JKT+98, KRJ98, LBM+99, MP96a, Mar99b, MV96, MA96, NGS97, NT92, PGB96, PIMM94, RR97a, SHC96, Som94, TP96, Uye96, WFT97, WYY+98, WHG+99a, ZD99].

diatoxanthin [BBL93].

diazotrophic [COD+93].

dibromophenol [GK97].

dichotoma [HN90a, HN90b].

dietyOUTH [LS96a, LA97a].

Diet [BGC91, BK92, CRP99, DEF91, Gib94, GH91, GMF98, MBR94, PGG96, TK98, WH93, ASA96, ACR99, AP97b, BN95, BH94b, BP98, BBCB99,
diet-derived [AP97b]. Dietary

Dietary [GCKW95, SDC99, Kre93, KHBL95, LM98a, RP91a, RT98, WB97]. Diets [BRLM90, CSC92, Car93, TFL95, APCL93, BMSF95, Kle93, RM96, San93a, TDVF99, WMH96, vdl98]. diengatensis [AWdS92]. difference [PB98]. Differences [FB91, LFRB97, MWA93, SFC97, ASRP96a, ASWM97, CB91, CR99, DD99, GS90, IBB97, JKT90b, KFF92, KJT90, LC97, LA97b, PC96, RT96, Rei90, RT98, RÅSP99, She96, SDFJv91, SW98b, TAJ90, TJRG93, UMD92, VF99, WT99a]. Different [JT97, PWS98, RN93, AP99a, BN95, BCC94, CB92, Cha98, CCC94, CC96, DBMK99, FG93, GV98, GYS, GWM96, HK93, HB97, HP96, HK99, Jor95, KW98, KGS95, KM92, KW94, Kw99b, Lai92, LMF93, LA97b, MF91, MRL96, MGP96, MRR99, MDRW99, MH96b, NL96, PWG99, PC96, Ric91, RK99, SP95, Sc91, SDFJv91, SBH95, SS93, Sog92, TC93, THPC96, TV96, VV95, VNT91, VCM93, WH99a, WP94, WMH96, dRAV92, vB95]. Differential [CP95b, GSS93b, HH99, HvZH97, PL96, PS98]. differentially [RATA99]. differentiate [TC93]. Differentiation [SFC91, ASL99, AHS97, GV98, HBBT98, JKT90a, KSH97, MR97c, Pez91, Pla93, SRRd99, Vä90]. differently [TPHC91]. Differing [Reu98a, Hul97, TB99, Whi94]. diffusion [BF99, GF95, Hi91a, HiWS91, LEvR96, TPR98].

dine [WH93]. dinner [WPB93]. dino [GCGR90]. dino-flagellate [GCGR90]. dinoflagellate [AKM99, AGG96, ACC90, BLCA90, BLC91, BBG90, BGH95, Bu97, DH90, Dut98, FF93, FFF94, FJR94, GGC99, Han91a, Han95, Hm92, JH97, Jee94b, Jeo94a, JLYK97, JSK99, KA97, KMR98, KH99, L96,
Les96, MCC97, MUH97, MHT+97, MKV95, NYH92, Nie93, Nie96, PBHMI98, RGLS99, SA94, SLC+97, Str91, UYMH95, UGSBA94, VPGV94].


Dinophyceae [AKM+99, DRGV91, HN97a, IT96, Sci91, Sko96].

Dinophysis [DHM92, GGC99, Han91a, SBT97, SPZ+93].

diogenelike [CF93a].

Diogenidae [Har96].

dioica [LUA99].

Diomedea [WW92a, GMF98].

Diopatra [PL99b].

dioxide [BCG94, FRP+99, NBM94].

Diplodus [MBF+97, SB97a, VHVB+98].

Diplolaimella [AWdS92].

Diplolaimelloides [AWHH94].

diploproa [SDBW95].

Diplosoma [RB90].

Direct [BWL+99, CH97b, JHN99, ML90, OIO+95, RMTB+95, WM90, JEB98].

Direct-interception [ML90]. Directional [MSC95]. directly [KW91].


Discobolusina [AC96b].

Discontinuities [MCL90]. discontinuity [QZA95]. discontinuous [AB92].

discovered [FKT+99]. Discovery [SOW97]. discriminant [JGS94].

Discriminating [FL90]. Discrimination [BLKA93, EF97, Job96, KRJL96, KRJ98, SS93, Tee99]. disease [BS93, BCBR97, LGP95, NBS+97, Pro92, SH97b, VBL+92]. disequilibria [Kal91a]. disequilibrium [GP+96]. dislodgement [DJRG93].

Dispensation [WH98]. Dispersal [KW91, PF92b, ASL99, AMO+99, BM91a, CTS90, CC99, CT96, GC95b, Har97, HIl91a, Hun93, Ker90, LB91, LFBH94, Mil98, Pla93, PDS97, YTF97, ZN96a].

Dispersion [HD93, Lav94, Bia90, DLJ91, LFS90, RNP95, SF91, Tok95, VBCB97].

Displacement [NTS90, SS99b, CHS+95, SIRR94]. disposal [SRW95a].

dissimilatory [MB97b]. dissipation [ML93].

Dissolved [DASP97, Fuh90, JK+93, KW92a, OM93, SCF91, ZB99a, AMB+96, AB96b, BH999, BH94a, BH95a, BPH95, BSD+94, BG91, BG93, CM99, CBD96, CH93, Col92, CG93, DSG+99, FM95a, FPGC+98, GBA+96, HQ99, HDPW93, Hol96, HG94, Irw91, JTB99, KK91, KD99, KS91, KG95, Kir90, Kro91, LH98, MRL96, MS93a, MBK95, MH90, MWH91, MH94b, NKB+96, NK90, PMD90, PPCR97, RTL97, RMG+98, SAH98, SS97, SB94, SGPA95, SR95, SM95, Sy93b, SKT97, TL95, VB96, WS99, WP95, ZNH93, KH92a].

distance [M98, SC94].

Distributed [Bro90, KW91].

distinct [DB98, WPY98].

distinctness [CW99b, HG98, SOC97, WC95]. distributed [BA96].

Distribution [AC99, AMO+99, BHP+95, Bro94, CWH98, CHFL95, GH94a, Gom95, Gon92, GM98b, GF94, GC95b, HK99, HD91, HOM95, Jero90, LGV+99a, LT93, LPW95, Nor92, OHM95a, OMM95b, PCM+95, PA94.
PCB90, PM94b, RO93, RPT95, Sab90, SS92, SHO96, SCKS90, TWS+95, TB99, WH95, WCL97, AWD95, ABM96, And94b, AB92, AT96, BA93, Bar97b, BQR99, BCC95, BSJPW93, BD96, BLJ99, BFS+98, BF95b, BFJ+93, BS92, BS95c, BWL+99, BAOT96, BW95, BGH95, CLGM96, Cha91, CN95, CG99, CBS91, CPT90, CC97b, CWWH99, CWS+93, DM91, DD90, DJ90, DHK96, DFR95, DC91, ELH92, EAP98, FH96, FLDT92, FB90, Fow90a, GM99, GRBA96, GRG96, GJ96a, GSH+94, GF91, GW97, GEW97, HPPZ93, HMWN97, Har94, HF99, HR94, HC90, HS99b].

distribution
[HC94, HC93, IP94, IFL97, JW96, JWKH98, JB99, JA91, KMKS96, KW97a, KID91, Kr99, LC91, LR94, LD94a, Mac91, MH96a, MST98, NY98, M97, MJV92, MACR98, McG96b, McG92, MF98, MK39b, MBB99a, MLTD96, MPS95, MB91, MJ97, MLMD99, Nor94, Ole96, OD90, ODS+96, Om96, PDD+99, PS97, PF95, RLD94, RK96, RGLD+98, RBA98, Re90, RPN95, RC91a, RI93, RH97, Rö93, RT98, SB98, SH90a, SD98, Sea90, SCL95, SO96b, SPPL92, SH93, SR97, SR96, SGM98, TD92, TB98, TeBW96, TRS91, TMCE98, TS90c, Tre92, TSI+93, VK90, Ven98, Vis97, VDA96, WSC96, WLT+95, WMD99, WP94, WHG99b, WPY98, ZDJ+95, Zho98, KLMR91, LHL93, Sie93, VHH+96].

Distributions
[HH92, Ken92, PL99b, BM98, BLP95, CSG92, CCR98, FTS97, HTP96, JW96, KL95, OD95, SO96a, SJM99, Sch90, TRM95, VDM+97].

Disturbance
[Hol97, AGW93, Amb93, Ar91, AWVP98, BCC96, BAY91, Bre96, CH96, CWB93a, CLKO98, DMM99, FTGW90, FTW90, KR97a, KD96, Lew97, MJ97a, NL94, OE91, OSC98, PKL97, RS99a, RK96, THCD95, Ts90, THR+94, WC93]. disturbance-induced [BAY91].

disturbances
[BHH+95, FTP99, HPF92, Mum99, SW99, TPH91, Vid94].

disturbed
[SHA+95a].

Ditylum
[KRJ98, WH92].

Diurnal
[HLF+91, JWKH98, FF93, JMP90]. dive [HGB99, PZC99, WPB+93].

diver [CRL94]. divergence [Mal99, MTP92]. divergens
[Jeo94b, Jeo94a, JLY97]. Divergent [TN90, CBT98]. diverse
[JAB+92, SS99b, VVT97]. diversicolor [AOT94, NEI95, RI91, RVL92, RPL96, SHC96, VR93b, VAR94, Ved98, Vis90]. diversities [GPU+97].

Diversity
[Har97, SH91, SB96, ASRC99, AB96a, AWVP98, CSSP98, DAE+99, Gra94, HG98, Hu97, KRJ+95, LHRL97, LD94a, LSG+99, LH99, Mar99a, RHT91, Sch90, SH90b, WA99b, WLB+99]. diving
[HGB99, WHM99, YOH98].

Divinyl
[BAM+99, BCC97, GR93]. division [BZ92].

DMS
[TK96, vdBvT96, KS91, KK96, NKO97, Sr93b].

DMS-producing
[NKK97].

DMS-producing
[NKK97].

DMS-lyase
[SD95, SD96].

DNA
[ACC90, BSR+99, BD91, BFJ+93, BV91, CC90, CC91, CC9+98, Cle93, CD96, DBF+99, DCBC91, FM95b, GCR98, GGC99, GCNS9d, HBBT98, HW91, JPA+96, JM99, JK+93, LF91, MHB94, MC91d, RBB+91, SB97b, SRS92, VBV+94, WDB98, YFI91, vBV95].

Dnaj
DNAs [CCGM93]. Do
[KW97a, Mal98, Ols93, PIMM94, Rin96, Röp93, RA96, She96, TN98, Jua92, MC96b, OS96, RCG94, TPHC91, UMTM98, VHH+96, WW92a]. DOC
[KNM93, KE95, MGAEE99]. documenting [Bra95]. Does
[ARF92, CD96, HvdMBK98, JCH93, KMG98, PS93, San94a, DKVD95, STS99]. Dogger
[KR92, NLR+93, RC91b]. dogwhelk [DHB+97]. Dolioletta [Dei90].
[ARF92, CD96, HvdMBK98, JCH93, KMG98, PS93, San94a, DKVD95, STS99].
Dolphins [MCM+97, Rei90, Sha95b]. DOM [FM95a, TSS93, AR99, SAH98].
domain [HHP95]. dominance [DQT+97, TDK97a]. dominans [NYH92].
dominant [FML+95, SJMC93, SK97, TTR99, VB93]. dominated
[CBG+99, DLT+97, HvB91, Kea90, KG99, LTM90, NW97a, SCDH98, TPHC91, TR95c, ZB98, ZB99a].
donmoic
[BLKA93, BUCP+92, MHBW90, PRM+96a, PRM+96b].
don-moic-acid-producing [BLKA93].
donucula
[BWL+99, MBL+98, MWB+99]. DON [WK92a]. Donacilla [ROM+91].
Donax [Coc90, DdA95]. Doppler [CSB94]. dorid [BSS92]. doses [RPT95].
dosimeter [Dun99]. Dotilla [ON97]. Doto [MTP92]. Dotoidae [MTP92].
double [BD91, BS95b, CF94]. double-crested [BD91]. double-staining
[BD91]. double-tracer [CF94]. down [FAVV98, Gas94, MS96b, PH95].
downstream [KDC99]. downward [VKV95]. downwelling [TFF94]. Dr
[Ano94, Bia92, PdG96]. Dr. [Tor94]. drag [Wah96, Wah97]. dragnet
[BTT+93]. drainage [HG94]. Drastic [AOT97, OINN94]. drawbacks
[GGC99]. dredging [BLST90, CP96, RH91, THCD95]. dredgings [SRW95a].
Drescher [GGD99]. Drift
[BH97a, Kin92, Kin95a, KS97, Mol97, RBD+97, SDBW95, SH94].
drift [Arm92, GM99, MC91b, MD93, NIUT+98, NB96b, NB96c, WX97].
drill [DvdM92, KDR+92]. drilling [DvdM92, GAD+92, RS92]. driven
[BGW96, FM94, RASP99, VBCRB97]. drives [MMD93]. driving [CA99a].
droebachiensis [SH97b, SCL95, SHT91, SLHC98]. drogue [GB+99].
drum [RH97, SHFP94]. Drupella [McC94a]. dry [Mat92]. DSI [RCS+96].
DSP [SPZ+93]. DTAF [SR98a]. dual [MA99c, RRGB96]. ducks
[BL94a, YOH98]. due [GMC91, KV99, LGB91, PND+94]. dugong
[NA99, Pre95]. dule [BG94]. dumerilii [ZHBH90]. dumping
[MR91, RDM91]. Dunallelia [HPSG94]. Dungeness
[EAEP98, FIA93, Fer99, Ker99, MBL94, SLSH98]. dunlins [MJ92a]. duorum
[MF95]. duration [Cow91, GCM98, GA93, MT93]. during [ASRC99, ABB+97, AMB+96, BH92a, BL94b, BC90, BMD+90, BN91b, BM91b, BGG+97, Bra93, BW96, BG93, Bk96b, CCG98, CCOV+96, CBG+99, CB92, CN92a, Car90, CP90, CCCH94. DG91b, DG96, FFF+94, FPFR92, FPPM96, FPP+97, GB91, GCKW95, GGB+99, GTL+91, GST+91, GGGPGG95, GGB94, Gos97, GAB90a, GAB90b, GKB+97, HLP+99a, HKK+95, HSCC96, HMM97, HNL94, IHK+98, Jon97a, Jos90. KNM93, KY97, KKW+93, KR98b, LED92, LH91, LL97, LHL93, LK99b, MG96a, MFD98, MYYT96, MBJ94, MC91b, MM95a, MF96, MHRV+99, Mo97, MPS95, Na97, NISF93, NSH95, NSG97, NSC+92, NH97a, NLR+93, NH95b, NNB93, NK92b, ORL97, PLP+93,
PP96, PB92, PDC97, PRW÷94, PWD÷91, PF91a, RBD÷97, RC95, Rie91a, Rie91b, Rie93, RFN98, RN98, RPM÷94, RDE÷90a, RDE÷90b, SMUS÷99.

during [SGL÷97, SJM90, SCEG93, SJÆ91, SH97, SBP92, SP93, SGP94, ST98, SKS90, SE93, TLB93, Tak96, Tam95, TR91, TRPS94, TMCE98, TP95, VH95, WH92, WST96, WY+÷98, WYY÷99, WPTB96, WSP÷95, WA95, WSS94, YHC÷99, ZBK÷98, TBAB91].

Durvillaea [SS95, WMG÷94]. Dutch [BLDF95a, GAD÷92, HvB91, PGB96, SDG95, vDK90, vBDW91, vW93].

dwarf [CJL91].


Dynamics [BBRBK94]. Dynamics [AFP99, Ben92, BKK÷93, CLB91, FPP÷97, GCF÷95, GD90, GBB÷98, LB96a, MM91b, NSHF93, PLP÷93, PDP÷90, RHJ92, VDM÷97, dC94, AJS95, ADR95, AW9H94, Ang91b, AD93, ALBS96, BC91, Blu93, BHT98, BH98, Cal95a, Cal95b, CPSA96, CM97, CRH÷99, DM91, Dee90, DMP÷99, DMA÷94, Dur94, EJ93, FW92, FS90, FGB÷96, FSG÷97, GMMD93, GJN90, GBA÷96, Gôm95, GHL÷97, GBGH97, HM97a, HCC÷91, HKY÷97, HGS94, HT96, HSC96, HN97b, HS95, IT96, JFS92, KLM91, KM92, KKW÷93, KSO÷97, Kuo91, KYN94, La93, LG91, LAG96, LD96, LA98, LFTH92, LL98, LGFS99, LUA99, LGMD98, MBM92, MBJ94, MDC÷96, MW99, MS94a, MR97b, MCRG90, MGC91, MGC95a, MO97, Mol97, MSD92, MZCMO91, MJ92b, MJ93, N95, ND98, Neu92, O'B94b, OSJ94b, OFR94, PB92, PBDF98, PS92].

dynamics [Pir92, RBD÷97, RDT÷94, RS99a, RGLD÷98, RSH93, WC99, RAIBW99, RCC÷99, SMUS÷99, SBBG94, San94c, San94b, SWT99, SRJD97, SR90b, Sch96, SR93a, SAA90, SLR94, ST90, SCD98, SLH98, TGG÷95, TH90, TR95c, TS99, TH94b, UHL÷97, UC94, VDM90, Vid94, VM95, VN97, WST96, WSM99, WP95, WS92b, YGH÷97, YST÷97, ZH97, vBDW91].

Dysidea [RCG99b].

E. [Nor94]. Early [EDP÷98, GQ96, HM94a, KW98, O7F95, RSH92, RM95, IYAML93, BL94b, CA97, CH95, CC91a, D97, DDL93, DRC÷97, GC95b, HHM96, HS97c, IW91, Jeo94a, KGHT99, KY97, KW99b, LTM÷98, MC998, MS95, OW95, PWS98, QQ97, Rux96, SW98b, TLT93, WW96, Wveh91, ZAN99].

Early-spring [HM94a]. East [KDHZ98, COK99, CPR97, Dy93, CM98, Ken92, RHH97, Spe95, ALBS96, CCG99, DJ90, DLJ91, HTL99, LAC96, MP96b, RWJ99a, RAIBW99].

Eastern [DMP÷99, HSH94, LC91, BN91a, BBL93, BA96, CB96, CVD99, CMA95, FP96a, GCC90, HW95, HCl93, HOM95, KSS90, Kne90, LJ95, LZYW93, LL98, Liv93, MCF90, MBW90, MG91b, Mun93, OHM95a, OMH95b, PT95, PF96, Re90, RT92, Sal96, SPZ÷93, TDW96, TRU91, TRS91, YD90, YBLL96, GMC91, HB95, MJW96, ZR92]. ea [CGFC95].
eating [McC94a]. ebb [ZN96a]. Ebro [VM95, OP99]. eburnea [NR98].
echinoderm [PF92b]. Echinodermata [BM91a, CJ93b, DEF91, FB97, FG93, Geo94, GSP99, Lam98, LB99a, LJSK96, LGL+95, MDG98, RO93, RHH97, SMTL99, SCL95, TLW+96, TGLP95, WTF95]. echinoderms [McC94b, SB94]. echinoid [Bak90, PF95, Ste95, WLT+95, WTF95, WFT96].
Echinoida [SLHC98]. Echnoida
[CK98, FB97, FG93, Lam98, LB99a, LTM+98, LGL+95, RO93, TGLP95].
echinoids [YTF97]. Echinomermella [SLHC98]. Echinopora [FD99].
echiuran [HA94]. echo [MA99c]. Ecklonia [ACLS97, BWB98, SS93, Ste95].
Ecktoma [Ste94]. eco [Fri97, Kin97]. eco-ethics [Fri97, Kin97].
Ecological [CAATS94, CU99, DSS+98, EBB95, GVGG98, KHT93, TMC98, ZF99].
Ecophysiological [DSS+98]. Ecophysiology [Leh96, BCR92, DM96].
Ecosystem [DKW96, HSLV94, PFPF98, SAG92, ZB98, ARS93, ADG+95, BU93, Bnk+97, BBL+95, BW95, BP92, CCG98, CCG96, CM93, DSV+91, FMF97, GPF93, GGB+99, JAB+92, KD99, KSMDB97, KZK+95, Kro91, MvdVD+97, MR97b, MCA90, MDG98, MG94, UMT+91, VGM94, WC92, tor93].
ecologically [CBT98]. ecologist [DMA+94]. ecologists [MR94].
Ecology [AC96b, Bar97b, Bar97c, Bar97a, Bar99, BH92c, BH92d, DAB+91, DFJ+93, KH92a, MT94, OB94c, Sal96, And94a, ACO95, ALB+96, AH95, Aar91, AP97b, BPR90, CW93, CGZ95, EB96, EAT95, FGG95, GRC+97, GC93, GCG90, GFD92, GTR+97, GMF98, HTS92, HK96, HFT94, HCH+96, HRC98, KR97b, KL94, MC96, MB9B, NKGK92, OJR96, PB96a, PIC97, RD97, SF92, THS94, TP97, WC98, WC92, YR90, Zaj91a, Zaj91b].
ecomorphological [DSS+98]. Ectocarpus [Mii91]. Ectoenzymatic [RSH93]. ectoenzyme [CK95].
ectoprocts [RM97b, RG97]. ectoproteolytic [LBV+99, TGB97].
ectosymbiotic [MB+99]. Edaphic [SM90]. Eddy
[CB90, FP96b, PWPK95, TT99, ZR92, ZB+98]. edge
[Bia91, MPS95, NT92, PGR94, RBF92, WJM+99]. edifice [SJ99]. edifices
[SJML99]. Editorial [An95, An97c]. edule
[AR91, KSR99, LAJ95, NW97b, RI93]. edulis [BSJPW93, BSJ97, Bou90a, Bou90b, BLCA90, Bro93, CR96, CH99, GS90, HSB96, Hl97, HDB95, HBD95, HMB93, HS96, HS98c, JKT90, KJT90, KHL95, KCV94, LS94,
MCRGC90, MGC91, MGC95a, McG97a, ND91, NHL99, PLBP96, RVT97, RCG94, Reu98a, RS90, SUH95, Sal95, SZA94, SY97, SP99c, TAJK90, TN90, VB96, WW91, WW93, WFL95, WFL96, WF97, WDB95.

Edward [MRP98, PDBA90, Per91]. edwardsii [CB99, Mac91]. eel [AO97, CT96, KDC99, ON93, OS94, TSW97, WT98]. eelgrass [AZKA99, BSW93, BDM96, BGC94, FKC90, FMFH97, GN90, HNH96, HN97b, JDSB99, KA93, MRPC98, MNO96, OS93, OS94b, Ole96, PB92, PBGE91, RCG94, Reu98a, RBSO99, RP99a, TS99, VSSM98, vKSG99].

eelpout [FRK92, MGM96, MRS96]. effective [RHS99].

effectiveness [GC95b].

Effects [AKL99, IB93, AM91, AM93, AHM90, AG91c, AS94b, AS95, AW98, BTKK99, BPR90, BP97a, Bee97, BH94a, BH95a, BCC92, BB95, BI99, BD99, BS94, Bro93, BP92, BS96b, BR95b, CA96a, CHS95, CN90, CD94, CP91, CEV97, Con98, Con95, CD99, CLHF95, CP96, Dee90, Da95, Dit96, DE94, DH92, FD98, FAED97, FSA97, FK95b, FGP95, FDR96, FAHW99, GBA96, GR94, GT96, G94, GP91, HM97, HS94, HDB95, Hol90, HS99b, H99, J99, K97, LS96a, MG96a, MFF97, MM91a, MD98b, MF98, NK96, N93, OW95, PM94a, QK93, RR97b, RQ98b, STNI97, V98, VM98a, VBN95, Vos91, WLL98].

Effects [´OM92, OD90, Oro96, OC93b, PDD99, PG91, PRM96a, PRM96b, PG98, PCLA97, PPP96, PBA94, PMG98, PD93, PZ91, Pur92, QG97, R98a, RAS92, Rin92, RCH98, Ris97, RMT91, RD99, SGL97, SOW97, SW98a, SDER96, SA94, SR93a, SLHA97, SU93, SS93, Sni95, SS95, SFB92, SD92, SS91, SR95b, TNP97, TG90, THR98, TB97, VDG95, VTA91, VDJ98, WH96, WS99, WRBF97, Wor95, YNY94, YKL98b, ZFF94, vKSG99, vLT98, AMS99, ASC90, BM94b, BS94, BSH94, Bec98, BL94b, BB98, BS97, BH97b, BB93, BM95b, BF92, BB93, BGC94, CUM98, CH95, Cha91, CK99, CWW99, CK98, CSS98, CHC94, CR99, Cro98, DB99, DP91, DH97, DH90, DB96b, ELG97, Y94, EM90,
effects [GCWH90, Gra91b, GW97, GS99b, HN97a, HH96, Iri90, JHN99, Jeo94b, JS93, JKFB95, JH98, JCMW91, Jos90, KWD93, Kal91a, KDR97, KR95, LBL92, LCL90, LC90, LFS90, LGFS99, LCK+96, ML91a, MPM97, MT91, MEK99, MR97a, MD98b, MCNB98, Mat92, MUH97, MSK95, Mcl96, MS96a, MP92, MBK95, Mi95b, MM96, MLES94, MJ92b, NC90, NP90, OM99a, OG95, PKY96, Pen90a, PSR+99, PWW99, QRS99, QQ97, QQ98, QQ99, RK95b, RM97a, Reu98a, RW96, RI90, RVBL92, RTJ+93, RWJ99b, RD95, SKE93, SM94, San94c, SDC99, SW99, SL90, SM99a, SLHC98, SE91, TDER97, TM97, TPHC94, TA90, To98, Trn97, VACL99, WTA+97, WFL95, WA99b, WCT95, YAG92, YK98a, ZDJ+95, vdBvDR96, BSH+91b, DZ99].

efficacy [Hal98].

efficiencies [CGA95, SPS+91, vdL98].

efficiency [BK91, BAM+99, GF99, HK97, HL90, HPSG94, JT90, KBF98, LMK+95, PM94b, SDB92, TT90, WC92].
effluent [LFG98, MM91b].
efflux [BHH196, HS94a].

effort [Åbe96, CZG95].

Egg [Hav93, Ito97, PHT96, RCT99, UC98, WR92a, AN97, CA96a, CA99a, CH97a, CP90, CMT94, Dut98, HvDMKB98, JFP95, Mye95, NG99, NKG94, Oro96, PHHH96, Raw96, RD91, SCI99, SKvB98, SGM98].

egg-carrying [AN97, RD91].

egg-size [Ito97].

eggs [BBK91, BSH+91b, CPL96, CMT94, DL91a, DL93a, FTS94, GRS98, HOM95, Jeo94a, KVK98, LP95, LGBD98, M96a, MJ96, MLC97, MB97a, MN+94, RD91, RFGF92, St97].

Eilat [KL91c, KEvN95].

Ekofisk [GCWH90].

Elbe [KE95, KY97].

Eldfisk [GCWH90].

electron [AMMM91].

electron [CC90a, LHH96, Rel96a, Rel96b].

electronic [An99c].

electrophoresis [Bro90].

elegans [BH99, BK97, GG97a, HQ99, LQ97, MR+99, QQ97, QQ98, Ter93, TRP94, TN99].
element [MR+99, WFL96, WF97, WD99].

Elemental [CGM95, HNL94, BR97, LH91].

Elements [GK96a, CAATS94, HM97c, LF92, LF94, MR97b, MH97, Pro92, WFL95, ZCL97].

elephant [BBCB99, HD93].
elevated [BAOT96, CC97a, HGS95, JCH93, MA99b].
elevations [HH99].
eelongate [AdN91].
eelongation [MD98a].
eelongatus [KGS95, KBS98].
e elucidate [GK96a].

elucidating [GMMD93, MDC+96].
e extricate [Tha92a, Tha92b].
e extricates [Kar92, Wil92].
e vers [WT98].
eembayment [DAS97, HA90, KCI98, MH94a, OI96, RASP99, SS99a, TS90b].

Embley [HVL96, STBR99, VS92, VHHS96].
e embryo [BH94a, BCv+92, Tha92b].
e embryo-genesis [BH94a].
e embryo-larval [BCv+92].
e embryogenesis [BH95a].
e embryonic [CB92, LPI+95, PLMM94, PLMM95].
e embryos [BSS92, CP90, DE91, HBD95, MM99, MB97a, Pen90b, SB94, SE98].

Emergence [RI93, MB99b, WB94].

Emerita [AS99b].
e immersion [TUN99].
e migration [YALM93].
e Emiliania [BFF96, BEH93, BL+95, BvBB96, FBHM94, MG97, MH96b, NT96a, NS97, NMB94, SWK98, VKV95, VH99b, WS94, vBV95].
e emission [Maz95, RNH98].
e emperor [KR97b, WR97].
e emphasise [Gar99a, K95c, SSG96, WD90].
e empirical
emtion [BCMC99].

Emn [dC94]. enclosed [CDGF+93, FSdM+92, LJ99, MMM+95, MCA90].

enclosure [QK93]. enclosures

[CH90, DE94, Hi92, KLAH+94, RSB+90, WE95, vBV95]. encoding

[KWHM+96]. encounter [ICH93, ML91a], encrasicolus

[CCS98, GCR98, Pal91, SKPT97, TP95, TP97]. encrusting

[KW97a, MU98, Mu99, NT94, RSAD98, UTB+95, UMTM98]. Encystment

[NU91, AAW98]. endemic [PF95]. endemism [SNC+98]. endobenthic

[CB97, TTW97]. endoevaporitic [OKK95].

[KKYH97, ZN96a, ZAN99, Bus96, ZN96b]. endoliths [LGH95a]. endolymph

[CC98, GCR98, Pal91, SKPT97, TP95, TP97]. endosymbionts [DAE+99, LC95, RGLS99, Sch91]. endosymbioses [SFWD90]. endosymbiotic [GCGS90].

[Bus98, GCM91, St97, CRGZ98, MBR94, TWW95]. Endometabolism

[TT90, CT98, LFRB97, LK99b, NT96b, OFR94, PCG96, PST95, TR95b].

Energy [AAS+91, GSC95, YMD94, BBB+94, CF90, CM93, DvCd94, HC92b, KFF92, KHB95, LMM98, ML93, MF95, PWPK95, R190, RTJ+93, RBT96, Rin96, RFGF92, RMG+98, RDE+90a, RDE+90b, Sch91, SO96b, SDB94, ST98, VDVC94, YKL98a, YKL98b]. energy-conserving [SO96b].

[AML95, LLB92, FCH99, GH94b, GH94c, HG94, NT96c, Sh98, TNSM98, YBG96, YBG+98]. English [BBL93, HM97c, MH97, TD96].

[BL96, PF92c, VB90]. Ensis [GCM98]. ENSO [GGP95, LMT99].

[AGW93, Atk96, BL97, BCA+99, Bra93, BNS99, EM93, FB97, FP96a, GCR98, HM97b, JP94, Kin95a, KZP93, KQH+96, LP95, MBWT98, MHvB97, MG94, MBL99b, NT95, NT96b, OK98, PF96, RWJ+95, RHB96, SH90b, TMKL97, VWD+95, WWC+99]. Environmental

[CC91a, DvdTCC97, DHM92, HS94b, HH95, KID91, LD94a, LGH+93, PHH96, AGP98, BMFR97, BFMM99, BP92, BLST90, BDA+99, BAOT96, BGH95, By90, CL90, CMBC98, CA93, CKP98, CSSP98, CSM99, Dec90, DHKP96, DBF96, Dkvd95, EBM93, FCC91, FNJ+94, FDR+96, GB91, GAD+92, GCKW95, GC95a, G98, GT92, GW97, GT98, JW96, Job96, JHG99, KV90, KLW98, KCV94, LD93, Lim95, IW94, LDKR93, Mar97, MIA90,
MGC91, MGC95a, MDTB94, MTB+99, MiI94b, MLTD96, MN99, NCGG96, ND98, RBF92, RA97, RLZB96, SP99c, TRU91, Tsu90, TSW97, UCV98, VHHS96, VHI+98, VBZ+94, WA99a, WW91, WCBL94, YBG96, YBG+98.

**Environmentally** [GHMC96, ABY97].

[BYO95, BK96a, BDdWC96, CWS+93, Cra94, HSBH96, HB91b, JTPP92, KFPR94, KRJ+95, KS95c, ML93, MCFS96, MH94b, OD+95, RGS95, SK95a, SCIA99, Sim92, SKT97, VB96, Wor95, vR93a].

[AGP98, BL94c, CR94, CDGF+93, HDK93, PH95, TMC98].

[CV91, FCW98, GSS93a, HL90, MRMR92, RMMB91, VD94, VL97].

[AGP98, BL94c, CR94, CDGF+93, HDK93, PH95, TMC98].

[CV91, FCW98, GSS93a, HL90, MRMR92, RMMB91, VD94, VL97].

[AGP98, BL94c, CR94, CDGF+93, HDK93, PH95, TMC98].

[CV91, FCW98, GSS93a, HL90, MRMR92, RMMB91, VD94, VL97].

[AGP98, BL94c, CR94, CDGF+93, HDK93, PH95, TMC98].

[CV91, FCW98, GSS93a, HL90, MRMR92, RMMB91, VD94, VL97].

[AGP98, BL94c, CR94, CDGF+93, HDK93, PH95, TMC98].

[CV91, FCW98, GSS93a, HL90, MRMR92, RMMB91, VD94, VL97].

[AGP98, BL94c, CR94, CDGF+93, HDK93, PH95, TMC98].

[CV91, FCW98, GSS93a, HL90, MRMR92, RMMB91, VD94, VL97].

[AGP98, BL94c, CR94, CDGF+93, HDK93, PH95, TMC98].

[CV91, FCW98, GSS93a, HL90, MRMR92, RMMB91, VD94, VL97].
Hsi97, HH99, ICG96, JAOS90, JCMW91, Kne93, LMT96, LBK90, MRF +99, MPRB93, MGC91, MF90a, MF90b, MHvB97, Mic96, MR97c, MKN +96, NO90, PB96b, PB97, PNB94, Pe96, PT95, RSB +90, Ric98, RWJ99b, RCN95, Sch90, SCD99, SW98a, SS97, SSM91, SJCL93, SD93a, Ski94, Sog92, SKM95, SMP97, TUN99, TJS98, WD90, WD94, WK93, YOH98, YSL94, ZF99].
estuarine [CWS +93, FW92].
[BP98, CBS91, Ken94b, KP95, LD93, LL98, MP94, MGM96, PPFP98, RPM91, AMS99, ABM96, AALT99, BCS93, BW93, CLC +98, CCSN93, CP91, DD90, ERC95, GJ97a, GJ97b, GH94c, HHK +98, Hei92a, HHW90, HK93, HJA99, HH91, IP94, JJ99, JBB92, JSJMH90, KGHTN99, KE95, KY97, KR98a, KKW +93, LDKR93, LE90, LH99, MC96a, MG96a, MCRGC90, MEC92, MAH94, MBK95, MAAT98, NT96c, ONH +97, OL99, PS94, PSE97, PSPD96, QCM97, RBF92, RLC92, RNHO98, STBR99, SWT99, Sew96, SV93a, SH94, SGW94, SGB90, TA95, TGG +95, TL94, TNSM98, UC98, WK92b, WT99b, dC94, BMG99, DG91b, DG92b, FPLH92, HV91, LD94a, PPFP99, PR93a, RB99, RCGSN96, SGL +97, VPFL92, VBF94].
ethanol [HKM92].
[CC99a, Rel96a, Rel96b, Rel96b].
[HK92].
ethyloxresorufin [RBN99].
Ethyl [Ack97].
ethylhexyl [HFW99].
ETS [CCC90a, Rel96a, Rel96b, Rel96b].
Eubalaena [HKMK98].
eucaryotes [HSRHH90].
Euchaeta [Øre91, Øre95].
eudhaline [dG92a].
eukaryotic [CS91, JM99].
eukrohnia [Øre90, Øre95, TNN93].
eulamellibranch [BDB97].
eulerian [FGB +96].
eunicella [WV95].
Euphausia [AS97, AWH +99, BGC91, BMHD93, Buc91, CWHA99, DM91, DWAS98, Góm95, HTCW96, HNL94, KH98, MACR98, NSC +92, Nor94, Pak95, PPFP97, PWPS95, SL95, Tan98a, WMD99].
[Euphausiacea [BGC91, Gen92, Lav94, Nor92].
[Euphausiida [BK98, CPS91, CSB94, DWAS98, GPPGG95, GGDLE96, KH98, MVA99].
euphausiids [ASA96, Góm95, HCS93].
euphausids [TL93].
euphotic [CA90, MHRV +99, RLC92].
europea [GH93].
Europe [RA97, RA98 +99].
[European [CPT90, CW +98, CMD +94, PPO +99, RB99, Sep94, SSW +96, SCJ99b, TN90, TP97, TSW97, VF99, WFHM99, Wol92b, Wol93, vCRS92].
euryhaline [BL85].
Eurytemora [AJ95, AN97, HN91, ICG96, KEV99].
Eurythenes [CPT90, CW +98].
Eurytium [LK94].
Euterpa [SM96].
eutrophic [HJA99, SJMH90, SE93, US95, US98, YOH98].
eutrophication [Ber90, BC90, CSS93, DKW96, GTJ92, GS99b, KDMR97, MG92, Mee99, Naï93b, SO91, SS97, TNGB95, Tom91, vdBtDR96].
eutrophying [PPFP98].
[euxinus [YSY +99].
evacuation [SCJ99a, TT90, WDD92].
evaluated [JKT90b, KJT90, TAJK90].
[Evaluating [TTG +95, Tho92, Cer98, CMBC98, SAG92].
[Evaluation [BLST90, FL92, HS99a, KG95, MMBT97, PJJ93, RC91b, RD92, WMG91, BS92, BB +93, CCC +90b, ER95b, FDZ94, JM93, LT97, LCBD94, MC91d, PP90, Put91, Sch93, SJ99, T99, WK92b, CC90, KB94].
evanesces [WC96].
Evechinus [CK98, Lam98, LB99a].
event
events [BM94a, JP93b, LMT99, RAS97, SH97b, WBLM95]. events9 [CED91].

everta [CGZ95]. Evidence [BA91, BMD+90, BS95b, CP91, DG97, GBC92, HDK93, JDLL95, MB97b, MRP+99, Nov90, OSG96, VMS+96, AD96, AWd92, AS94a, AF96, BR91a, BKWML93, CR96, Con98, CRH+99, Cro99, DBvA91, FHCC98, GSP99, GA97a, HRKR93, HTCW95, HH99, HJHG98, JAL91, JPZ+98, LS91, MPS96, MHT+97, MWH91, MAdG+96, MSCTBE96, NT92, ND96, NAW99, OJ97, OJ99, PBA+95, PR93a, PSB+97, Pre95, Sch90, SH97b, SCLS94, SRdM99, SM90, TTR99, TDK97a, TvLdJ+98, Vai90, VH99a, VDM90, VD95, WM99, WBP+92, WC90, vRBV95, NO90, RMMB91, RA96].
evolution [ASRP+96a, DLT+97, Hav93, Mar99a, Zaj91b].
evolutionary [HC93, SC92a]. examination [KDR97, PM94a, SOC97, WASSM97, Wes90a, Wes90b]. examined [CCH93].

element [CN95, GCWH90, KG93, MBL94, RHP93, SCC94, TTP+95].
excavatum [DRGV91]. Excess [CCRB98, FRP+99]. exchange [DZ99, GHHC96, GHHC98, HG92a, KSG+92, PMETM96, Pez91, PD93, TUN99, ZD99, vDrR99], exchanges [FGB+96, KBWC90, TA93].
excited [JM99].
excludes [RG97]. Excretion [Lig90, MRL96, PPCR97, ADR94, CNCS93, CCC94, CC97a, CDI96, Cofi90, Mat92, SA94, vdL98].
excretions [CC96].
excursion [TBLD90]. excystment [Kam94b].
exe [Ken94b, MCRGC90]. exerce [TR91, TRPS94]. exhaustion [BCH95].
exigua [Hun93]. eximia [Gom95]. existence [SFWD90]. existing [HJHG98, MJW96, NA97, WASSM97].

Exocoetidae [HOM95, OMH95a, OMH95b].
exoculata [PDB+97]. exogenous [Bus96].
exopolymer [ES99, PA94, SDC99, SH99b].
exopolymetric [MB98, Mar99b, SH95a].
exopolysaccharide [SHW+91].
exotic [BL94a, Cro98].

Expansion [BL94a, PK95a]. expectations [OTF95].

expenditure [AAS+91]. experience [CE93, Q99]. experienced [LD93].

experiment [BBL99, FGKP95, KS97, KQH+96, LOS90, MA99a, McC99, Mol97, ODN+95, PD95, RBD+97, TGvJ95]. Experimental [AWd92, BK90, GSP99, GF90, KDR97, PLP92, PSR+99, RS94, Sch93, SJC99, TLW+96, TDK97a, WLT+95, AD96, AB95, CN92b, CH97a, CF93a, CP96, DR94, DTA+97, EMR+97, ERC95, FDK93, FZ94, GSB98, GA97a, GPL96, HJH+99, JPR92, KSS90, KKT96a, LKC95, Lew97, MF91, M99, MT91, MD94a, MPS96, MCNB98, MCA90, Mic96, MAdG+96, PPCL+98, PSK98, Pre95, QRS96, San97, SK98a, SW99, Sew96, SE91, TL91, VD95, WM99, WK92b, ZC92, bDN+90, Ber90].

experimentalist [PB94].

Experimentally [HL99b]. experiments [AS99a, AH95, BS94, BSH+94, BS+97, BMV+96, CMRF94, Can90, CGFC95, EB92, ER95b, EPN+99, GJVG96, GMG+92, GF98, HN90a, HN90b, HRKR93, HMHD94, HMB93, HS97a, HHH90, LMB+99, LWK+95, OJ99, Q939, RMMB91, SR95, Son96, SF94, THCD95, Vet96a, Wah97, Web91b, Wol92b, San94a].

explain [DBMK99, DC91, EST95, GF95, IVM+98]. Explaining [SBT97]. explicit
[HHM96]. Exploitation [Gra91a, JCCCB94, WWC+99, CK98, MU98].
exploited [Ken92, Las98, PS92]. exploration [OG95, WMB99, WR98].
exploratory [RS92]. exploring [Lav97]. Exponential [SM94]. Export
[FLDT92, MWH91, HM94a, LR96, RA96]. exposed
[ABY97, BEG97, CMRF93, CV98, CCC94, CC97a, Dut98, HJJ+99, HS96,
HS98c, JMC93, JMD05, JPA+98, JBHH97, LSP99, LFG98, RSAD98, SUH95,
WJD93, WK92b]. Exposure [SP99a, BDH94, BBP+96, CL90, DM96,
DvCd94, DE91, GPB96, GPP98, GCKW95, GHL+97, HDB95, LS96a, LM91a,
MM96, Nam96, PPL+98, SF95, SMHH97, SE91, VDC94, VGJ90, WL+95].
exposures [Rin92, TNP97, WFT96]. Expression [KBA+97, BCR97,
HSBP97, MM96, MBL+98, PFP93, PCK+96, PCC+97, UKR+91, WKH+98].
external [ASPI91, Bus96, PB96a]. Extracellular
[VD94, AR99, GKM99, GAB90a, GAB90b, Kam94b, OH95]. extractable
[JS99]. Extraction [Lai92, BKS92, CLHF95]. extracts [BCG97, SP93].
extrapolated [MLP90]. Extreme [GBSB91, RSM+96, SP99a]. exudate
[CS99]. exudates [MH93a, Mar99b]. exudation [LVL+99]. exulans
[WW92a]. Exuma [SM+93]. Exxon [DF94, JDSB99, vTSD97]. eyed
[WFHM99]. eyestalk [SSW+96].

f [Har90]. f-ratio [Har90]. facilitate [PDS97]. facilitated [GH92].
facilitates [HS94b]. facilitatory [WCT95]. factor
[BNvB90, Hil91e, LD94a, MH93a, PDBA90, SP99c, UKR+91, WMG91].
factorisation [WTM+96]. Factors [Ad+97, BKP98, BF95b, CBL96a, GBH96,
LP95, LKK92, MK93b, SK94a, WD99, ADR95, BAM+99, BDA+99, CA99a,
CC91a, CAATS94, CPB96, DvRN99, GJ97a, GJ97b, GJVG96, GS91a,
GPB+98, GRSV98, Har97, HS96, JA91, KW97a, KW98, MY96, Mar97,
McL96, MS96a, MP96c, MAAT98, NB96a, NFM98, OD90, PMET96, PT95,
PPH99, QA95, RB98, SJML99, TRU91, VGM94, Yam97b, ZD99].
facultative [NEIR95, WM99, Ang95a]. facultatively [VAR94]. faecal
[GS94b, Lee97, RR99, RCTH99, UMD92, Vos91]. faeces [GB94]. failure
[BBS97a, ER90, RM97a, Uye96]. Fal [SGW94]. fail
[BSP+99, DG91b, DRC+97, LDKR93]. fall-early [DRC+97]. fallout
[Cam97]. False [CBL96a, CBL96b]. families [Tal98]. Family
[Gre96, Bel95, CN95, CAL96]. fan [CHFL95]. fans [NB+97]. fanworm
[AW97]. far [VHH+96]. farm [HAAH+90, HHH1a, KTH98, PL92]. farming
[GSBB97, HK92, KHTP99]. fasciata [BSMS95]. fasciatus [Ma99].
fascicularis [FPGC+98]. fast [CMB99, DA92, HSB96, MF96]. fat
[ISF+98]. Fate [And96, LAA93, LHK+93, VPFL92, BMP+95, CDME97,
Hol96, KF97, KK96, LC95, LGH+93, MFF97, NNB93, OKL+96, FW94].
fates [LM91b]. fats [SM98a]. Fatty
[BBCB99, CWA99, IFL97, KZH+95, LNSL91, Naj96, PFGM96, GHT94,
HSN93, JMH90, MCA90, MVA99, Naj97, PDB+97]. fauna
fluid [ODS+96]. fluke [RCA+95]. Flume [GNJ90, Kne91, BSG+97, FKB92, GBV96, HG92b, JAL91, LJSK96, SFG+99, Wah97]. fluoranthenes [FFH96, KF97, MFF97]. fluorescence [BAK97, DRGV91, FM95a, FL92, HMY92, HWL98, HLF+91, HPSG94, KPB98, LZYW93, Maz95, MOM98, MGC95b, MWH91, MC91d, PPB90, SR98a, SH98b, TRLD90]. fluorescent [HP98, LMK93, Moo92b]. fluorescently [ER95b, HBvD92, SSM91]. fluorescent [HLP99b]. flushing [CP91]. Flux [LM98b, RE94a, ATNW97, ANW96, AW98, AMB+96, BNS+97, BD98, BDN99, DGO92, DA93, DRP+97, GSP94b, HHH97, HSW99, IAT94, JLSK90, KJFB95, KMO91, LLP94, MDPP91, MN92, NPB94, NU91, NG96, PF91b, Sim92, SEGP91, TT98, TM94, VKV95, WK92a]. Fluxes [SUH95, AC96a, ASRP+96a, BCG94, BD94, CCRB98, CCR91, CC99, CB96, DB+95, DSV+91, FGP98, FGB+96, GPD+93, GP95, GPD+96, GST+91, HAA+90, HK92, HDP93, He95, HHH+91, MM91a, MPC90, NT96c, OL99, PRPM+94, RGS95, STK99, Sün97, TDB94, TA95, TCRB93, TNSM98, Wai90, ZHF96]. flying [JCCCB94]. flyingfish [COS93, HOM95, OMH95b]. following [AP99b, BDH94, BPP+95, BA91, Bre96, CMT94, DB99, DF94, ER90, GH94a, JLS90, KHTP99, PBVB99, RD91, SR90b, SM91, SM97, VHG90, VB99, vTSD97]. Food [AH93, CM98a, HSB97, KSRB99, Kea90, LR96, LCK+96, MHR+99, RRG96, SO96b, AS+91, ASN95, AV95, AH94, Atk96, BN95, BMSHC98, Bar97a, BC93, BGG+97, BP92, BBB+94, BRN+95, BGvDR96, BK92, CA96a, CA97, CA99a, CLC+98, CF94, CI95, CTC93, CHC+94, CH99, CNP95, DHH98, Dv96, DL91b, DG97, DDW90, Ejd98, FL90, FAP92, Fw91b, GCF96, GPB+98, GC95b, GM99a, Han91b, HHH93, Han99, HTG96, HW92, ICG96, JC93, KMS94a, KN97, Ker94, KZK+95, KKK+90, KS95d, KKT96a, KG95t, KS98, Ksn99, LDV95, LM98b, LHK+93, MW94, MC98, Mat92, MC98, MRMR92, MV98, MG97a, MVdM+99, MHD97, MJSD91, Nak92, NJLD98, OK98, OX93, PC96, PH91a, PS93, PC94, PM90b, PMG+98, PMOD90, PC90, PWN99, QQ97, QQ97, RM97a, RNP+98]. food [RSB+90, RSN+99, RH90b, SCIA99, SB97a, SBBG94, SJ97, SDFJ91, SW98b, ST90, SMP97, SM90, TT90, TR95a, TS90c, UHL+97, UMD92, VV95, VAD+94, Vos91, Wf90, WFL95, WQ99, WTF96, WR92a, WCL99, WC92, YKL98a, ZBW92, vW93, Ang95b, BV94, CW93]. food-chain [RH90b]. Food-web [LR96]. food-webs [PM90b, SM90]. foodweb [FCP98]. Foot [MC91b, SH94]. Foot-feeding [MC91b]. Foraging [HS92, WW92a]. Foraging [BGG+97, BV94, BB+94, Bu94, BKH99, DH96, GKB+97, HHH97, HH90, HCH+96, JBB98, MBWT98, Mun92, RHH94, RHrsG99, San93a, TJ90b, WR97, WSP+95, AWD95, AU93, And98, APS91, BCBC98, BA94, BKB94, CWWH99, CHDW92, GGF99, HHH90, HRCW98, IFL97, KR97b, LADS98, ML91b, MJ92a, Nev99, NG99, PM92b, Pr95, PB98, RO97, TMCE98, VOK+98, WVL97, WC98, WB91, ZMG+96]. foraging-predator [WB91].
Foraminifera [AB95, BB92, MHMH96, MvdZH+97, MSvdZH98].
Foraminiferan [AC96b]. forbesi [SB97b]. force [HM97d]. forces [Cha98, HSK+94, KL91b, NBW94, SFV96, TD91, TDER97, VHH+96, WH91].
forest [Hag95, McG97b, SDER96]. formaldehyde [CGA95]. formalin [DFB+99, HKM92]. formalin-preserved [DFB+99, HKM92]. Formation [HH94b, SH91b, KHT93, SKKO97, AKM+99, DSJ90b, GT92, HKA96, Hol97, KPWL93, MLDM99, NT96a, NDRP93, PW94, PBHMI98, SL94].
glutamate [FF92a]. glutamine [FF92a]. glutamine/glutamate [FF92a].
Glycera [ND98]. glycine [KG95]. Glycogen [BDH94]. glycopeptides
[Wo96]. Glyptocephalus [MRS96]. Gmelin [TRS91]. gnathiid [GP98].
go [OS96]. goatfish [McC94d]. Goban [FH96]. gobies
[Har99, MJC97, dT94a]. gobio [HS99b]. Gobiidae [WM92].
Gobionotothen [Ruz96]. Gobiosoma [Har99]. goby [KY94, MF91].
gonad [SK97]. gonadal [CRZG95]. Goniastrea [ABB97, LB96a, Sak97].
good [CH97b, JKT+98, MM93, MMD92]. Gorgonia [CHFL95]. gorgonian
[CGZ95, CRZG95, CZG95, FP91a, HFR+93, LKC98, MC94b, MDSB92,
RC99a, RH90c, VT92, VW95, WHW93, YY91]. gorgonians [EL90].
gorgonion [PF92a]. Göteborg [SR93a]. Gotland [MHRV+99]. gouge
[KCI98]. governing [FB94, LKC+99, LKM+99]. Gracilariopsis
[VBN95]. gracilis [GP99, PLFS99]. gradient
[BBFD98, BMH93, CS97, DON+95, EDS+99, FF97, FII95, GBC92, GHL+97,
JSJMH90, JJNR95, KBWC90, KDMR97, LM91a, LKK92, McF92, McG92,
MKN+96, MNO96, OSC97, PKL97, RSH93, Rie98, SO91, SO96b, SGW94,
Tom91, Wes90a, Wes90b]. Gradients
[CK99, AGP98, ABM96, BSB91, CBB90, DSS+98, GF95, GAD+92, GFH96,
McG94, MGC95a, RBF92, Röp93, SH92a, VW96, VDBF96, WA99a].
grain [WHG+99a]. Grand [MB91, PSR+99]. Grande [PFH98]. grani
[CA96a, CA97]. granulata [B99, IBB97]. granulometry [DD99]. grapsid
[CCDA98]. Grapsidae [AHM90, Ang91c, Ang95a, Ang95b]. Grapsus
[KW97b]. Grass [GF98, KFD99, PH91a]. grasses [VH99a]. grata [WM95].
grave [SH94]. Gravelines [LIPF95]. graveolens [GK97]. gray
[GH92, HCB92, WCL97, HFJ89]. Grazer [HB94b]. Grazer-mediated
[HB94b]. grazers [BH95b, EP92, KKT96a, TLB93, WLB+99]. Grazing
[CLM+91, FF92b, GS93, HvB91, KW99b, MEK99, MPS96, She98, SR94,
TMKL97, VGM94, Wer97, ACLS97, BNv90, BH92a, BCC95, BPH95,
BRN+95, Car90, CS99, ER95b, EP92, FP96b, GAK99, Ger90, GMG+92,
GSS93a, Hag95, Han95, HH92, HH94a, HH96, JH97, JHN99, JL94, JG94,
KSS90, Ku91, KL90, LPF94, LL94, LC95, LF94, MPM97, MH93a, McG92,
MEC92, ML91c, NYY92, NGS97, NC95, Per91, PPMF97, PG94, PR92,
PPW96, Pre95, RCG99a, RCG99b, RH90b, RPL96, RH99, SR94, SSM91,
Sko96, Str91, SS96b, SMB98, Tee99, VH99a, VPFL92, Ved98, VACL99,
WH91, WSM91, WR91, WR92b, WSS94, YHB96, ZDJ+95, LLP94].
grazing-resistant [JG94]. Great
[BEU99, GPF92, MD94c, MKY98, SU93, GSC95, HBBT98, PCT+97,
AH97, Be95, BMSF95, BM91a, CC91a, CL97, Fab95, FDW92, KGH90,
KM92, LC97b, Mcc96b, Mc94d, NTT96c, PD90, PD94, RS91, RSS94, SR90a,
SRSH99, Sam97, SB99, Tho92, TbBW96, TNSM98, UDL99, VDG95].
Greater [PR93b, GB97a, GB97b]. grebnitzkii [TK95a]. green
[GS94a, Hag95, HJH+99, HLP+99a, HGB99, HGBW99, HTL99, JPZ+98,
KSS90, LC97b, TR93, MKY98]. green-lipped [HJH+99]. Greenland
[ADB99, Bra95, LGH+93, MP96b, NH95b, RTRP+98, RN99, WBGS97].
grey [BH94b], griseus [LMT99], groenlandica [LADS98]. grooved [VHHS96]. Gross [Vet92, CCV+96, WC92, vBV95]. ground [EG95, FCH99, GBP+98, MR91, PG90, RGE+95, RDM91, Row90, SGM98]. groundfish [Liv93]. grounds [CLD99, KEJ98, TRU91, WS91, YBLL96]. Groundwater [BDNS99, MH94a, Sim92]. Group [BA94, BK90, EG95, EG97, MSP+97, PKL97, PCC+97, vBDW91, vW93]. group-specific [PCC+97]. grouper [Egg95, Joh99, LCW99, SMW+93]. groups [OIO+95]. grow [Kin95b]. growing [GSS93b, VD95]. grown [LW91, MCA90, MH96b]. Growth [ADA98, AH99, BLY+98, Ber92, BC90, BH92e, BAM92, CA97, CA97a, CA96b, CAL96, CR96, CH90, Cra94, EDS+99, EGMC94, GMR+94, GGDL96, Han95, HMHA94, HW91, Hov92, JPC97, JL94, JNRR95, Kne93, LC97a, LH91, LCL95, MD94a, MDC+96, MCD96, MW99, MRMLP97, McF92, Mil95b, MC97b, MC94b, Mon96, MA96, NY92, NA99, Neu92, NSC+92, Nie96, PST95, RS95, RG93, SF95, ST90, SENG93, SDC98, Str91, Tha92a, TR95b, TB92, TGLP95, WF90, dRAV92, AMS99, AKL+99, IYAL93, ADR95, ARDL97, AI92, Ang91a, ACC90, Arr94, AAW98, BFF96, BNvB90, BH94a, BH95a, BP99, BGB91, BCL93, Big92, BB95, BK91, BM91b, BM94c, BL96, Buc91, BEG97, BRZ99, CC+96, CL90, Cam96, CN92a, CL97, CC90, CC91b, CD94, CPK97, Che93, CLK90, CI95, Con98]. growth [CD99, CHC94, DS96, DO92, DSJ90b, DGH+98, DE94, EPL94, EST95, EK98, EP92, FML+95, FPR94, Fev92, FF99, FK95b, FFF+94, FM95b, FQV98, Fow90b, FBR+95, FG93, GS94a, GHMC96, GMD93, GV96, GJ97a, GCR98, Gar98, Gar99a, GDP+98, GWW+98, GAK99, GMK97, GB90, GII97, GGG99, GRKD96, GM99a, Go99, GAB90a, GAB90b, GR94, GBJ94, Han99, Han97, HRI96a, HSIB96, HJH+99, HKK+95, HS97b, HDB95, HRD92, HSN93, HKD93, HNL94, JH97, JD90, JR92, KS98, Ker94, KS95b, Kir90, KL91c, KG94, KRJL96, KBS98, KKT96b, LAF93, LS96a, LA97a, LS96b, LC97b, LCC97, LL97, LS95, MJW96, MC91a, MT91, MYY96, MD98a, MCM+97, MH92, MJ91, MC91c, MC97a, MM97b, MEC92, MF96, MAH94, MNB94, Moe96a, Moe96b, MG91b, MGC95b, MV96, MNO96]. growth [MO95, Mun93, Nak92, NT94, NEIR95, NAS95, NBM94, Nor92, OH95, OSJ93, OFR94, OPS96, OR98, OT95, PMMH95, PB92, PB96b, PB97, PM99, PDF97, PMG+98, PD93, PSSP95, PB98, QC94, QQ98, RGLD+98, RR92, RT95, RS94, RCG94, Ren98a, RSN90, RC95, RHB96, RFN98, RPL96, RV92, Rir92, Rob93, RE96, RT98, RWJ99b, RM95, RH97, Row90, RO97, SK99, SK98a, SK98b, SCI91, SA94, Sep94, Sew94, SD94, SB94, SDC90, SW98b, SG96, Sko96, Sog92, SS91, Sto96, SS96b, SC93, Tak95, TDK97b, Ter97, TS90a, TRS91, TCRB93, TA90, TN90, TV96, TFFS90, TB95, TB97, US98, VR93b, VVS92, WVS93, VAD+95, VD95, VDM+97, Wah96, Wah97, WSM91, WE95, WDB+95, Wi90, WC92, YNY94, YAG92, YB90, YY91, ZHM91]. growth [vBV95, vRBVB95, vW93, KJT90, Moe97c]. Growth-dependent [Hov92]. growth-heterozygosity [Fev92]. growth-irradiance [GV96].

H [PdG96, MKCL94, AGP98, BR91a, SJMC93, WR91]. H24 [Moe97a, Moe97b, Moe97c]. H3 [Moe96b]. H3/1 [Moe96b]. Habitat [AMS99, And97, BCC95, CC98, Cro98, FIA93, LAK99, MJ97, SGF99, SP99c, WM95, AGP98, ARF92, Ang95b, AS94b, BL94a, Bec98, BM94d, BS93, BGG+97, BKB94, BVkRB96, CSR+92a, CK99, Con94, DBN+94, Egl95, FSC92, Fer99, FAHW99, Gre96, Gr94, HM91, HBR+91, HKR96, Har98, HF98, HJ90, IB97, Jol99, JDL95, Kin95a, LM98a, LBDD97, LB96b, ML92, Mc96, OM90, ÓM92, PODL99, Pen90a, RK95b, RS95, Re90, Ris9, RAG94, RHP93, SDB95, SU93, Spr93, SJC99, SE95a, Sym95, THC95, TJB93, TDB+95, ZAN99]. Habitat-mediated [LAK99]. habitats [AB90, AADSC97, Bec98, BCNC96, BDR+96, BV94, FAED97, FIA93, GVG98, GSD96, HP96, Kne91, KW94, LJ95, LCL96, LA97b, LGL+95, MF97, Min93, Pre95, RK95c, RR93, Sog92, Tay98, THPC96, TGL95, VVT97, WS91, WR98]. habits [CA92, CE93, FW91a, FMRC93, JC92, KI97, Kyo92]. hadal [Fra93, FKT+99]. hadock [Cam97, FQV98]. Hadramout [OB94c]. Haemastoma [DS93b]. Haematopus [CGCLH99, McG97a]. haemocyanin [NH98]. Haemolymp [HS94a, SU95, WD93]. Halichoerus [BH94b]. Halichondria [RTJ+93, TR95b]. Halicola [RTJ+93]. Halicryptus [ABN98, Oes90, OV92]. Halifax [JNC89]. Haliothis [AAE+96, LK93, MS91, Sch93]. Halo [BGC94]. Halo-dule [BGC94]. Haloa [It97]. haloclines [VY96]. Halocynthia [RC98]. Halodule [DT94b, GMR+94, OB93]. halogenated [FWWL99]. Halophila [NA99, Ra98]. halophyte [GH93]. halos [SR94]. hamata [Ore90, Ore95, TNN93]. Haminaea [GC95a]. hammerorum [CHFL95].
Hypotheses [MHB96, HS91b, MCW+91, MBB99a]. Hypothesis [TA95, AH95, FPG95, GPLB96, JMR91, JSOG91, JK93, LB95, Lew91, RG97, vW93]. Hypoxia [GJVG96, PD93, ASF98, BDH94, BM94b, BMG99, DvdCd94, DvdTCC97, DS93b, FRK92, HMB95, MRS96, ND98, NH98, PPFP98, PPFP99, VDC94, VH96, WW91, WW93, WK92b]. hypoxia/anoxia [DvdTCC97]. Hypoxic [NR94, RHJ91, FGKP95, KCI98, STS99]. Hypsoblennius [Har99]. Hyrtios [RP91a]. Ia [LC95]. Iberian [CNGG96, SZA94]. Ice [CLKO98, PPMF97, AW98, ALB+96, ARS93, ADG+95, BBG90, CMBM99, DM91, DFR95, DAS92, FPG95, FPP+97, GB91, GC93, GFPD92, GT92, GKR96, Gra96a, Gra91a, GDD99, HCS90, HW95, KCI98, LDV95, LS91, LK99b, MBJ94, MMG97, MG99, MLTD96, MPS95, NT92, PGR94, PDP+90, PLC+91, RLT+94, RKS97, SM91, SCEG93, SBP92, SBP93, SCK90, Wer97]. ice-breeding [LK99b]. ice-covered [FPG95, GFPD92]. ice-edge [MPS95, NT92, PGR94]. iceberg [GSD96, PBVB99]. icefish [KWEG94]. Iceland [AH96, AH98, Fev92, HBM93]. Icelandic [LM97]. ichthyofaunal [MF98]. ichthyoplankton [CH93]. ichthyoplankton [HC90, KID91, SS99b]. ichthyotoxic [VPGV94]. ICPMS [CGM95]. ID [CGM95]. ID-ICPMS [CGM95]. identification [BH93, DDL93, HQ99, PLFSW97, PPO+99, RP91b]. Identifying [MR97a, MCF97, JHG99]. identity [Aer98]. II [AR96a, Ang95b, AWH+99, BF95a, BT93, BWHV95, BBB+94, BSH+91b, CW93, CP95a, DvdCd94, DQT+97, FS90, FMH96, FGB+96, FP96a, GJ97b, GGH95, GJ96c, HKR96, HLH96, HM97c, HH91a, HOM95, JKT90b, LPI+95, LLP94, LDKR93, LSM+99, Moe96b, Moe97b, MR91, MJ93, NBS+97, NTS90, PRM+96b, PD94, Rel96b, Rie91b, SJMC93, SBP93, TH94, VH94, Web91b, Zaj91b]. Iiella [TK95a, TK97]. III [ACC90, BH92c, BS92, HR96a, Moe97c, OMH95b, PT94a, SJCL93, TAJK90, VB94]. Illex [ASRC99, WTR99]. illuminate [WFT97]. illumination [TUN99]. illustrations [UMD92]. Ilyanassa [DMM99]. Ilyoplax [SCAT91]. image [KCV94, SR98a, SM97b, Tho91, WGD97]. imagery [RK99]. imaging [BW97, GP91]. imaging-in-flow [SS98]. imbricate [HS91c]. imitation [FL90]. imitations [DPO91]. immature [Hag95]. immigration [CM98b]. immuno [Bro90]. immuno-electrophoresis [Bro90]. immunoassays [SM91]. Immunochemical [SKT97, PLFSW97, TLT93]. Immunofluorescence [DLDL93, BLKA93]. Immunologic [SJCL93]. immunological [VPGV94]. Immunomagnetic [AGGKA96]. immunotypes [SMC93]. Impact [Arr94, AB96b, BS95a, BGvDR96, DL93a, FHZ96, GB97a, GB97b, GR91, GSD96, HTG96, HVFFH92, HK92, HG92a, KF97, LGR95, MLC97, ON97, SW93, TPHC91, VSS98, WP99, ZHF96, Atk96, BH92a, BLST90, CM98a, DL91a, Ekb98, FPR94, FW97, GHD92, HHW90, KW99b, KL90, LLP94, LKC95, LME92, Ole95, Ôre90, PGG96, Per91, PM92a, PR92, RPL96, Sew96,
Impacts
[DLT+97, DQT+97, PPF95, Pre95, SCC94, TA93, FC90, JDSB99, PBVB99].

Imperfect
[LKF95].

Importance
[GKMT99, HFW99, Kro91, Liv93, Nan96, NT96a, RGC92, Sim92, YGH+97, BN95, BEU99, Bre96, CF94, EB96, GF99, HBR+91, Han91b, HR96b, JS97, JG94, Lee97, MPvM98, ML90, MJ92a, NKGK92, NF98, PB96b, RSN+99, SFF98, Tay98, TPHC94, WW96, WYY+99, WR92a, van92a].

Implications
[RWJ+95, Aks96, ATNW97, ACOK95, AMB+96, BRLM90, BSMS95, BCL93, BF99, BSB91, BM90a, BM90b, Bra93, BLD94, BCCB99, BvKvRB96, BD94, BHH+95, CLC+98, CGNH98, CT97, CA95, CDGF+93, CLD99, DPM96, FNF91, FH99, FHA99, Fra95, GHED+94, GA97, HC93, HL98, JRMN+97, JH99, KR97a, KFD99, KH98, KML91, Lee90, LL98, LBH91, LH99, MC91a, MA93, MGM96, Mi93b, MSND+99, ND98, NKV94, Olm94, PS92, PGAJ99, PDB+97, PLP92, PAM96, QCM97, RTRF90, RHT91, RAB+92, RM97a, Rie98, RPL96, RGC94b, SCA92, SH98b, VT92, WL97, WF99, ZN96a, ZN96b, Zan99, tor93, Gon92, CCG98].

Impress
[GMC91].

Impressing
[KPS97, RR99, TT98].

Increase
[Jos90, TBAB91, DHM92, HP97, LMK93, SOW97, SNJV92, Wah96].

Increases
[McC94a].

Improvement
[PPR94].

Improving
[KRM94, SR95, Str99].

Independent
[Aro92, HS97b, Mye95, Rv92, RO97].

Indian
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BS93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IF98, MIA90, Reg92].

Indication
[Asn95, MCFS96].

Indicators
[Ao91, CNGG96, CW95, CMBC98, FMFH97, FQ94, HJA99, LGC+93, MIA90, SDFJv91, SGR92, WDB98].

Index
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BS93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IF98, MIA90, Reg92].

Indicating
[Asn95, MCFS96].

Indications
[KWD93].

Indicators
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BS93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IF98, MIA90, Reg92].

Index
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BS93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IF98, MIA90, Reg92].

Indicating
[Asn95, MCFS96].

Indicators
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BS93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IF98, MIA90, Reg92].

Index
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BS93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IF98, MIA90, Reg92].

Indicating
[Asn95, MCFS96].

Indicators
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BS93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IF98, MIA90, Reg92].

Index
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BS93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IF98, MIA90, Reg92].

Indicating
[Asn95, MCFS96].

Indicators
[Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b, BAY91, BS93, CWB93a, CD96, CO97, FCC91, HF99, IF98, MIA90, Reg92].

Index
[BZ92, HR96a, KDL92, SH90b, SKM95, SGB90, SFF92]. *indicus* [Jon93]. *Indies* [AGW93, HS91c, HH91b, SC96a, SB96, Tom91]. *indigenous* [CKP98, EDP+98, MMBT97, Ren98b]. *Indirect* [CK98, ER90, SM99a, JHN99, JHB98, MD98b, NA99, RM97a]. *Individual* [BP99, JHB98, RD95, BCBR97, CN92a, CH97a, Cle93, FQV98, HHM96, Mat92, RSN90, RD92, RCC+99]. *individual-based* [CH97a, HHM96, RCC+99]. *individuals* [BA94]. *Indo* [ALOT99, BDA+99, LCE97]. *indo* [MH93b]. *Indonesia* [EM93, SAvD+96]. *Indonesian* [SMH97]. *induce* [FBR+95]. *induces* [GCKW95, LW95, SHT91]. *Inducible* [FFH96, KWHM+96, PKY96]. *Induction* [BHQ99, BQKC97, HQ99, Uye96, WKH+98, BK90, BEG97, CCJC91, CKP98, HHD98, JMPH90, JP96, JMR91, Ste94]. *Indus* [BNK+97, HKY+97, KDA92]. *industrialised* [SB90]. *inequality* [San95]. *inermis* [CPS91, DS96]. *Inexpensive* [Sty97]. *infauna* [FWWL99, LD95b, RCN95, SFV96, Vet96a]. *infected* [BCBR97, Mul91]. *infecting* [SC93, SC95b]. *infection* [CPS91, EP97, MJ97b, NBS+97, PF91b, SKKO97]. *infectivity* [SC93]. *infer* [CGA95]. *inference* [Mil98]. *inferences* [FCMB94, GBB+98, KFD99, PN99]. *inferred* [BM99b, EJ93, GS99a, KPWL93, KG93]. *Inferring* [FH99, DPO91]. *inflow* [RR97]. *Influence* [ACOK95, BSS92, BM91a, BF99, BPH95, BLC91, CL90, CE93, CLW99, CB97, DM96, DvCd94, DM91, DL94b, EJ97, ES99, FB98, FSGG96, GCM98, GSBB97, GS99b, GFH96, HG99, HCl93, Hut90, KHH+99, KO92, LB99b, LD95b, LW91, LT90, MP96a, Ma96, MM95a, ME97, NB96a, ORD98, OJR96, PS95, SOS95, SPCF97, SPB+99b, SEGP91, Tak9, VDC94, VDM90, WTR99, dG91a, BB99, FK95a, FTP99, Gar91, Hol97, HM94b, JKB99, KD99, KW97b, KL94, KKH+99, LB96b, MR992, MACR98, MV98, MDTB94, MGC95b, Nak92, PCM+95, RCT99, TN98, VH93, VNM97, WFT97, WLT+95, Wol92a, WB99, FP96a]. *influenced* [HvdMBK98, TCR99, WHG+99a]. *Influences* [CGTB95, CCG96, SFA98, HL98, Hsi95, KID91, MG95, Mi94b, SM98, YBG96, YBG+98]. *influencing* [Ad97, GS91a, GBH96, HS96, HSB97, KW97a, LP95, MK93b, SJML99, TF98, Yam97b, YGH+97]. *Information* [Gar98, BM98, BGT91, CU99, CW99a]. *infralittoral* [SB97a]. *infrared* [VAR94]. *infratidal* [Las98]. *ingested* [Bus96, LAA93, WFL95]. *Ingestion* [FG93, LHL97, ADBH99, BH92a, BvKvRB96, CGB95, FF99, GS93, HH96, MLP90, MHvB97, PCBA94, SH98b, TDD94]. *inhabited* [vDdWK99]. *inhabiting* [FK95a, Poo94, TRU91]. *Inhibition* [MH93a, Sut92, UKR+91, AB96b, BP96a, DBv91, LPI+95, LKV996, MSC95]. *inhibitor* [KG95, LCL95, WK93]. *inhibitors* [LQ97]. *Inhibitory* [WCT95]. *Initial*
Interrelationships [SRW95a]. Interseasonal [FTS94]. Interspecific [Dai90, NTK93, PC96, GP98, HK97, SJC99]. interstitial [GF99]. Intertidal [HN93, JMC93, JA91, MBB99a, AOOT94, AGP98, AC96c, AC99, AB96a, BKP98, Bec98, BF95b, BUWB99, BGR+96, BB99, BM94c, BLST90, BDSL94, Cam91, CH96, CV98, CMD+94, CB97, DF94, DKVD95, Dye93, EBB95, EG9C95, FA99, FAED97, FIA93, FW91a, FTP99, GB95, GC95b, GQ96, GR91, GBGH97, Güm91, Hic92, HvdM97, HG94, Hul97, Hum93, IF96, JP93b, KLEH91, KD96, Kne91, LFRB97, LGV+99a, LGV+99b, LB96a, Le99, LGED98, LTM90, MCC96a, MGC91, MM97b, MKN+96, MS93c, MDRW99, NA99, NT94, NC90, NC93, OM99a, OB94c, PB96a, PH91b, Pel96, PZ91, PSPD96, QK93, RS99a, RGLD+98, RK95b, RK95c, RB99, RRGB96, Roz92, SPB95, SS96a, Spr93, Tak96, TBY98, TJB93, Tru97, WH96, WC96, Yung99, vDK90, vDdWKW99, vBDW91].

isetus [KHT93]. Island
[Bar97b, Bar97c, Bar97a, Bar99, BH94b, CC91b, CC97b, CJ93b, CHDW92, DG93, GWKW97, GBP+97, Gru+94, HS+93, HH90, BHE92, JFP95, Ker90, KZK+95, MG+99a, MD94c, Mki98, MN99, Nai93b, NGK92, PBVB99, Sha95b, TD99, TSM+94, T99, ALT99, CC97b, HLP+99a, HGB99, HD93, HCF93, JBO97, KSO+97, LCK+96, MMBT97, RA96].

islandica [AH96, AH98, Fev92, HBM93, Oes90]. Islands
[DH96, HSH94, HB95, HCH+96, KID91, MSM+98, PLM92, SB96, PPCL+98, BDR+96, BSY+99, BW96, Cer98, CGNH98, CCG+92, CWH98, EW91, KKK+95, LK93, PF95]. Isle [NG99].


J [Ano00, JNCS90]. Jamaica [SOW97]. Jamaican
[AW95, BNW94, NBW94]. James [KKW+93]. January [HC94]. Japan
[NSHF93, AKM+99, AM93, BT99, FKT+99, FII95, HS+93, IT96, KKI+98, NAI+93a, Nak92, NTK93, NKK97, NKG92, OIO+95, Sak97, TK95a, TK97, TK98, TT99, Ter93, YNYK94]. Japanese
[AM93, AOT97, CT96, KDC99, KSH97, OINN94, PLBP96, UT90, YNYK94]. japonica [AHY+99, AOT97, BTKK99, BL94a, CT96, Ito97, TK97, TK98].

japonicus [CC92b, CC97a, LCT92]. jars [HDWS91]. Jasus [CB99, Mac91]. Java [Hoe91]. Jellett [JNCS90, Mil90]. jellyfish
[GQ97b, MF97, AP97a, And94a, ACS97, ACR99, AADSC97, Arm92, AH96, BS94, BSH+94, BCL93, Beu92, Bro98, Bur94, BHH+95, CHS+95, CMBC98, Con98, CGFC95, ELMCC90, FH97b, GPB+98, GC95b, Gos97,
juveniles [BB93, EPDC99, HDB95, HS99b, MPvM98, PODL99, RBB91, RMG98, She95, ZC92, OMH95b].


L [An00, PM90a]. L-amino [PM90a]. L. [MC93]. labeled [ER95b, HBvD92, LMB+99, ORL97, SM91, WR91]. labeling [GW93]. labelled [NH90, OMvdB99]. labelling [CCV+96, CRL94, SD93b]. labels
Lethal [KA97, KCI98, WTA+97]. Leu [LBV+99].
Leucine [Kir92, RBHJ90, vR93a]. Leucosticta [FSA+97]. Levantine [RZWY96].
Lichen [EGC95]. Lichen-mediated [EGC95]. Life [FMRC93, Gar99a, MAH94, SH90a, WC91, AD90, ASSWM97, BG97, BL94b, CC91a, CRGZ98, CD99, CB93b, DDLJ93, EY90, EDP+98, GC95a, GM98b, Gos97, HHM96, Hoe91, IVM+98, Kog95, KZ92, KW93, KHT93, LGFS99, LFH94, MF96, MR94, OW95, Pec99, QZA95, RSH92, Ruz96, SA96, SFC97, Ta96, TVG96, VS96, WT98, WASSM97, WHK97, Zaj91b].
Life-cycle [CD99]. Life-history [FMRC93, Gar99a, MAH94, SH90a, WC91, AD90, ASSWM97, BG97, BL94b, CC91a, CRGZ98, CD99, CB93b, DDLJ93, EY90, EDP+98, GC95a, GM98b, Gos97, HHM96, Hoe91, IVM+98, Kog95, KZ92, KW93, KHT93, LGFS99, LFH94, MF96, MR94, OW95, Pec99, QZA95, RSH92, Ruz96, SA96, SFC97, Ta96, TVG96, VS96, WT98, WASSM97, WHK97, Zaj91b]. Light [DSS+98, EAD92, EJ96, KL94, MS92, RO99, WH98, AS99a, AC92, AZKA99, AdN91, BFF96, BGR+96, BSR93, DRGV91, DFS94, DL94b, DF95, DH92, FFJ93, GS94a, GL93, GMK97, GM98a, GWK97, GT96, HMWN97, HN97a, Har94, HS99a, JI90, KJF94, JKH98, KL94, KMB97, KJRM96, KR94, KCP+95, LY97, LC90, LZY93, MS98, MG96, MG96b, MHC95, MJ93, NT96a, NP90, NP93, NK92b, OS93, Ole96, Omm95, OKK95, P94, PL95, PB98, RO98, SPS+91, SFS95, Sko96, Ter97, Tho92, VGJ90, VBF94, WFHM99, WR91, WF90, ZA96].
Light-dependent [GYL93]. Light-enhanced [EJ96].
Light-induced [RO99, DRGV91, LY97]. Light-limited [AZKA99, BFF96, GM98a, NK92b]. Lignocellulose [MH90]. Ligurian [AF96, GL+91, LBL91, MVA99, PF92b, PM99, PD95]. Like [GHED+94, Gow93, Har97, LG95, MAAT98, NA+93a, SDC+92, TSI+93].
Likely [KG904]. Liliana [HTCP96]. Limacina [GH91]. Limanda [BVL92, CB92, CMLE92, EGKE92, HHH92, KDLJ92, LACM92, LME92, PR92, RA92, RV92, SH92a, SGR92, VBL+92]. Limb [SM95]. Limfjord [RH91]. Limit [DY92, EY90, Kin95]. Limitation [Kir90, ADF96, ARDL97, Ang95b, Bra93, DLR+97, DON+95, EP+99, FPAH92, FAP92, FF92b, GJ97b, GMK97, GAN+94, HJA99, ICG96, KRI94, LBJ+98, MP94, MBK95, ND96, ODN+95, PFI93, PRM+96a, PRM+96b, PB96b, PS94, P92, SPS95, PG90, RPM91, SA91, SD93b, TNG95, TP96, VD95, dBN+90].
Limitations [TR95a]. Limited [AZKA99, AH99, BFF96, BAM92, CHC94, GM98a, Han99, LS96a, LA97a, MCC96a, Moe96a, Moe96b, Moe97c, MHD97, NK92b, OL99, SK98a, SDC90, TR95a]. Limiting [GJ97a, GJ97b, HM97c, MH97, NT92, PW99, PT95]. Limits [MY98, PSSP95, BF95b, FDZ93, RPM+94]. Limpet [CGCLH99, JHN99, WM95]. Limpets [BCNC96, EGC95, JBHH97, JBH98].


long-time [DFB+99]. long-term [GRBA96].


Manganese [LGdC+90, BDH94]. mangarevense [SP99b]. Mangrove [BWHC91, LJ95, Alo90, BNK+97, Bec98, Cha98, COG97, DE90, DGHT+98, EAT95, FFH99, FHCC98, HKY+97, HSK+94, Hsi95, KHB91, KDAS92, KKH+94, Lee97, MvdVD+97, McG97b, MWH91, NBW94, ON97, RMTB+95, SK99, SOSV95, SFV96, TA90, VHH+96, VM98a, War90, WD90]. mangrove-seagrass [MvdVD+97].
mangroves [FH97a, LJ95, VHH+96, ZCL97]. Manicina [Joh92]. Maniglia [KB94]. Manipulation [OJ97, Web91b]. manna [WSS94]. Manipulated [Con98, NvA91]. mantle [OJ97, Web91b]. manipulations [KLAH+94]. Mapping [FCP98]. Marennes [RRGB96, GB95, GBB+98, KSRB99, LGV+99a, LGV+99b, RR97b, Rie98]. margarifera [HSTY98]. margaritifera [YKL98a, YKL98b, YKL99]. margin [CSB97, LBM+99, ODS+96, TB98]. Marginal [PPMF97, AW98, DM91, MG91a, MPS95, SCKS90]. Maria [HBC+91]. Mariana [AHY+99]. mariculture [ERC95, KEvN95]. marina [Ack97, AZKA99, BAOT96, BS93, BDM96, BGC94, CK90, FB94, FKC+90, FMFH97, GN90, GR91, HBBM96, HBS98, HHH+96, HN97b, HS99b, HSB97, Hütt00, KA93, KF97, MRPC98, MNO96, OSJ93, OSJ94a, OSJ94b, Ole96, PF90, PB92, PB93, Phi94, PM94b, RCG94, Ruet98a, RBT96, RPD+98, SFV96, SP99a, TS99, VSSM98, VHG95, WCP+98, ZA96, vKVS97, vKSG99]. marinas [GU98]. Marine [BH91, CK99, HKA96, HSH94, HB95, Moe96a, Moe96b, Mül91, PLM92, SC93, WS92a, WLB+99, ZMD95, AAD91, AGW93, AKL+99, Aks96, AW92, ADR94, AR99, ASP91, And96, AW97, AB92, AJST98, BKS+99, BMS+97, BMSH98, BBR+93, BK96a, BCHL93, BA91, BD91, BWB98, BH92c, BH92d, BAY91, Bow97, BH+92, BEH93, BA94, BOC90, BZSG96, BEG97, BR97, BRZ99, BDN99, BC99, CNG96, CCC+90b, CR95, CF93a, CF94, CBA+99, CD94, CM99, CR98, CW95, CLK90, CK95, Cle93, CKP98, CGP97, CGZ95, CD99, CS91, CRL94, CH97b, CR99, DBHMH99, DPM96, DHS96, DL93a, DeV92, DL94a, DGO92, DWSA98, DL94b, DAE+99, DGC+99, DDW90, DrRN99, EPL94, EBB95, EB93, EP+99, FTS97, Far98, FM95a, FWWL99, FTGW90, FKB92, FNF91, FR91, Fly98, Fra94]. marine [FW91b, Fry96, GCH93, GdGMD95, GPF95, GW94, GFW92, GTWF98, GHH+94, GCL94, Gs99a, GDM90, GGKJ+98, GSS93b, GS93, GD96, Gos97, GG97b, GAB90a, GAB90b, GT92, Gow93, GCWH90, GWS99, GF90, Gjo96b, Gjo96c, GsM96, HAH+90, HHH92, HH96, Han92, HH93, HS98a, HB91a, HP90, HBBM96, HDWP93, HB97, Hav93, HH94b, HHL96, HVFF92, HBR+99, HMM96, Hin92, HS97b, HW92, HSSC96, HH91a, HMB93, HMB95, HK92, Hol96, HBB97, Hol97, HBV92, HLP99b, HCI93, HS97c, HHH90, It097, JLF95, JMD+99, JP94, JP96, JM99, JMR91, Jol96, JAL91, JBB90, JKC+93, KH92a, Kan94b, KFF92, KFF92, KP94, KI97, KHFP+96, KR95+95, Kin93, KS95b, KZ93, KOSS90, KDKS96, KRJL96, KWHM+96, Kroe91, KLJ94, KHT93,
[SCL95, SLHC98]. **matter**

**matter** [AW98, AJST98, AB96b, BNK+97, BMTF92, BL94c, CSG93, CRCS96, CCR91, CDG97, CBD96, CR94, Col92, DÁSP97, DKV95, FM95a, GBA+96, GAC+97, HKvB93, HDK93, KE95, Kir90, LM91b, MKN+96, MKY98, MWH91, NKP94, OAM93, ONM93, PPFP98, PDC97, PLH91, PGR94, PF91a, PSE97, PSPD96, RR97b, Rie98, RTLG97, SCJ99a, SR98a, VKV95].

**maturation** [GCKW95, QQ98, WCP98].

**maturity** [BAY91, DS96, HR96a, MACR98, Roa93, RT98].

**Matuta** [Per90].

**Maurolicus** [KKH98].

**Mawson** [KR97b].

**maxilliped** [PL99a].

**maxima** [CB96, ACLS97, YKL98a, YKL98b, YKL99].

'**maximum**' [vW93, BKK93, EML93, FP91b, Har90, MD94b, SD93a, TDD94, VMS96].

**maximus** [CCJC91, CTC93, CMT94, HBBT98, SM97a].

**Maxmuelteria** [HAA94].

**May** [GGB94, EP92, FBR95, GK96a, IVM98, MPS96, Tro92, AW98, KLMR91].

**mayeri** [BLD94].

**Mazzaella** [BCBR97].

**MCA** [LBV99].

**MCA-Leu** [LBV99].

**McMurdo** [ARS93, ADG95, PMS94, RKS97, SBP92, SBP93].

**Meadow** [VAD95, DSS98, DCK99, DTA97, ZB99b].

'**meadows**' [FKC90, HHv91, LCLC96, RH97, SRW95b, VH93].

**Meandrina** [JS93].

**meandrites** [JS93].

**means** [ASP91, BAY91, Bro90, JSGS94, KBP98, RH90b, Tho91, WJM99].

**measure** [CCC90a, CW99b, GSS93a, LMK93].

**measured** [AMB96, HWLC98, HšWS91, HBvD92, KW91, KLJ94, LCL95, LKvRH96, MNH92, NG96, TCB93].

**Measurement** [BRNH97, CV91, Kru93, LGJ99, MKCL94, MGEC97, RWJ99a, Rel96a, Rel96b, WR91, ACC90, Bec98, BD91, BG91, CH97b, DEP+96, FF92a, FGB+96, GCH93, GPD+96, Irw91, JM99, KH92b, KS95d, NMR97, QC94, SSR97, SFS95, SFG+99].

**Measurements** [vR93a, Add92, BTYO94, BB97b, BAK97, CR95, DRS94, GB95, GR96, HPS94, LBv99, LZY993, MMHW96, MM99, Maz95, MA99c, PML93, PLFSW97, RGLS99, RJ99, SPS91, SPDM91, TH94a, WGD97, WWG95, WM90, WK93, WH98, ZCPA94].

**measures** [HG98, KCV94, LMTF96, LB93, SOC97, WC95].

**Measuring** [˚Abe90, BV98, CK95, FGP98, GW93, LKC95, McC94, Min93, MC91d, RSN90].

**meat** [Bar95].

**Mechanism** [LE90, BLM+95, DRGV91, HSB97, TF98, WBP+92, WD90].

**Mechanisms** [Car90, MD98b, An99a, BD97, BV99, CCC+90b, CM98b, CH94, FB94, HKA96, HG92b, LY97, MCC+91, NR98, OC95, SO96b, WFT97, vPB90].

**mechanistic** [HH96].

**mediated** [DW97, EGC95, HvM97, H94b, LR96, LAK99, MJ97b, PMG+98, UMT+91].

**mediating** [CH96].

**mediation** [CG93].

**mediators** [NC90].

**Mediomastus** [SFB92].

**Mediterranean** [BG99, DMP+99, KDR97, MSM+98, SFPCR93, TGB99, Vid94, VM95, AN93, ADA98, ARDL97, BCC95, BCBC98, BCMC99, BR94, BB94, BBP+96, BGC95, CSG92, CA92, Car93, CS93, CM98a, CDM+96, CD897, CC99, CJ97, CVD99, CMA95, CR95, CZG95, CS97, CJ93b, DBB+95, Dem95, EBB95, EDSJ95, EML+93, FGR97, FPR94,
Mesophelagic
[BTY994, Big92, CA95, HDK93, KKH98, MCFS96, Röp93, SSP97].
Mesodispersal
[WW990].
Mesoscale
[DG96, HC94, MF90a, MF90b, WSCT96, CLGM96, DM91, KL95, RPT+96, TPW+93].
Mesozooplankton
[LPF94, LLP94, Per91, BS95a, BS95c, CMA95, KW99a, PLP+93, PWPK95, Uit96].

Messa
[Lee97].
Messel
[YOH98].

Metaanalysis
[WC93].
Metabolic
[ASF98, GDW90, JLD+96, MRS96, WW93, AC92, BYO95, BLY98, DF95, FCW98, GKW97, HS90, HNL94, Ka91a, KG94, RMMB91, SB94, TRPS94].

Metal
[GPP98, SM97b, BL95, CM99, MLH96, MH96b, ND91, RATA+99, ROM+91, Reg92, RDM91, RMGB+94, Sca93, SGW94, SKM95, SDA+92a, SPB+99b, TBY98, VCMP93, WL97, WLT+95, WJM+93, ZCL97].

Metal/shell
[SKM95].
Metal/shell-weight
[SKM95].

Metallo-
[SGR92].

Metallo-thionein
[SGR92].

Metabolite
[LSP99, MP92].

Metabolites
[AP97b, CLHF95, FP91a, PPP+96, SHM+97, SL97b, TT90, TN97, VH96, dNSR+96].

Metal
[GPP98, SM97b, BL95, CM99, MLH96, MH96b, ND91, RATA+99, ROM+91, Reg92, RDM91, RMGB+94, Sca93, SGW94, SKM95, SDA+92a, SPB+99b, TBY98, VCMP93, WL97, WLT+95, WJM+93, ZCL97].

Method
[KKT96b, BG91, CA93, EGKE92, FR91, FIL93, GGC99, GW93, HW99, HP98, Kar95, Ken94c, LS94, LKyRH96, MDD95, MM99, MKCL94, PPB90, RDPB99, RH90b, SH98b, URHR98, WBC91, WK98, WCLB99, WM+91, Zho98, dNDS98].

Methodological
[MS+97, DDM+99].

Methodology
[ER95b, LHH96, VGM94, Re96a].

Methods
[BMHH94, BBO+95, CRLP94, GP91, HWLC98, Irlw91, LM93, MHC92, Mc94c, MgC97b, NN95, PPB90, RM96, Tu97].

Methy1
[BBR+93, WR91].

Methy1-
[WR91].

Methylamine
[WR91].

Methylamines
[YS94].

Methylmercury
[RPT95, RGT98].

Methylotrophic
[Sie93, SMC93].

Methylumbelliferyl
[MNH92].

Metridia
[OF94].
Metridium [AS94b, AS95]. Mexican [AADSCC97, GMMD93].

Mexicanum [JLYK97, JSK+99]. Mexico

[AMBH98, Bia91, BFJ+93, DZ99, DRP+97, FML+95, Gen92, GGPGG95, Góm95, HD97, LFR+97, MDSB92, MZCMOCJP91, MZFHC96, PSSP95, RGLD+98, RTMTB+95, SS96b, VH93, GGDLE96]. Mg [EL90]. micans [Les96].

michelinii [NB98]. micro [BF99, BS95c, HPSJ95, Hei95, LB96b].

micro [BF99, BS95c, HPSJ95]. micro-habitat [LB96b]. micro-organisms [Hei95]. micro-scale [BF99]. microalgae [CNP95, Fly90a, Fly90b, FF92a, JMD+99, LS91, MC96a, MMR99, MLTD96, PLC+91, RCN95]. microalgal

[ARS93, ADG+95, BSS92, BBO+95, BLR94, CC92a, CAM91, DB96a, GM98a, GBGH97, PC96, PZ91, SPPL92, WNJ91, YKL98a].

microbes [Wai90]. Microbial

[ALBS96, ALB+96, BM91b, CDHD92, CLC+98, HSRHH90, LBJ+98, LG95a, LAG96, MR94, Nau96, RAIBW99, SNR+96, VAD+94, AMB+96, AJST98, BBRBK94, BL94c, BHT+92, GvDR96, CPH+96, Daxe96, FB95, FTGW90, FTW90, GWD90, JTPP92, JP96, JP93b, Kep91, KDR97, LDV95, NMR97, Nov90, OKK95, PJF93, PH91a, PPF95, PMOD90, PH95, PLS+95, RSB+90, RTL97, SFPCR93, SFS99a, Tc90a, TR95a, TGB99, UNPH93, WSM91, WCT95, YSL94, ZB+98, NKL+96]. Microbiological

[KDMR97, HLH96]. microbiota [BSG+97, KN90]. microchemistry

[AOT97, MCCB97, RSM+96, TSW97]. microcosm [DBdCS99, FGK95, Mal96, SGL+97]. microcosms

[And96, FSdM+92, FDZ93, FDZ94, HB91a, HHH93]. microelectrodes [HdWS91]. Microenvironment [KCD+95, LGdC+90, PH91b]. microfauna [ALo90]. microflagellates [DG91b]. microflora [GB97b, MSD92].

Microhabitat

[WM92, AML95, Egg95, Hsi95, Lev91, MU99, MD93, MJ92a, Tol98]. microhabitat-scale [MU99]. microhabitats [GC95b, Kog95]. microhaoitat [MAC92]. microlayer

[Gar91, HM97a, HC92a, Kar92, MC94a, Wi92]. Micromesistius [HK99]. micrometre [MS93a]. Micromonas [CS91]. micronekton

[BA93, BLJ99, PPM94, PM92a, YBLL96]. micronektonic [TAD+94, TDH+94]. microniches [Sie93]. micronucleus [BGVF92]. microorganisms [BK94, FKB92, LC91, LF93, LGR95, MC91d].

Microphiopholis [PLFSW97]. microphytobenthic

[BPC98, GBB+98, SPB95, WH98]. Microphytobenthos

[UK98, BK99, Bla99, GBR+96, HWLC98, HS97a, KBP98, SEG91, dC94]. Microplankton


[Bla90, NMR97]. microscopic [AHT+90, HS91b, SHA+95a]. microscopy

[BP93, LHH96, RCGS96, WTM+96]. microsensor [LGR95, PJK99].
morphology [BWRH99, Dav94, DEF91, DKVD95, JS93, KJT90, KW97b, MDRW99, NA95, SDB96, SC93, TB99, TJRG93, WW96]. morphometric [CO92, SFF92, VB93, WMPT94]. morphometry [BG97, FSGG96].
morphotypes [WP94]. morphs [DBV98, MTP92, NB98]. mortalities [SR90b]. Mortality [MBF+97, PF92c, Aks96, Ang91a, BCN+95, BEH93, BRC99, BHH+95, CN92a, CN92b, Con98, CRH+99, DY92, DLJ91, EDS+99, FQA99, GS91a, GQ96, GQ97b, GS99a, GCGR90, HR96a, HIL91a, HBP+93, Hol90, Hov92, HS97c, Kne93, LC93, LB99a, LCL95, Lop91, LTM+98, MC91a, MCF90, MG91b, MJ97b, Mye95, PG90, PND+94, QC94, RT95, RBC+91, Row90, VWM90a, VWM90b, Web91a, YAG92, ZMD95]. Morus [AAS+91]. mosaic [Hol97, JBH98, KLN+90, SJ99, VDM+97]. motile [Con95, GSS93b].
mussel-watch [SM97b]. mussels [AC96c, BCNC96, CMRF93, CUM98, DWG98, GS90, HMB95, HTLK99, HS98c, LFRB97, LFD95, McG97a, MRP98, RCG94, Reu98a, RH90b, SKM95, WDB+95]. Mustang [Ker90].

mutual [ML91b]. mutualistic [MLL98]. Mustang [Ker90].

mutualistic [ML91b].

myctophid [PPM96]. myctophids [SM98a].

myctophids [SM98a]. mydas [HGBW99].


mysids [OIO+95, TK95a, TK97, TK98]. Mysids [MHD97]. mytilid [CD98, LC95, LTM90, PFMC95]. Mytilus [ABY97, BH95a, BG97, BSJPW93, BSJ97, BMFR97, BFMM99, Bou90a, Bou90b, BLCA90, BFVG92, BGVF92, CMRF93, CH96, CR96, CH99, DM96, GS90, HGS94, HSBH96, Hi97, HDB95, HBD95, HMB93, HS96, HS98c, JKT90b, KJT90, Kre93, KHB95, KCV94, LFRB97, LS94, LFD95, MUH97, MCRGC90, MGC91, MGC95a, McG97a, ND91, NHH99, PMETM96, PLBP96, QZA95, RVT+97, RCG94, Reu98a, RSN90, RH90b, SUH95, Sal95, SZA94, SRdM99, SV97, SKM95, SP99c, TAJK90, Vii90, VB96, VBZ+94, WW91, WW93, WFL95, WFL96, WF97, WDB+95]. Mytitus [CMRF94].


nanophytoplankton [TFFA99]. nanoplankton

[DGT+93, FPR94, MPS96, SCB92, ZR92]. Nansen [Bia92]. Narragansett [TDD94]. Nassau [Egg95, SMW+93]. Native [Reu98b, AW97]. Natural [Aks96, Ang91b, JC92, KI97, MM90, RCG99b, SC92b, AKM+99, AGW93, AGGKA96, AFZ96, BN95, BK94, By90, CHS+95, CC91b, CLK90, CTC93, Eml90, ENSR90, FWWL99, FFH99, FJR+94, KFC+90, GW93, HWL98, HJH+99, HH94a, HVFH92, HHSv96, JLF95, JR92, KWHM+96, LB95, LMK93, LKF95, LOS90, Lip95, Mal99a, MA99a, MHvB97, MR97c, MZ92,
[Han95, KEV99], non-trivial [Tok95]. non-vegetated [RHP93].
nonhierarchical [BCC96]. nonlinear [EP92]. nonmotile [GSS93b].
Nonparametric [LC97b]. nonspectral [SPS+91]. nontoxic [BLKA93].
Norderney [KDH98]. Nordic [STS99]. Nordr¨ugensche [KDMR97].
Normandy [SBT97]. Norsminde [NNR95]. North [BYO95, CC92a, CT92, CBS91, FB98, HC90, MP94, NLR+93, PPFP98,
RG93, RC91b, RPMB91, Arr93, CCV+98, GMF98, WPTB96, AFP99, APS91, 
BM99b, BLDF95b, BLDF95a, BD98, BC93, BM95a, BVL98, BvBBV96, 
BCv+92, CAATS94, CSR+92b, Cha92, CB96, CMLE92, DvdM92, DAB+91, 
DHH98, DCBC91, DWG98, FGKP95, FGS98, FH99, FP96a, GBC92, GRC+97, 
GH94a, GCF96, GR93, GLBF92, GCWH90, GCNSNd94, HW99, HMK98, 
Hil97, HB98, HnVb94, HW91, Hov92, JKT90b, JL96, JP93a, JBB90, KJ790, 
Kep91, KW92a, KW99b, LIPF95, LK96, Li95, LGH95b, LACM92, LMS+93, 
LKvRH96, LEHyR96, LGdC+90, LSH96, LK99b, MG97, ML97, NC92, 
MC94a, MF98, MMFB97, Mm93, MLDM99, MF95, MHB96, NS96, O'C93a, 
PCMF95, PLFSW97, PKY96, PF96, RWJ99a, RA92, RNP+98,Req93, RFS98].
North [RN98, RV92, Rv92, RS92, SPB+99a, STK99, STN97, SH92a, 
SD93b, SH95b, SSV97, SR97, TAJK90, TGG+95, TF98, TSI+93, UNPH93, 
Vai99, VK95, VKN90, WTM99, WTH99a, WDB+95, WPG99, 
vDvRK93, vDBV96, vCRS92, vPB90, vdVW99]. north-east 
[GMF98, RWJ99a]. Northeast [PLG+96, RTRP+98, RN99, SGK+97, 
VD94, BSGM94, FBB93, GAK99, HM94a, IT96, RH98, SJML99, TFL95, 
ADB99, BK98, BAK97, Bra95, HPPZ93, HAR95, WBB98]. northeastern 
[AM91, CK98, FNJ+94, Jan93, Kin92, MLDM99, TK95a, TK79, TK98, TT99, 
TC94, TTR99, TA90, VHI+98, V99b, YNYK94]. Northern 
[Hag95, PH91a, AR93, ANW96, BG91, BM99b, BMSF95, BDR+96, BCL91, 
CO92, CW93, CL99, CH94, DRP+97, DG96, EM99, FML+95, Fal96, 
FAV98, GGF99, GH92, HTG96, HD91, HSN93, KKL91, KV98, KWW98, 
Kuo91, LHR97, LP95, Le96, LA98, LP98, LL92, LKK92, LHK+93, L97, 
LS95, LFR+97, Mac91, MH93b, McC94d, MDSB92, MB91, MZF99, 
MTP92, MNH92, NPB94, NJ96, NJ97, NN93, OT95, PG91, PF91a, 
RSM+96, RHJ92, RHrsH99, STBR99, Sam97, SH95a, SS96b, TCRB99, 
TFL95, Tuc97, THK98, Ut96, UHL+97, VH93, VHI+96, WBLM95, WC92, 
WS92b, dT94a, BEU99, BH92c, BH92d, GD96, KH92a]. Northwest 
[ERC95, HCS90, SCEO93, BCMM99, BR94, FPR94, FQ94, HB94a, LMM98, 
TDB94, TP95, TP97, WSM+99, TRS91]. northwestern 
[BBF94, BBS+98, BPP+96, BCGM95, CCR98, GDP+98, MZ99, MB97b, 
OSGB96, PBv+95, RFNBHG94, RGBC92, SRH+98, TB92, VHB+98, 
WH99b, YST+97, ELM+93, LED92, Pa91, Sa90]. norvegica 
[MVA99, OK98, STS99, SPZ+93, TCRB99]. norvegicus [BPR90, BDH94].
Norway [GGB94, ANW96, BPR90, BA93, BRLM90, BHH96, ES90, Fal96, 
FB90, GHHC98, Hag95, HNS93, NC93, PGG96, SCL95, TSB93]. Norwegian 
[BvB90, BvB90, FSG+97, FSG+98, Gra94, IHK+98, KR98b, LSG+99, 
NKH+99, NNB93, OC95, ORN98, OR98, SAG92, WBGS97].
Nyctiphanes [Gen92, GGDLE96, Góm95, Lav94, PM94a].

O [AGP98, Ano99c, FPFR92, GRGK96, GT98, JLGMP97, Kal91a, Kru93, KCD+95, LGR95, RVGC+99, RNHO98, RBN99, Sie93, SJMC93].

O-deethylase [RBN99].

O [?Guzman:1998:SVS. Obituary [Ano96b].

'ojective [DGCT93, Zho98].

obligate [MJ97a].

obligately [Sie93].

obscurus [KJLH96, KKYH97].

observation [SM98b].

observational [Pre95, WM99].

Observations [MSS95, Moo94, Wol93, BMHD93, Bro98, BKH99, CGFC95, GJC97, GNJ90, HBM93, HS896, HVL96, KS97, LCK+96, OHO+95, SML97, SLHA97, SD93a, SIRR94, TNKMK99, TJ90b, Tsn98a, TL91, WMB99, WA95, dBN+90].

observatory [SRJD97].

Observer [TM97].

observers [BCAAC96].

obsoleta [DMM99].

obtained [GKB+97, LM97].

occupancy [TR95c].

occur [Sie93].


occurring [CDME97, CCJ91, JLYK97, KM99b].

Ocean [KID91, KPS92, PDBA90, Per91, PLM92, VPM96, WSCT96, AP99b, AMMG91, CA90, CCR98, DZ99, GGH95, HFG+95, HDK93, HRCW98, Kel98, LBLA93, NT96b, PA94, PW2+97, PAGJ99, Ris97, Rud97, SCA92, Tan98a, Tan98b, WHIC97, WPTB96, YFI91, ZD99, AMO+99, Arr94, ASSWM97, BSGM94, BFS+98, BK91, BP96a, BAK97, BK91, BSP98, CBG+99, CR95, CMB+99, CAATS94, CW99a, DSG+99, DJ90, DL91, DB96b, EY90, FBH93, FP96b, FPR+97, GR93, HM94a, KTW+97, LK96, LNQ93, MH99, MAC98, MD94b, MO95, Nai93b, NCS+92, PWG+99, Pak95, PPM96, PLH91, PM92a, PWM95, PTB+97, PFH98, PMOD90, RH98, RW99a, RS92, SB98, SPS+96, Str91, TuLd9+98, TM94, WASSM97, WSC+99, WWC+99, WWG95, WBG98, WTM+96, YD90, dBN+90, vLTW+98].

Oceanic [MG91a, AR99, Ack96, BWHK99, BFJ+93, BVP91, CWS+93, DBMK99, GDH92, HKT+96, HHP95, KID91, MLH96, WPW95, SJCL93, SC93, TSI+93, VH99b, YS96]. oceanica

[ADR95, ARDL97, CDM+96, DSS+98, DBdCS99, EAD92, MDC+96, MR97b, PRPM+94, PAM96, PM98, RGB95, SVS93].

oceanographic [HHM97, MR97a, Mil94a, RSH92, SH97b, SKM+97, TDER97, WTR99].

oceanography [GTYR97, RPT+96]. oceans [DAS92, LR96, LM98b].

ocellatus [BA90, RH97, SHFP94].

octocoral [Ger90].

Octocorallia [EL90, RCG99a, SC92a, WV95].

octopus [Iri90, And97, Iri90].

Oculina [KRF97, KRF+98].

Ocytopodidae [SCAT91]. odor [AMMG91, FFT98].

odor [BBS93, Ne99, RHH94].

Oegopsida [NAS95].

off [AFP99, AS96, Al92, ANW96, AM93, BYO95, Bia92, Bra95, BK92, Cer98, CCV+98, CB99, CJ93b, Durl94, FTS94, FCH99, FI95, GSC96, GAD+92, GGH99, GGDLE96, Góm95, GSM96, Ken92, KKKW97, KL96, KD99, Lav94, LIPF95, MP96b, MG94, MP95, PHH96, RGE+95, RO93, Sea90,
She98, SDG95, Urb94, VMHH90, WPG99, YNYK94, YBLL96, vRBVB95.

offers [RHS99]. offs [WB91]. Offshore [BH94b, WD94, BM94d, BMH93, FFR94, KCS94, LADS98, LMS+93, MH96a, OG95, PDD+99, Pir92, RSN90, Rud97, ZN96a]. offshore-to-inshore [KCS94]. offspring [WB91]. Offshore-fjord [BH94b, WD94, BM94d, BMH93, FFR94, KCS94, LADS98, LMS+93, MH96a, OG95, PDD+99, SS95, WTA+97, vTSD97].
oivalves [DS93a]. Okadaic [BFMM99]. Oligocottus [Mga92].
oligotrich [ADR94, KS95d]. Oligotrichina [KS95d].
oligotrophic [CVD99, DMP+99, DCBG99, HS98b, RWJ99a, SCIA99, STK99].
olivaceus [YNYK94]. ommastrephid [CW95, GTYR97]. Ommastrephidae [WTR99]. Omnivorous [BN91a, GD90, NEIR95, WLL98]. Omnivory [AS97].
one-dimensional [CCR98]. onset [AOT97, EST95, NNB93, Nor96, SK97].
Onshore [MH96a, SMW+93, BM94d, ZN96b]. Onshore-offshore [MH96a, BM94d]. Onslow [CC92a, CT92]. onto [HB97, HH99, LB95].
Ontogenetic [GW97, Joh99, OB94a, OF94, PODL99, AH98, IMB99, Egg95, FTS97, Gre96, OW95, SK97].
oocyte [ORD98, WCP+98]. oocytes [MGDT90]. Oosterschelde [HdWS91, PSPD96]. oparva [Sal96]. Open [WSCT96, GR93, KLN+90, LGJ99, Leh96, LA98, LCW99, Mik95, PWP+97, RDE+90a, RDE+90b, Str91, Tho92, WPTB96]. open-ocean [WPTB96].
open-sea [Leh96, LA98, LCW99]. open-top [LGJ99]. Operated [SCC94].
operation [MWT96]. Ophiidiidae [Uib95]. Ophiothrix [MDG98].
ophiuroid [GPS99, PLFSW97]. Ophiuroidea [LSK96, MDG98].
ophiuroids [Amb93, Aro91]. opilio [SMUS+99]. opisthobranch [GC95a, Pen90a]. Opisthobranchia [It907, MTP92]. Opportunistic [KR97a, FF99].
opportunity [LW94]. optic [KLJ94]. Optical [MG96c, BPS98, HCS93, KMKS96, MKV95, SPS+96, SB93, SS93, Sos96].
opimal [ER95a, vW93]. optimization [BB97b]. options [vTS97].
Oregon [FC94, JT93, ME97, NC94]. Orestes [Ano94]. Organic [AV95, BHH96, JCP93, KSMDB97, MNK+96, MO95, PM91a, TA95, VD99, AC96a, AN96, AR93, AJST98, AB96b, BKE+97, BRL97, BC93, BK94].
oxic [And96, BR91a, BR91b, FGKP95, NMR97]. oxidases [PM90a].
Oxidation [Sch91, BR91a, KTGC99, PPR94, PPR97, RDPB99, SD93a].
oxidative [Les96, SJMC93]. oxidizer [PDP+90]. oxidizing [SJCL93, VFMFBE96]. oxolinic [PLBP96].
Oxidation [Sch91, BR91a, KTGC99, PPR94, PPR97, RDPB99, SD93a].
oxide [BH93, DHB+97, KLEH91, PDP+90].
Oxidation [Les96, SJMC93]. oxidizer [PDP+90]. oxidizing [SJCL93, VFMFBE96]. oxolinic [PLBP96].
Oxidation [Sch91, BR91a, KTGC99, PPR94, PPR97, RDPB99, SD93a].
Oxygen [BCG94, LEHvR96, PBDF98, AB95, AMB+96, AJST98, BPR90, BSD+94, BRC99, Cam91, CCC+90b, CCH93, CPB96, EJ96, FW97, FH96, 
FRP+99, GCNS94, HDRP93, HDSW91, Iw91, Joh97, KD99, KSG+92. 
KJLH91, KBWC90, KR95, LGJ99, MFD98, MM91a, NH98, RGS95, RLC92, 
RMG+98, Sa96, San94a, SEG91, TDBH94, TH94a, TMC98, UNPH93, 
VTA91, VH96, VDA96, YB92, ZHF96, vRV96]. oxygen-protective 
[CCL+90b]. oxygen-stratified [BRC99]. oxygenase [GCKW95, RA92].
Oxyrrhis [WSS94]. oxytetracycline [PLP92, PLBP96]. oyster 
[BM94b, BN91a, BN95, BH94a, BV99, BPL95, Bro93, BA96, BCv+92, CT98, 
DHKP96, Dou93a, Dou93b, DLHB99, ERC95, GMC91, LHL97, McF92, 
PLBP96, RR97b, RM95, RAG94, SCD+90, Tha92b, TN90, TVG96, dRAV92]. 
oystercatchers [CGCLH99, McG97a]. oysters 
[AC99, MAAT98, RCH98, YKL98a, YKL98b, YKL99]. ozone [Arr94].
P [TR95a, AGP98, BRLM90, BR97, CJ95, FMFH97, FPFR92, GJ97b, LH91, 
OH95, SV97, TR91, TRPS94]. P-limited [TR95a]. P. 
[CLD99, Hun93, Kep98, Ker96, LWK+95, PW94, TRPS94, TB99, WFHM99, 
YKL98a, YKL98b, YKL99]. P04 [WK92a]. P450 [GLBF92, SGR92]. 
P450IA [RA92]. Pachyptila [GBP+97, ASF98, GSM+97]. Pacific 
[LK96, WWB98, AMO+99, ALOT99, APS91, AMK99, Bak90, BSGM94, 
BSW+95, BWHW95, BVM+96, BDA+99, BVL98, CCG96, CBD96, Dou93a, 
Dou93b, DWG98, DCBG99, ERC95, FF92b, GCNS94, GGCR90, HPPZ93, 
JWL96, JW96, Kir90, Kir92, LKC95, LCE97, Liv93, LSB95, MPM97, MBR94, 
MO97, MLH96, PLH91, PHL92, PFMG96, PM91b, RH98, Re90, RAS92, 
RAS97, RH90a, RZL99, Sa96, SJML99, STK99, STNI97, Str91, TT99, 
TvLDJ+98, Tok95, Tro94, TSI+93, VDH99b, WVC+99, Web91a, Web91b]. 
pacific [DWSA98, Tan98a]. pacificus 
[DWSA98, HL90, LAA93, Lop91, OF94, OC97, Uve96]. pack 
[GB91, GC93, Gra96a, LS91]. package [NPB93]. pages [Kin93]. Pagrus 
[MMBT97, OC93b]. Paguridae [Har96]. pagurus [HBR+91]. PAH 
[ON98]. pair [MSP+97]. pairing [LKvRH96, NG96]. Pakistan 
[BNK+97, HKY+97, KDA99]. Palaemon [NH98, TR91, TRPS94]. 
Palaemonetes [CA99b, GF98, NH98]. palaemonid 
[CA99b, Gra91b, Gra91c]. palaeoenvironmental [KML91]. Palatability 
[MB97a]. pallasi [Liv93]. pallida [AP97b, BPS98, MP96, MPCD90]. 
palmata [Byt90, MB95b]. palps [BS97]. PAM [BVW+98, HWLC98]. 
Panama [GGCR90, GBJ94]. pandalid [Car93, CS97]. Pandalus 
[Ber92, OTF95, RT95]. Pandalus [HSN93]. panel [Nan96]. panicea
Patinopecten [GF94]. Patiriella [Hun93]. patronus [CMBC98]. Pattern [PF95, AM93, BCMC99, BGVF92, ECF+97, GGB94, HT96, HSW99, JFS90, LT97, LFHBH94, MH96a, MBB99b, O’D98, PBM99, RI93, Sab90, SWEC91, SCJ99b, WP92, WWL97]. Patterns [Åbe96, AMK99, AML95, Bak90, BCC96, BCA+99, BCS93, BM95a, EDS95, HBR+91, HSH94, HSK+93, LK99a, MJ91, PS99b, Sea90, SMTL99, TZ99, UTB+95, WB92a, Adj97, Aer98, ASA96, ASL99, ASRP+96b, AS94b, AB92, AT96, BM94a, BM99b, Bgl95, BCC92, BF95a, BGW96, BA97, Bla90, BM94d, BPL95, BG93, BPC98, Bur94, Cal95a, CHS+95, Cha98, CU99, CBS91, CC97b, CCG+92, CK98, CS97, CPB96, DJY90, DuF92, DG93, ESDK94, ELH92, Fal96, Fow90a, FG95, GMR+94, GY97, Gón95, Gra91b, Gre96, GBB+98, HD97, HTCP96, HGBW99, HN97b, HSH94, HSK+93, LK99a, MJ91, KL91c, KA93, Kre93, LM98a, LT93, LD94a, Lav94, LS9+99, MU98, MYYT96, MGP+96, MCED96, MS94a, MP96b, McG92].

Patterns [˚Abe96, AMK99, AML95, Bak90, BCC96, BCA+99, BCS93, BM95a, EDS95, HBR+91, HSH94, HSK+93, LK99a, MJ91, PS99b, Sea90, SMTL99, TZ99, UTB+95, WB92a, Adj97, Aer98, ASA96, ASL99, ASRP+96b, AS94b, AB92, AT96, BM94a, BM99b, Bgl95, BCC92, BF95a, BGW96, BA97, Bla90, BM94d, BPL95, BG93, BPC98, Bur94, Cal95a, CHS+95, Cha98, CU99, CBS91, CC97b, CCG+92, CK98, CS97, CPB96, DJY90, DuF92, DG93, ESDK94, ELH92, Fal96, Fow90a, FG95, GMR+94, GY97, Gón95, Gra91b, Gre96, GBB+98, HD97, HTCP96, HGBW99, HN97b, HSH94, HSK+93, LK99a, MJ91, KL91c, KA93, Kre93, LM98a, LT93, LD94a, Lav94, LS9+99, MU98, MYYT96, MGP+96, MCED96, MS94a, MP96b, McG92].

Patterson [PF90]. payability [Tro94]. PCB [WKH+98]. PCBs [MCM+97].

pCO [CH97b]. PCP [KLLH96]. PCR [MRF+99]. pea [TTW97]. pearl [LGP95, YKL98a, YKL98b, YKL99, dRAV92, LL98]. pearl-like [LGP95].

peat [BAH94]. Pecten [CCJC91, HBBT98]. Pectinaria [TDW96].

Pectinidae [DLDL93, PRC+92]. pectinifera [Kur99]. pedai [AS95]. Pegea [RR99], pelagial [Han91b]. Pelagic [KKW97, LM99, NNB93, RDE+90a, RDE+90b, SJM990, AC92, And94a, BC90, Bra95, BP92, BRN+95, BGVDR96, CR94, De90, DCRG92, HM91, HTG96, Hri91a, HSW99, HAR95, IW91, Joc95, JC97, JCCCB94, Kin95a, KKK+90, KBS98, KL+94, KKT96b, LD93, Lav97, LM98b, LCE97, MG91a, MWT96, MM95b, OKL+96, PM90b, Pur91, RPT+96, RO97, RH97, SDFJv91, ST90, SL97b, St97, SB97c, SFF92, TcBW96, VPM96, VS96, WB94, WO+97, WH97, YF91].

Pelagic-benthic [NNB93]. pelagicus [SW93].

ENS90, FJR+94, HG99, HMB95, LFRB97, LBL+99, MB95b, ML92, NP90, RG97, SP99c. **Physiology** [Vis91, BPR90, HMDA94, MGC95b, MLH96, MH96b, NW97b, PGG96, SAA99, TVG96, TAJK90]. phytal [Hul99, WB94]. **Phyto** [BWK99, BVP91, LKK92]. **phyto-** [LKK92]. **Phyto-convection** [BWK99]. **phyto-plankton** [BVP91]. **phytobenthic** [KV90]. **phytodetritus** [AO91, LBM+99, ´OMvdB99, Por94]. **phytohormones** [MH93b]. **Phytopigment** [DFB+99]. **phytoplankter** [COD+93, CS91, GHTH94]. **Phytoplankton** [Bra93, Cha96, DCBG99, HTS92, JP93a, Kr98b, LFT92, MMM+95, MJ92, ME92, MD94b, MP95, NP93, OH95, RDT+94, RPL96, SH97c, TH94, TBL90, Vcd98, WOM+97, WT99b, ABM96, AE91, AW98, ACC90, AF96, Arr94, ASP+96, BE97, BCG97, BNv90, BH92a, BCL93, BD91, BMD+90, BKK+93, BP96a, BAK97, BCS93, BKL99, BG91, BRN+95, BV99, BRZ99, BCGM95, BD94, CCG98, CSG93, CTB95, CC90, CC91b, CD94, CCCH94, CPH91, CH97b, DM96, DFL96, DL+97, DFR95, DGO92, Dor90, EA92, EJ79, EGT95, EP+99, ES90, EX+99, EP92, FML+95, FS92, FD92, FS91, FPA92, Fy98, FCVS92, FDZ93, FM94, FVDL95, FF92b, FL92, GV96, GJ97a, GJ97b, GAK97, GM97, GW93, GGKJ+98, GMK97, GH94].

**phytoplankton** [HH96, HRE94, HVFHH92, HM94a, HS91a, HJA99, Hol96, HWW99, JLS90, J99, JS94, Joh96, J90, K98, KLN+90, KKL91, Kam94b, KL95, KM99a, KMN93, KJN97, KY97, KP95, KGC92, KFS91, LVL+99, LMT96, LM95, LG+93, LM93, Les96, LZ93, Lig90, LL92, LHK+93, LCC97, LL97, Lp95, LDK93, LM97, LS90, LKC+99, LKM+99, LSH96, MM96, MRL96, MH99, MCA90, MS96a, MS96b, MHvB97, MP96c, MS92, MGA99, MA+96, NK92b, PLP+93, PML93, PM90a, PB96b, PS94, PDB90, Per91, PPM97, PL+96, PF93, PCK+96, PCC+97, PM94a, PR93a, PSP96, PPC97, RR96, RC91a, Re93, RF98, RN98, Riv90, RJ96, RZ96, RCG96, RPM94, RD97, SPS+96, Sca96, SKvB98, SCA92, SG+97, SY93b, SD95, Sut92, SE93, TM97, TN99, TGG97, TGG+95, TS90a].

**phytoplankton** [TK96, VLLC94, VDM90, Ven98, WGD97, WVIC97, WPT96, WJM+91, WTM+96, YGH+97, ZDJ+95, vLTW+98, vdbTV96, vdl98].

**phytoplankton-bacteria** [HH99].

**phytoplankton-bacteria-zooplankton** [PML93]. **phytosociological** [FIL93]. **piano** [KH92b]. **Picking** [RD97]. **pico** [DG+93, FPR94]. **pico-** [DG+93]. **pico-and** [FPR94]. **Picoalgae** [SJE91]. **picocyanobacteria** [NSH93]. **Pico-phytoplankton** [MDPP91, CB98, IP94, Joc95, KLA94, LHL97].

**Pico-phytoplanktonic** [Kuo91, VK90]. **Pigment** [BP94, JSV92, AdN91, BE97, BMP+95, BPC98, BZSG96, CVC+96, GB95, GJ97a, GJ97b, GM98a, HS91a, JNJP94, LPF94, LED92, LM97, LH99, SM98, TGG+95, V990, VMS+96, WTO96, WTM+96].

**pigment-dependent** [JNP94]. **pigmentation**
pigmented [HR96b]. pigments [ABM96, ABB+97, BRL97, BDA+99, BDDWC96, BLR94, DRGV91, FFF+94, GTHH94, HH94a, JWL96, KL92, LM91b, MGDT90, MEC92, MD94b, MHvB97, MKV95, MGC95b, RCGSN96, SH97c, VLLC94, VK90]. pilchard [FTS94, van94a, vdL95]. pilchards [EF97]. pilchardus [HR96b]. pigments [ABM96, ABB+97, BRL97, BDA+99, BDDWC96, BLR94, DRGV91, FFF+94, GHTH94, HH94a, JWL96, KL92, LM91b, MGDT90, MEC92, MD94b, MHvB97, MKV95, MGC95b, RCGSN96, SH97c, VLLC94, VK90]. pilchard [FTS94, van94a, vdL95]. pilchards [EF97]. pilchardus [HR96b]. pigments [ABM96, ABB+97, BRL97, BDA+99, BDDWC96, BLR94, DRGV91, FFF+94, GHTH94, HH94a, JWL96, KL92, LM91b, MGDT90, MEC92, MD94b, MHvB97, MKV95, MGC95b, RCGSN96, SH97c, VLLC94, VK90].
Polydora [Zaj91a, Zaj91b]. polyepis [GR94, JSV92, KLMR91, NKB90]. polymerase [KZP93]. polymorphic
[CCGM93, HBBT98, Van94b, VK94, VB94]. polymorphism [YKK+98].
Polynesia [NJLD98, Adj97, BLJ99, CRCS96, CCR91, Cha96, CDG97,
CCR98, DG93, GPFD93, HGS95, LGH95a, MG96c, PPCL+98, Pla93].
Polynya [ADBH99, PLG+96, SGK+97, VD94, Bra95, HAR95]. polyodon
[CW93, WC92, WS92b]. polypeptides [WNJ91]. polymorphic
[CCGM93, HBBT98, Van94b, VK94, VB94]. polymorphism [YKK+98].
Polyp [LGP95]. polysaccharide [AJST98]. polysaccharides [BMS+97].
Polysulphone [Dun99]. Pomacentridae [AMFB99, Ker96, MF97, MMD92, NKGK92, RHH97, WB97]. Pomacentrus
[Ker96]. Pomacentrus [Ker96]. Pomacentrus [Ker96]. Pomacentrus [Ker96].
Pontes [KML91, KL91c, KPWL93, RS91]. Pontoporeia [Joh97]. pool
[CSC93, MH90, SdB92]. pools [ASP91, Ang95a, Ang95b, BCC95, BCC96,
BFJ+93, KCI98, Lai92, LGV+99a, LJS90, SHA+95a]. poor
[SJ97, DHM92, MAD+96, STS99]. pop [Con94]. populated [SJ95].
Population [AWHH94, Asa91, CV96, Cla96, CD98, Gen92, GHL+97, HBBT98, Jon93,
KY9N4, LA98, LFS90, LSG91, MCRG91, MGC91, MEG95a, MZFHC96,
NSR95, NH95a, NB96b, O'B94b, OFR94, Pez91, PM98, RV92, San94b,
SCL95, SCAT91, SLHC98, TA90, Tsn90, UC94, WMG+94, WS92b, YKK+98,
Zaj91a, Zaj91b, ZH97, vBvDW91, AAWD97, Ang91a, Ang91b, AD92, AD93,
APT99, BM98, BCA+99, CED91, CGNH98, CPT90, CS97, CRH+99, ECK99,
Dee90, Dur94, ER90, Fab95, FW92, FS90, GNO95, Gom95, GCNSN99,
HD91, HB94a, IT96, JRB96, Joc94b, KL90, LCG97, LGFS99, LGMD98,
MDC+96, MW99, MA99a, McC94a, MD98, MS93c, Ore95, PC+95, PBB3,
PS92, PFH98, PTW+91, RSM+96, RWC99, RSN90, RPL96, RT98, RM96,
RCC+99, RNN97, RAG94, SBC94, She98, SLR94]. population
[SP99a, SF99, SK95c, Tan98a, Tan98b, TGLP95, UCV98, VDM90, Vet96a,
WSCT96, LPF94]. populations
[ASN93, ASL99, AW97, AN99d, Atk96, BLJ+96, BHG94, BJ95, BA97,
BVP91, BD99, Bre95, BCBR97, BA96, CK90, CR90, CC90, C91b,
C93a, CK98, CN96, CWH99, Dd95, DG96, EP97, ENS90, FLM+95,
FMH94, FS91, FB94, FJ+94, Fra93, GS91a, G96a, Gill97, GPPGG95,
HWLC98, HBD95, Hoc91, HvDM97, Hm93, JRT97, JTP92, KJ90b, JFS90,
JFS92, KWD93, KJT90, Ken92, KSH97, Lip95, LIJ96, Ml99, MGP+96,
MS91, MIG90, MDT94, MR97c, MD94c, MT93, MI195, MAAT98,
MC99, Mm99, NCG96, NC95, PG91, PFP93, PBH98, P92, RCT99,
RCA+95, Sab90, Sd96, Sch93, Sd93, SFP91, Sk94, Ta93, S94, TD94,
Ul95, Vi90, VD99, VDJA98, WS92a, WO94, WC90, WK92b]. porcelain
[AP99a, JA91]. Porcellanidae [JA91]. Porcupine [HK99]. pore
[LEHV96, VM95]. Porewater [HG94, OL99, Hiit90]. Porifera


post-metamorphic [MC91b, MD93]. post-nesting [HLP+99a]. Post-settlement

['Pre-feeding' [SB94]. pre-settlement [JWKH98, JBK99]. Pre-adaptation [KB91]. Pre-emption [BCMC99].

Precipitation [WJM+99]. Precision [EP92, SFg+99, TJ99].
SHC96, SCC98, UGSBA94, VKF+98, WA95, YOH98, AJS95, Amb93, ACR99, Aro98, Atk96, BK98, BS94, BSD+94, BRC99, BS96b, CH93, CA98, DL93a, ELH92, Ej93, EG95, FPB+94, FIA93, FC94, Ger90, GA97a, GB97a, GB97b, GB93, GF98, GE97, HRKR93, HP96, HB98, IVM+98, JAS90, JS97, KB94, Lew92, Liv93, Mcg97b, Min93, ND98, Ole95, Ore90, PLFS97, PS95, Pur92, RD91, RM97a, ROAN98, RH90c, SZ96, SH97a, Sew96, She98, Sk94, SK94b, SL90, SM99a, SR94, TL93, Tr94, TB97, Val91, V996.

predation [WH91, Web91a, Web91b, WC91]. Predator [Bro96a, Bro96b, ELG97, G97, KV99, Pen90a, TT99, Aro92, BPS98, BBS93, BA94, BG95, CS99, CWW99, Con98, DBM99, DL91a, Fer99, GWSG99, Han91a, HHE92, JLY97, JC94, JC95, KB94, KLA+94, OS96, PM92a, San94a, SL97b, TK95b, TPH94, V9F+98, WW97, WB91, Web91b].
predictors [HRFC90]. predominantly [WM99]. Preference [YNK94].
prefer [Jua92]. preference [ARF92, CGCH99, JC94, MA90a, SK98c].
prefereces [DC91, EK95, Har99, KW97b, PNS90, Tam95, VE99].
prefereed [PM94a]. Preliminary [KAS92, LC91, Pro92, SRG+99, BLD94, CR98, DBV91, DAS92, KH92b, LCK+96, RSD+91, SC95b, Tis98a].
preparation [ER95b]. Presence [MH93b, BCH95, GB93, JEO94b, JM99, SM97a]. present [GI99].
pretreatment [GLS94]. prevailing [NKV94]. Prevalence [RB90, EP97, HHG99]. Prevalences [Wat98]. prevent [STS99]. prevented [Les96]. prevention [AJ95]. previous [CE93, HDB95, Q99]. previously [THS+98]. Prey [EK95, GA97a, JH97, KSV96, MJ97a, ML91c, SM95b, PPM96, ARF92, ARO92, ATK96, BCS+95, BS94, BRO96a, BRO96b, BUR94, BUS96, CW93, CWW99, CGCH99, CGZ949, Con98, CLW99, DO92, DL91a, DFP91, ELG97, ENS90, Fer99, FLDT92, GD90, GSS93b, GBP+97, GB93, GT96, Han91a, HNH9a, HH90, HHE92, HRC98, HB94b, IFL97, JWK98, JEO94b, JLY97, JOH99, JS97, JT90, JUA92, JC94, JC95, KV99, KS99, KOR92, LMM98, LK94, LKB96, ML91a, MGR91a, MBR94, Min93, MCF96, MUN92, OS96, PHT96, PEn90a, PS95, PM94a, RHH94, RO99, SM98a, San94a, SMF91, SL90, SM99b, TT99, TK95b, TPH94, V9F+98,
VR98, WWL97, WE95, WPB+93, ZGM+96, ZB92. **Prey-size** [ML91c]. **Preying** [ML91b]. **Priapulida** [ABN98, Oes90, OV92]. **Pribilof** [DH96, HCH+96]. **Primary** [BKL99, KFS91, MC96a, MG97, MMR99, MSD92, MRP90, PRPM+94, AMB+96, AB96b, BWKK99, BKP98, BCS93, BSP93, BVL98, CCRB98, CG99a, CDGF+93, CPH+96, DON+95, EKW91, GB91, GLb94, GKM+99, Har90, Har95, HM97c, HWH99, IP94, Irw91, JKL90, JLGP97, KLMR91, LD97, KR98a, KPS92, KPS97, LB95, Lee90, Lig90, LSL98, LFR+97, MPRB93, MP94, MH97, MKCL94, MWB+99, PWG+99, PM91a, Ric91, RC91b, RN99, SCD+90, Sos96, TH94a, TFFA99, WOM+97, WH98]. **primary/secondary** [LB95]. **primitive** [BL97]. **primmorphs** [MBB+99]. **Prince** [IFL97, MRP98, PDBA90, Per91]. **Principles** [BVP99, AJ95]. **prions** [GBP+97]. **priority** [TB95]. **PRISMA** [BRNH97, KS97, Sün97]. **probabilities** [COK99]. **probability** [BG97]. **probably** [SJMC93]. **probe** [BAK97, CTEF91, MS95]. **probes** [BMS+97, LMK93, LME92, Moo92b, WK98]. **probing** [PCC+97]. **problem** [PN99]. **problems** [Blos91, Yam96]. **Procedural** [BS94]. **procedure** [GV96, MS93d, PPR94, SR95]. **procedures** [BCAAC96, CLHF95, PPCR97]. **Procellariiformes** [SPB+99b]. **process** [ATNW97, GSM+97]. **process-based** [ATNW97]. **Processes** [LMC+99, LKM+99, BWHW95, Cal95b, CN92a, FB95, FF99, FAV98, FMFH97, GMG+92, GJ96a, Har97, HB97, HTCP96, JBWH97, KSC+92, KY97, MJW96, MS94a, MB97b, Mil94a, MLTD96, MJ93, NFM98, PG91, RR99, RS99b, Sün97, TCRB99, vTSD97]. **processing** [DS97, BDB97, BWHK99, DSW+91, JKL90, LBM+99, MA93]. **Prochlorococcus** [BAM+99, CCV+96, LCL95, MGC95b, MP9+96]. **prochlorophyte** [VK90]. **produced** [AR99, Mar99b, Mül91, RSN+99]. **producer** [BUCP+92]. **producers** [KR98a]. **producing** [BLKA93, BH93, NKK97, SNR+96]. **Production** [BD94, CM90b, DPFP91, EM99, FBHH93, HB91b, KJMR96, LKC98, LD96, OKL+96, SLR94, Sv93b, SH99b, VK95, VM98a, AD94, AMB+96, ADG+95, BWKK99, BKP98, BK91, BL99, BH92e, BSP93, BG93, BK96b, BV98, BB90, CCG98, CC92a, CBTM93, CBG+99, CA96a, CA99a, Cam91, CV96, CH97a, CDME97, CBA+99, Cha96, CCRB98, CB98, CLB91, CLB92, CVD99, CBB90, CG99a, CG97, CDGF+93, Col98, CPH+96, DKW96, DKL94, DLF96, DON+95, DL93b, DMA+98, Dnt98, EJ97, FLDT92, GSM+97, Gar91, GB91, GGDLE96, GKM+99, HV91, HHSv96, HM94a, HAR95, HK93, HM97c, HK94, HvMBK98, HNC92, IF94, Irw91, JKL90, J93a, JF95, JKT+98, KLM+99, KDT+97, KN93, KE95, Kir92, KH+99, KP95, KFS91, KK95, KK96, KPS92, KP97, LAG96, LD94b, Lee90, LGH+93, LSL98]. **production** [LFR+97, LW91, LKC+99, LB93, LMT99, MC96a, MFF98, MPRB93, MG97, MF97, MMD93, MAH94, MH97, MMR99, Mga92, MDG98, MKCL94, MC94b, MDSB92, MG99, Moe97c, Mo97, MSD92, MWH91, MH94b, MGA99, MPS95, MAD+96, Nak92, NG99, OG95, PWG+99, PRM+96a, PRM+96b, PHT96, PH92, PS94, PRPM+94, PDBA90, PLG+96,
Pseudo [DRP+97, Kea90, PRM+96a, PRM+96b]. Pseudo-nitzschia [DRP+97, PRM+96a, PRM+96b]. Pseudo-pleuronectes [Kea90].
Pseudocalanus [KGS95, KBS98, Nor96]. pseudocun [KHT93]. pseudocun/isetus [KHT93]. pseudodelicatissima [MHBR90].
pulchra [dNSR+96]. pullastra [APCL+93]. pulse [BVW+98, HPSG94].
pulsed [HHYD92, RGS90, Sc91]. pulsed-laser [HHYD92]. pulses [FRP+99, SK98b, Sch99, VBN95]. pump [BAK97, CR96, DQT+97, JLR90, LSG98, PR93a, Ri90, VRBL92, RBt96, RG97]. pump-modelling [RVBL92]. pumping [RVBL92, RTJ+93, RM97b, VAR94]. pumps [TR95a].

R. [JNC90]. Ra-228 [COS93]. rabbitfish [PNS90, TNP97]. radial [GFH96]. radians [TT90]. radiata [BWB98, SS93, Ste95]. radiate [Ste94]. radiation [AKL+99, BCHL93, BK90, BSS92, BZSG96, BEG97, DB96b, Dun99, FSA+97, Gar91, GPB96, GHT94, HVFFH92, HVPHHH95, JPA+96, Les96, LL96, MSD+99, NDG+99, PCLA97, PGB96, Raw96, SGL+97,
[BSH+91a, FCW98, RT95, RBB+91, RFGF92, WMH96, WE95]. rearing
[GGF99, JPR92, NaA91]. reassessment [Väi90]. Rebuttal [JNCS90].
recently [BB97a, KS94, LBH91]. reciprocal [JKT90b, KJT90, TAJK90].
recognition [AMFB99, LT97, SWEC91]. recolonisation [HBR+91, MS94a].
Recolonization [Dye93, Ber90, LD95b]. Recommendations [Str99].
Reconstruction [DMA+94]. reconstructive [DD97, JRB96, JRB97].
record [HP96, HTLK99]. Recorder [BM99b]. Recovery
[BCC94, MR91, VLG90, VH96, vTS97, BCC96, BA91, DF94, Gj96c, JDSB99, KHm99, KD96, PBB99, SM91, SB99, SR95, WUA+99].
recolonisation [HBR+91, MS94a].
record [HP96, HTLK99]. Recorder [BM99b]. Recovery
[BCC94, MR91, VLG90, VH96, vTS97, BCC96, BA91, DF94, Gj96c, JDSB99, KHm99, KD96, PBB99, SM91, SB99, SR95, WUA+99].
recolonisation [HBR+91, MS94a].
record [HP96, HTLK99]. Recorder [BM99b]. Recovery
[BCC94, MR91, VLG90, VH96, vTS97, BCC96, BA91, DF94, Gj96c, JDSB99, KHm99, KD96, PBB99, SM91, SB99, SR95, WUA+99].
recurrent [Hag95, JBO97, SHb97]. recycled [HSCC96, UK98]. recycling
[Eno93, TS90a]. Red [KL91c, YHC+99, AdN91, CTF91, DH90, DKV95, ESDK94, EDS+99, EK98, FSA+97, Ha95, HBM93, IWF+97, JL94, Jeo94b, Jsk99, LJ96, LC93, MST98, MKV95, Nu91, NYH92, NS95, PBHM98, Pre91, RH97, SDER96, SHFP94, SK98c, TFF94, UYMH95, UGSBA94, UT90, VNB97, VBN95, WMG91, YKK98, BS92, BS95c, KKL98, KPL93, KFW98, OBL97, RA90a, SL91, Uib95]. red-tide
[Je94b, Jsk99, MKV95, UYMH95, UT90]. redfish [And94a].
redistribution [SM97]. redox [KE95]. reduce [RHS99, Wah96]. Reduced
[SH99a, MNK+97, Pol96, SGL+97, Sie93, VVT97, VH96]. reduces
[SAH98, Wah97]. Reducing [SR93b, BL97, Br91b, SJMC93, VW96].
reductase [BCH95]. Reduction [CS99, GCL94, AJST98, BEG97, EPN+99, GSBB97, HBB93, HK92, HK94, IF96, KSS90, KBH91, KDAS92, KKH94, MDC98, Oun96, PM91a, RH90b, RPL96, SCLS94, UNPH93, WW92b].
reductions [SCL95]. reedi [RE96]. Reef
LBH91, Mac91, MG96c, McC94a, MM93, McC94c, MM95a, MM97a, McC99, McC94, MMD93, MNB94, MPB97, MMD92, Mil94a, MD94c, MKY198, Nai93b, NKGK92, PCTF95, PCB90, PR93b, RK96. *reef*
[RGLS99, RHH97, RW99, RSB93, Rog90, RMT91, Sak97, SRSH99, SML97, SOW97, SK98a, SK98b, Sch99, SNC+98, SC94, SB99, SDC+92, SC96a, SFA98, SP99b, Sto97, SB97c, SEA96, Szn91, Tay98, TC93, TM97, TSM+94, Tol98, TH94b, TB97, UK98, VB93, Van94b, VK94, VB94, WO94, WCL97, WM97, YMD94, YF91, vRBV95, vRV96, vTS97, BEU99, Bel95, BM91a, CL97, Fab95, Fow90a, FDW92, HFJS91, KM92, LC97b, McC96b, McC94d, MD94c, MKY198, PD90, PD94, RS91, RSS94, SR90a, SRSH99, Sam97, SB99, SU93, Tho92, TcBW96, VDG95].


reference [ACR99, BS95c, Dai90, KI97, MvdZH+97, MNH92, Nak92, RAS97, SC92b, Tan98a, Tan98b, TH90]. refined [LKC95]. reflect [CD96, MM95b, She96]. refractory [BVS+91]. refuge [AH96, AH98, BA90, LFS90, PBGE91, RHP93, WW96]. Refuges [Ski94, ACLS97, GC95b, War90]. refugia [RvMM97]. refutation [LB95]. regalis [CE93, DE94, GT96, TJS98]. regenerated [SFPCR93].

regenerating [VB94]. Regeneration [KWL96, VSQ90, CBG+99, DW95, GMG+92, GTL+91, GBJ94, HB94b, MB93, MN94, MPB97, NB98, OBL97, ORL97, Rin96, TA90, TK91, ZB94]. regime [AP99b, CBG+99, DW95]. regimes [Joc95, KW98, Mor96, PLG+96]. Region [Nor92, Ako90, AAW98, BE97, CF93b, DG96, FLDT92, FVDL95, Gib94, HR94, KL95, Lav94, LGGLLHV98, LFTTH92, MG91a, PML93, PP96, Pa91, PD90, PD94, RCC+99, TB98, TvdLdJ+98, TZ99, WSC+99].

Regional [ASSWM97, WASSM97, CWA99, LSH96, SK95b]. regions [AMK99, YSY+99]. regression [BJTB96, LC97b, Sal95, SB97]. regrowth [GW91]. regularly [ECF+97]. regulates [ELMCC90]. regulating [EA92, JA91, MP96c, SK94a, CPB96].

Regulation [BL94c, GCGS90, MG96a, MPRB93, Ole96, PCK+96, vBV90a, vBV90b, CR96, LM98b, MGY97, MCRGC90, MS96b, MFHC96, RG97, SD94, TTL+96]. regulator [KBA+97]. rehabilitation [MF97, vTS97]. rejection [BV99, BV99]. related [AH96, AH98, CN92b, CWEB93a, CWA99, Dem95, DEP+96, GLD+91, HMB93, HM95, H97b, HS97b, Ito97, KRJ+95, KPW+93, KA93, LSV+99b, LSV+99. LOS90, MC91a, MB95b, Mc97, MSM+98, Pel96, PD95, PFMC95, Pud93, RAS97, RFGF92, SP95, SDB96, SDG95, TL91, Urb94, VPGV94, WBP+92]. Related [LV94, MKV95]. Relation [TDBH94, Aer98, AGW93, Ako90, AT96, BH92a, BL94d, BL+95, BLR94, CA97, Cam91, CN92a, CSM99, DDB90, Dye93, GW94, GPP98, GPB+98,
GBK+97, HKMK98, HMWN97, HK99, HvDM97, HRCW98, JWKH98, JKL90, KL91a, Ker94, KKK+90, KJMR96, KH98Z98, LC95, Lig90, LBEK90, Mar97, Nie96, NKKO97, Nor96, OK98, PMMH95, PNS90, PHT96, Pla93, PR93a, Pre91, Pro92, RDT+94, RZWS96, RSH92, SH97c, SFS95, SFPCR93, SW89b, SF95, SGW94, SRWS95a, SDB92, SDB94, SAA99, SK95c, TDF99, TD92, TPR91, TK96, TPW+93, TS90c, UCV98, VWD+95, VR98, VADA96, Vos91, WF90, WPB+93, YST+97, vdL95].

relations [GCR98, MRP98, STNI97].

Relationship [AC92, DD90, DCBC91, DGHT98, FCVS92, Gru95, KRJ98, ML92, MGF98, NDRP93, ONR98, PFWKP95, RLD94, Shah95b, TT97, TFF95, A99, BD96, BGCM95, DFB96, Dut98, GHTH94, Hol90, HHW99, Ito97, KYI+98, KTW+97, LM91a, LC97a, MD91, MBR94, MADM98, OD8+96, SM98a, Sal95, vdVW99]. Relationships [Cha98, GK96b, OSC97, OSC98, RZL96, SCB92, ZF97, BSP+99, BC90, BBL93, CO92, CV999, CLD99, DL93b, FP91b, FC98, FL90, FAP92, GV96, GP98, HSRHH90, HW92, Hol93, HAR95, HSN93, KMR98, LED92, LIP95, LS91, MvdVD+97, MG94, Pud93, RTRF90, RAS97, San94a, San93b, SDF91, SJCL93, TT99, WFTH97].

relative [BN95, BH92b, CH93, KBL91, LC90, BEU99, Bre96, CF94, CWH98, EAC+97, HC92b, HOM95, JBO97, KB9195, MG95, MLY97, Mye95, OMH96, OMH95b, Pal91, SFO8, TRMW95, WH95]. relaxation [HDD98, WBL95]. releasable [And98]. Release [FPGC+98, MGD91, NK92a, WSS94, AK94, BMS+97, Be95, BL97+95, BG91, BG93, CBDC96, Co98, HG92b, Hur92, JG90, LF92, LF94, LBL97, NK90, OH95, Pak92, Pal97, YNY99]. released [AHY+99]. Relevance [SHW+91]. relevant [ABY97]. reliability [CM98b], reliably [ML98]. relict [HS90]. remains [KB94, SR96].

Remarkable [CTS90, TS90]. remineralization [ASP91]. Remote [HHY92, TNIK99, MEC97, WWK95]. remote-sensing [WWK95].


Repression [Dut88]. Reproduction [CRZ95, DF92, KEV99, KN99, MS98, PR93a, RH90a, SH98a, Ang91b, Ang92, BA97, BH92e, CLI95, CD99, HKMK98, HM94b, KL91b, Kog95, LAF93, LH93, LF97, MBR94, Moe96a, Moe96b, NGS97, PWNW99, Rin96, Sal95, SW93, Sm91, WH92, WCL97, vRBV95, VB94]. Reproductive [BL97, CS97, CF93b, DBMM99, Ekl98, FD99, HvDM97, KWL98, LPI+95, PB96a, Per90, PL9M95, RDA97, VTG99, Van94b, VK94, VB94, ÁBe96, AS94b, AHS97, BMS95, BGB91, Bre95, BSH+91a, BSH+91b, CZ95, ER90, Geo94, HC93, HM97d, KKL+98, LFG98, MCB98, MT94, Mor96, Nak94, NKH+99, NAS95, PRC+92, PCT+97, SS91, TCR99, UTB+95, UMT98, US95, Uye96, WBP+92, Zaj91a, ZH90, vG91]. Reptilian
review [NR98, Rel96a]. revisited
[DVdTC97, Jør96, MF98, PN99, RVT+97, SC95a, VL97]. reworking
[CJ93b]. Reynolds [Nae96]. RFLP [PPO+99]. Rhinocalanus
[WSCT96, WASSM97]. Rhithropanopeus [FFT98]. Rhizome
[MD98a, GMMD93]. Rhizophora [COG97, DGHT+98, ZCL97].
Rhizosoleniacea [KKT96b]. rhizosphere [MRPC98, PBDF98]. Rho
[LFBH94]. Rho-pilema [LFBH94]. Rhodamine [MM96].
Rhodophyta [ASL99, BCBR97, GW91, SDB96]. Rhodophytes
[KR94]. Rhombosolea [MJ91]. Rhombus [NAS95]. rhythm
[KKYH97, RN93, TK98]. rhythms [Arm92, Pal97, PCK+96, ZN96a, ZN96b, ZAN99]. Ria
[QCM94, AA92, CMRF93, CSM99, Pre91, Wol92a, ASRP+96b, ASRP+96a, FG995, TFFA99, ZF97, ZF99]. ribbed
[KNK90]. ribosomal [YKK+98]. Ribulose
[PFP93, PCK+96, PCC+97, Riv90]. Rica [Bia91, DE90, GCGR90].
rich [CLC+98, DFJ+93, DHM92, FFH99, FW91b, HK94, Moe97b, SJ97, WP95].
richness [AB96a, CGP97, JMD95, Kar95, SMG97]. Rico [McG94, YY91].
Ridge [SMJL99, AHY+99, CD98, GJ96a, SRJD97, VTKG99]. Rift
[FCMB94]. Riftia [ASF98, GSM+97]. rig [RS92]. Riga [JTB99]. right
[HKMK98]. rigidia [VSPH98]. Rimicaris [PDB+97]. ring [DL93b]. rings
[NB90]. Risk [GB93, BL94b, Ej98, FIA93, Hal98, PS95, RKS99, TB97].
risks [An99c]. Rissa [WTA+97]. Risso [Sha95b]. River
[ALT99, BMG99, CBS91, DGH92, DG92b, FMRC93, GJC97, GJ97a, GJ97b, GM99, GFD92, HW91, LL98, MP94, PFP98, PFP99, RPM91, STBR99, VS92, VHSH96, BWHC91, JCP93, KJL96, KKHY97, MPRB93, SR93a, TNSM98, YHGB96, YGH+97, BK+97, BNF94, BCS93, Che93, CL92B, CG93, CB94, FVD95, GBA+96, GF91, HCC+91, HKY+97, KKV+93, LFR+97, ND96, ONH+97, OSGB96, PBA+95, PSE97, RNN98, SWT99, Sew96, TGG+95, VDB96, WK92b]. riverine [CGTB95, FS98].
rivers [SS97]. RMT [PRW+94, RPM+94]. RNA
[BD91, CCV+98, CLE93, CD96, FM95b, GCR98, HW91, LMK93, MHB94, MC91d, RBB+91, WDB98, YKK+98]. RNA/DNA
[CCV+98, CD96, FM95b, HW91]. Robert [PDG96]. Robust [CL97]. Rocas
[NAW99]. Rock [CB99, Ang95a, Ang95b, BCC95, CBB96, CC97b, Jer90, Kal9b1, PWS98, SDB92]. rock-pool [SDB92]. rockfish [SDB92].
rockpools [BCC92]. rocks [JAB+92]. rockweed [VACL99]. rocky
[AF96, BHC98, BCMC99, BH98, BH99, CMRF93, CH96, CV98, Dye93, Dye98, FPB+94, FA99, HS95, HS96, HS98c, JBB97, JB98, KW98, KD96, KUK91, LAS98, LB91, LTM90, MHS94, MS94b, MS93c, NW97a, OM99a, PH91b, Pin94, RK95b, RK95c, SB97a, Tay98, TC93, TR95c, Tol95, WMG+94]. rocky-reef [TC93]. rod [FPF92]. rodgersii [AU93]. rodriguezi [LT90]. roemerianus [CB90]. Role
[AB98, And94b, Bow97, CLGM96, CH96, DY92, DB99, FPPM96, FS98, GI99,
[464x681]HS97c, JKT+98, LK96, MF95, NT92, NS96, PM90b, SK94b, SSP97, WH92, War90, AWdS92, AJL93, BWHK99, BM99a, BSJPW93, Bro96a, Bro96b, BDNS99, CC99, CBDC96, CNP95, DQT+97, DG92b, Far98, GS94b, GF91, Han91b, HHB93, Har97, HPF92, HSW99, JBK99, JSOG91, Kel98, KKT96a, LA98, LKM+99, MDG98, NT96c, OKL+96, OWM92, RH94, SPH94, SCD+90, SLSH98, TPR98, TTR99, TNSM98, Tro93, VCP93, BH92d, MH97].

Roles [HS90, PF91b, Har94, KSG+92, MCC96a, MCC96b, MGYV97, Mye95, PWG+99, SHM+99, SJC99, TT90, WH91].

Root [DMA+98, Blu93, IF96, TW97].

roots [SAvD+96].

rose [SMT97].

Ross [NT92, SCDH98].

rostrata [WT98].

rotifers [DG91b, DG92b, LHRL97].

rotundata [HLF+91, PBDF98, VSPLH98].

rough [SFPC97].

roughy [SHM+97, SJC99, TT90, WH91].

routes [BFS+98, SFF98].

ROVs [SCC94].

royal [HHM97].

rRNA [FD97, LMK93].

rRNA-targeted [LMK93].

rubens [SHW+91].

rubra [MS91].

rubrum [ASN93, SPDM91].

Ruditapes [PCBA94].

Ruegen [Bus96].

Ruiz [DHB+98].

running [RN93].

runoff [JP93b].

Ruppia [BGC94].

S [AGP98, BR91a, FD97, LMK93, MH99, SJMC93, UC94, YKK+98].

S-oxidation [BR91a].

S-tolerant [SJMC93].

S. [ESDK94, FMRC93, ME97, SDER96].

S9 [SHW+91].

Sabella [AW97, RI90].

Sabellariidae [ZMD95].

sabellid [Hsi97].

Sable [BH94b].

Saccoglossus [FT95, GK97, KM96, Mil92].

Saccostrea [Bro90, HSTY98].

Saduna [San94a].

Saduria [EB92, HS90, HS94a, Vis91, VH96].

safety [RS94].

sagax [EF97, van94a, vdL95, vdL98].

Sagitta [Gib94, Ter93].

Sahara [FFH93].

sailed [GCKW95, SCJ99a].

sailfish [Spe95].

saithe [MHC92].

Salamanca [GDvS98].

Salicotrema [GH93].

salina [LC90].

salinities [CBRD92, CLB92, PBA+95].

Salinity [HL98, NW97c, ABM96, AHMd90, Ang91c, ACOK95, BKK99, BK92, BB93, CDD94, CCCC94, C96, CBB90, FPGJ99, LWL98, LKK92, MCL90, MNN+97, MAAT98, Nie96, Pez91, PD93, PWNW99, QQ97, QQ98, QQ99, RW96, RD95, SDC99, She96, SS91, TDVF99, WA99a, WJD93, vKSGvA99].

salmon [FW97, FH97b, FS98, HDPW93, SOK98, STNI97, Web91a, Web91b, SH97a].

salmonis [AS99a].

Salp [ZDJ+95, MDTB94].

Salpa [Lav97].

salps [Lav97, PM91b].

Salt [BAH94, AWHH94, ATNW97, B99, BM90a, BM90b, CSSN93, CNP95, DSW+91, FT95, FW91a, HKvB93, HHSvS96, HG94, LK94, LTT96, MZ92, MW97, MH90, O’C93a, OJ99, Pak92, RSN+99, RD95, RR93, SR97, SM90, TA93, Tur93, dG92a].

saltatrix [HC93, MC91c].

saltmarsh [KNK90].

salts [Pre91].

saltwater [VBF94].

Salvelinus [RSM+96].

Sample [SH90b, FC90, JMD95, MF98].

Sample-size [SH90b].

sampled [PRW+94, RPM+94].

Sampler [BVV+94, DAS92, Sty97].

samplers [HS92].

samples [AGGK96, AFZ96, BKS92, BG94, CV91, DFB+99, Gar91, Gow93, GBH96, MRF+99, Ohm96, Tha92a, Tha92b, Tho91].

Sampling
BH92d, BDR+96, BD98, BS92, BS95c, BSP93, Bro98, BM95a, BK96b, BG99, BvBV96, BBP+96, BGCM95, BCv+92]. Sea
[CSTM+98, CPS91, CS93, CSR+92b, Cha92, CCG99, CML92, CCCH94, CJ95, CCS98, CPH+96, CHDW92, CH94, DvdM92, DS96, DAB+91, DHH98, DGT+94, DB96b, Ejd98, EE98, FNJ+94, FPR94, FGK95, FGS98, FMRC93, FH99, FPP+97, GBC92, GJVG96, GdS98, GC93, GH94a, GCF96, GDP+98, GLBF92, GLD+91, GJ96, Güm91, GGD99, HWH98, Han92, Hei91, Hei92a, Hei95, HT96, HW95, Hii97, HS97a, HHI95, HB98, Hoe91, HNV94, HW91, HOv92, HCH+96, IHK+98, Joc95, JKT90b, JL96, JP93a, JBB90, JTB99, JPZ+98, KLN+90, KH92a, KV98, KJT90, KV90, KKL+98, KLEH91, KL91c, KPW93, KDR97, KMB97, KDM97, KWL98, KFS91, KWW9b, Kuo91, KG93, KN99, LC91, LBP91, LIPF95, LGH+93, Leh96, LA98, LNQT93, LZY92, Lig90, LGH95b]. Sea
[LV93, LACM92, LMS+93, LKvRH96, LEVR96, LG+C+90, MBF+97, MMM+95, MEK99, MG97, Ma97, MJ92, MHC92, MVA99, MHR93b, MC94a, MD94b, MS98, MHB97, MMR99, MB97b, Mik95, Mik97, Mil95a, MHD97, MPS95, MO95, MTP92, MNH92, Mun93, MLD95, NP94, N96, NSH95, NG99, NT29, NKH+99, NS96, NK94, NW97c, NK92b, Oes90, ÖMvD99, OSGB96, OBL97, PH91a, PMB99, PGB96, PGR94, PE99, Phi94, PRW+94, PB95, PS97, PD95, PF98, PH95, RSC+96, RSH93, RHT91, RAB+92, RA92, RNP+98, RH90a, Rie93, RF98, RN98, Rv92, RV92, RD97, RYW96, RPM+94, RöB93, RHJ92, RS92, RHsH99, SPB+99a, Sch96, SKvB98, SL91, SH95a, SFPCR93, SGPA95, SH92a, SC9H98, SH95b, SK94b, Som96, SSV97, SP99c, SCKS90, SE98, SCF91, TKNMK99, TAK90]. Sea
[Ter93, TGB99, TH95, TGvJ95, TGSN99, TP95, TP97, Uli95, UHL+97, UNPH93, Vä90, VK95, Y99, VDT92, VNM97, WV90, WDB+95, WH99b, WB97, Wt99, Wö96, YS+99, ZB92, dT94a, vDK0, vDr9K3, vDS9b, vBT96, vCR92, vPB90, vBD91, vW93, vDV99].

sea-grass [PH91a]. Sea-ice [GT92, MLTD96, SBP92, SBP93, W97]. Sea
[?]NorthJorgensen:1990:AMM. Sea-surface [GKB+97, MC94a, W95].

seabeds [ZHF96]. Seabird
[GH92, CW99a, JCCCB94, O’D98, OJR96, RAS92, RAS97, TAB91].

seabird-environmental [RAS97]. Seabirds
[CW95, ARF92, BMSF95, G94a, GCF96, H093, MGF98, MM95b, Ne99, SH97a, SJ95, SPCF97, Str99, W99, W95, WK98]. seabed [FAHW99, Gla99].

Seagrass
[DS91a, DJS9b, Dua90, Dur94, FF97, H96, VH99a, ARD97, A92, BBFD98, BL94a, BH97a, BNM94, BM91b, B92, BCP93, CME97, CL91, Con94, Con95, CJ93b, DBB+95, Dua91, DMA+94, DTA+97, DMA+98, DB99, DT94b, DH92, DPD92, EM93, FK95b, FC96, FHM96, F98, FZ91, FH98, Gra91b, HH91, HSK+94, HD97, H097, HS99a, IF96, JB97, JRB96, JCH93, KG99, LD96, LCL96, LW95, MD94a, MDC+96, MD98a, MV+97, MR97b, MG95, MKY98, MSD92, MR90, MEC97, MF95, NA99, OJS94a, OB93, PB93, PDC97, PRP+94, PM91a, Pre95, PAM96,
PM98, RS99a, RS95, RBGM95, RH97, RD99, RSK+99, SM91, SDC90, SA+96, SM97, SRW95b, SR96, TDK97a, TF98, UDL99, VH93, VWS92, VWS93, VWK96, VAD+95, VDM+97, WB94, Way95, WSMM99]. **seagrass** [WP92, WCLB99, ZB98, ZB99a, ZB99b]. **seagrass-associated** [JBWH97, SR96]. **seagrass-derived** [MKYI98]. **seagrass-dominated** [ZB98, ZB99a]. **seagrass-mangrove-coral** [FHCC98]. **seagrasses** [ADF96, BK96a, BVW98, BH91, BUWB99, FH97a, GMR+94, Gra91c, HM96, KM99b, MCE96, MW99, MA99a, Ter97, TB99]. **seal** [FHA99]. **seals** [BH94b, BP98, BBCB99, HWH98, HHE92, IFL97, LADS98, LK99b, MBWT98, RAB+92]. **seamount** [LD95b, SNJV92]. **seamounts** [AHY+99, HFG+95]. **search** [ER95a, RO97]. **searching** [WWL97]. **seas** [CG99b, CMBM99, SBV98, Pak95, SSA96, dBN+90]. **seaside** [SRdM99]. **season** [BSH+94, BW96, CHS+95, FTP99, HLM97, KD96, LM95, RM95, SMUS+99, SAA99, TAD+94, TMCE98, VM98a]. **Seasonal** [AJ95, And90, BR94, BHT98, BDA+99, CPB96, CH99, DDM99, DFR95, DL95, DE90, DF95, FPR94, GJ97a, GJ97b, GAR93, GT98, HVK96, HWH98, HDPW93, HL90, HCG+93, HD97, HK93, Hal97, JP94, JMLP97, KTH98, KV98, KD99, KSG+92, KLEH91, KR97b, Kre93, KBKL95, LH98, LFG98, Mac91, MB98, ML92, MVA99, MB91, Nai93b, NT95, OSJ93, OC97, PMM95, Re90, RCG98, R91a, RPN99, RPMB91, RCN95, RTRP+98, RNN99, SO91, SMT97, SS96a, SHM91, SFSA99, SV97, SK95b, SC99b, TGG97, TR91, TL94, TDD94, TS99, UNPH93, UM92, US95, US98, VVHS96, VHI+98, VWS92, VD95, WR92b, YSL94, vDK90, AW95, AGW93, ASA96, CL90, COK99, CLM+93, C95, CMBM99, CSM99, DM91, DP91, ELMR98, Fai96, FTS97, FP97, Irw91, KW97a]. **seasonal** [KW98, Ka91b, Koo91, Lai92, Le96, MCE96, MF90a, MF90b, MG94, MP96c, Nak92, OB94c, PP96, R91a, SMT99, SFL99, SK94b, SM97, TMKL97, TH94a, TPHC94, UK98, VF99, VWS93, ZB92, DL+97, Zui91a, Zui91b, Z99]. **seasonality** [ADA98, AD95, BM99a, BSP93, DBM99, PPF95, YMD94]. **seasonally** [GFPD92]. **seastars** [HD91]. **seawater** [ASH93, BF96, CDF+93, GB96, JBO97, LGB91, M93, NK96, PM990, PF92c, SC90, Sim92, SGPA95, SHML98, Sut92, TSS93, UKR+91, WP95, WM90, WF94, WPG99, vdVW99]. **seaweed** [B+90, LC98, San94c, San95]. **seaweed** [CLHF95, PNS90, RWS89, TC94, TPR98, TTR99, WC96, dNDS98]. **Sebastolobus** [VL97]. **Sebastianus** [BKL99, WASSM97, ASSW97, CBG+99, FP96b, MACR98, NCS+92, Pak95, WTM+96]. **sedentary** [HA94, MRS96]. **Sediment** [AFC96, EM93, HS98, HN97b, KBWC90, OSZ95, RGS95, Wai90, And96, Bel95, Ber90, BNW94, BS+97, BCG94, BvKRB96, Cam91,
CSR+92b, CRCS96, CLM+93, CG99a, CJ93b, CPB96, CP96, DBHM99, DFJ+93, DGHT+98, DD99, ER95a, EAC+97, FH96, FGP98, FGKP95, GB95, GAD+92, GH94b, GSBB97, GB97b, GCL94, GF98, GP91, HB91a, HHB93, HGS94, Hei95, RdWS91, HK94, Hsi95, HG92b, JFS92, KTH98, Kar92, KM96, Kro91, Kur99, LH98, LS96a, LD95b, LJS90, LF97, LSP99, MFF97, MSK95, MCS95, MKY98, MDR99, MJ92a, NL94, NG96, NJSS91, Nov90, PBVB99, PNB94, PLP92, RDM91, RSD+91, RT92, RBG94a, RS92, RK99, RNC95, RTRP+98, SNC+98, SDC99, Sch96, SOSV95, SFF98, Sim92, SGW94, SC90, SGR92, SPS98, SF94, SEG91, TDB94, Tha92a, Tha92b, TL94].

Sediment [TB98, TBY99, TUN99, TFFS90, TTP+95, Vid94, WSF99, WUA+99, WHG99b, Wil92, Wol92a, ZHF96, vDvRK93].

Sediment-associated [LF97].

Sediment-bound [WSF99].

sediment-derived [LS96a]. sediment-elutriates [Kar92].

Sediment-nutrient [EM93].

Sediment-to-water [KBWC90, RGS95, CPB96, TDB94, vDvRK93].

sediment/water [Sim92].


Sedimentation [CBG+99, BMP+95, BRN+95, FS90, GF95, GGB94, HGS94, JLS90, LA98, LH+93, NH95a, OKL+96, PF91a, RHB96, R090, Vos91, WVM90].

sedimenting [Nov90].

seeds [HS91b].

seed [BMH91].

seedling [DGH+98].

seedlings [SK99, ZA96].

seen [TK95b].

seep [DAB+91, DBN+94, JT93, LC95, ODS+96, SHO96].

seepage [AGW93, BDN99].

seeps [JAB+92].

segmented [Sal92].

Self [Hsi97, BMH91, FL90, FAP92].

Self-fertilization [Hsi97].

selecting [MDD95].

Selection [HB94a, MF96, And97, BBS93, BvB94, CT97, EG97, FAED97, FIA93, FSGG96, GD90, GA97b, HBS98, HTCW96, Ir90, JH97, JDL95, JCN94, KS95d, LM98a, LMO99, LNB96b, LBK96, MJ97a, MHR+99, MBR94, MS93c, Pen90b, RK95b, SGP99, SJC99, SK95c, TT90, TEC99, TN90, Tr97, VR98, WG97, ZGB90].

Selective [Har99, LADS98, MVdM+99, Poo94, EG95, GS99b, HM97d, LCL95, SMF91, WFF9].

selectivity [Atk96, BDdWC96, Bus97, HH94a, HHP95, MW94, OMD99a, Per91, PAR98].

selenium [BC93, FR91, NL96].

Self [Hsi97, BMH91, FL90, FAP92].

Self-seeding [BMH91].

Self-thinning [FL90, FAP92].

selmis [Tha92a].

SEM [BKWML93].

Seme [TD92].

Semel
semelparous [ORD98]. semi
[LJM99, MMM+95, RDPB99, Tho91, Cow91]. semi-automatic
[RDPB99, Tho91]. Semi-cosyphus [Cow91]. semi-enclosed
[LJM99, MMM+95]. Semibalanus
[BGBS91, BGW96, HT96, HB94a, NFM98]. semilunar [ZAN99].
semisulcatus [CLD99, HVL96, LWK+95, VHHS96]. semi-terrestrial
[LJM99, MMM+95, 95, RDPB99, Tho91]. Semi-cossyphus
[Cow91]. semi-automatic
[RDPB99, Tho91]. S. semi-enclosed [LJM99, MMM+95, 95].
Semibalanus [BGBS91, BGW96, HT96, HB94a, NFM98]. semilunar
[ZAN99]. semisulcatus [CLD99, HVL96, LWK+95, VHHS96].
semiterrestrial [AHMd90]. Sendai [FI95]. senescent [OB93]. senhousia
[Cro98, Reu98b, YOH98]. senile [AS94b, AS95]. sensing
[MGEC97, TNKMK99, WWGK95]. sensitive [Reg92, UKR+91]. Sensitivity
[DS93b, DD99, HM97c]. sensory [VKF+98]. sentinel [SKM95]. Separating
[CHC94, BL94b, BS92, CCGM93, WCLB99]. separation [AGGKA96].
separations [VLKC94]. Sepia [RFNBHG94]. septemspinosa
[Weh91, WA95]. Serrata [Arr93, HHN90, TR91, TRPS94]. Sesarma
[AHM90, Kyo92, Lee97]. sessile [BC99, Nan96, WW96, MD98b].
Seston [BM94c, AA92, ABY97, HJH+99, JFP95, KE95, KY97, LMT96,
LBJ+98, MN92, NT95, NW97b, PMMH95, TEGvJW95]. set [KBN+96]. setae
[PL99a]. setiferus [RGM+98]. Seto [NHF93, NSH95]. sets [BM95a].
setting [DY92, FB98]. settled
[EE98, JPC97, Jer90, LBH91, RS95, RH97, Row90, TB95]. Settlement
[BW93, CMRF93, CMRF94, DBvA91, ESDK94, Gün91, HBM93, JSO91,
JE95, MADM98, O’C93a, ROI93, SF99, Tom91, WW96, IYALM93, IYAML93,
Asa91, BCC92, BGW96, BS93, BPL95, BQK97, CH95, DY92, Egg95,
FAED97, Fre97, GQ96, HT96, Hol90, HS96, HS97c, Hul92, JWB97,
JWK98, JBK99, Ken94a, Ker94, Ker96, LB95, LK98, LQ97, MZ99,
Msc95, MY96, MU98, MYTTY96, MJ91, MM93, MC94a, MM95a, MM97a,
ML92, ME97, MBB95, NG99, NB96a, NFM98, PWS98, PG98, Pin94,
QPRC99, RS99b, Rsc97, SDR96, SMW9+93, SP99b, Sto96, TB95, TB97,
VHB+98, WMB99, WRF97, WCT95, WM97, WBL95, WA95, WB99,
YB9+98, ZMD95, vTSD97]. settlement-marks [WM97]. settlement-stage
[SMW9+93]. settling [ABN98, AJL93, SG99, SK98c]. seven [Gru94].
sevenspine [WA94]. several [BDZB98, GRSV98, GT98, PM90a, TB92].
severe [ASF98]. severity [WC93]. Severn [WBN99]. sewage
[Gra96b, Gri94, LTM90, LFG98, MR91, RDM91]. Sex
[CR98, HBBM96, ST99, ZHBB90, Ack97, Mac91, MTB9+99, SPB9+99b]. Sexual
[CZG95, Szm91, GCK95, HV91, HH95, LMO99, MAC98, RT98,
WH92, ZGB90]. seychellensis [GS94a]. SGWD [Sim92]. shad
Short-term [Dav94, JAO90, LDKR93, MS94a, RGS90, RW96, SK98b, Sch99, SDB94, VM95, AdN91, BGR’96, DF95, FRK92, GHMC96, JCMW91, LD95b, NH98, QGQ97, San94a, Ste94, WUA+99]. short-time-scale [ASRP+96a, RASP99, ASRP+96b]. Showing [CWB93a, BMH91].

showing [CWB93a]. shown [DHB+98, FD97, RQB98a]. shrimp [Beu92, BFD91, BKB92, Bur94, CF93a, CA99b, DF92, Dem95, FAED97, GF98, GS91b, LCTT92, MC97a, NA95, OFT95, PM90b, PSB’97, RE96, SMH97, SIRR94, SSV97, SF99, WLL98, WA95, ZGB90, dT94a].

shortage [RM97a].

show [BMH91].

shrimp [Beu92, BFD91, BKB92, Bur94, CF93a, CA99b, DF92, Dem95, FAED97, GF98, GS91b, LCTT92, MC97a, NA95, OFT95, PM90b, PSB’97, RE96, SMH97, SIRR94, SSV97, SF99, WLL98, WA95, ZGB90, dT94a].

shortage [RM97a].

significance [BNK+97, CPS98, JJTS97, RLC92, SCA92, TFFA99, WB94, BGC91, BL97, CA90, CM98b, CPB96, DL91b, DFS94, GCF96, LBV+99, MU99, PH91a, SL95a, SL99b, TM94, UMT+91, VGM94, Re96b]. significantly [DA93].

Signy [PBVB99].

Silica [BK96b, BVL98, CSS93, FKB92, LNQT93].

Silicate [EA92, EJ97, PRM96, PRM96b].

Silicic [ND96, DQT97, BD94].

silicic [ND96, DQT97, BD94].

Silicous [GS94a].

Silicon [BOC90, HHN+96, LW91, NT92, ND96, RDT+94].

silicous [Mül91].

Silicic [ND96, DQT97, BD94].

Silicon [BOC90, HHN+96, LW91, NT92, ND96, RDT+94].

silicous [Mül91].

siliqua [GCM98].

Sillaginodes [JWKH98].

Sillago [CGFC95].

siltation [BBFD98]. silver [AHY+99, FBL95, SM97b]. silverfish [WHK97].

siluminus [WSCT96].

Simple [HS91c, LRV94, PBVB99, SFWD90, Sha98, WWWE95, Yam97b].

Simulated [Por94, BD94, CC90, CJ95, DON+95, GT92, PCLA97, SO91, SM91, WYY+99].

Simulation [AD93, PML93, BBRBK94, KDC99, Mol97].

simulations [BMHH94, JBH98, LMD98]. Simultaneous [AAD91, KS95d, RDPB99, TK91, PPR94, SR95].

Singapore [HTLK99].

singule-tailed [CH97b, GJK+98, JLD+96, MBL+98, MJ92b, RPT95, SB97b].

single-stranded [MJ92b].

Sink [Fra92, DL94a].

Sinonovacula [WX97].

Sinosbuat [Fab95].

sinososa [TB99].

sister [PMETM96].

site [ALB+96, BSH+94, BSS92, CHS+95, DvdM92, GPS93, GAD+92, GBP+97, HS91c, LRV94, PBV99, SFW90, Sha98, TWWE95, Yam97b].

sites [AHY+99, BB97a, CSSP98, Ker90, LBM+99, RATA+99, RA92, SH95b].

situ [DP91, LGB91, LS91, MM91a, VMHH90, ADBH99, ADF96, AH94, BTYO94, BP96a, Bro98, BBL93, DT94b, ER95b, FRK92, GSB98, GCC99, GGH99, HS97a, HS97b, KKT96b, LPI+95, LB99a, LCE97, LBM+99, MPS96,
MG99, MP96c, MA96, MADG+96, NG96, OJ97, PPMF97, PPW96, QC94, RGLS99, RCTH99, RCG98, SPBS93, SFS95, SAA99, TGvJW95, Tis+98a, VWK96, VD95, Wah97, vBV95]. situation [NLR+93, SKM+97]. situations [ICG96]. six
[EPL94, GGB+99, HS98a, LT93, Moe96a, TJ90b, VHHS96, VHH+98, ZB92]. sixteen [CDG97]. Size [AH96, AH98, DCM90, EG95, FVDL95, HPSJ95, HHW99, IP94, JC95, KL91a, KL91b, Nak94, PLG+96, RFN98, RN98, San95, TB95, Abe90, Ang91a, AS94b, BM98, BN95, BSH+94, BHP92a, BCL93, BL94b, BG93, BvKvBB96, BSH+91a, BSH+91b, Bus96, CC98, CK99, DP91, DD99, Dye93, ELG97, EG97, Fer99, FC90, FCP98, GdGMD95, GM95, GMG+92, GB93, GDDW90, GPK98, GSSM96, HTCP96, HSD97b, Ito97, JSTS97, JH97, JL95, Joh99, JMJ90, JC94, KKL91, Ker96, KDK96, KRJL96, KFS91, KW99b, LS92, LWH98, LGH+93, LM98b, Lew91, LKB96, Mac91, MD91, MSH98, MB98, MD98b, MD93, Man92, MM93, Mc94d, MM95a, McC94, McL96, MF98, MLES94, MPvM98, ML91c, MSND+99, Mun92, MJ92b, NC90, NT95, OBL97, OC93b, PA94, Pen90a, PS95, PCBA94, Per91]. size [PAR98, PPM95, PPO+99, PF92c, QK93, RTRF90, RE96, SS99, San94c, SOW97, SW91, SDFJv91, SH90b, SMB98, Sur92, SK95c, TMM97, TGR93, VM98a, VDM+97, WF97, WT98, WBP+92, WP94, WTM+96, YNYK94, YKL98b, van94a]. size-at-age [FCP98]. size-classes [SDFJv91]. Size-related [AH96, AH98, WBP+92]. size-selective [EG95]. size-selectivity [Per91]. Size-specific [DCM90, TJ93]. size-spectra [SS99]. Size-structured [JC95]. sized [GS99a, MRL96, MG91b, WHG+99a]. Skagerrak [KK+93, DBN+94, FSG+97, FSG+98, HR+94, Jos90, KL91a, KKK+90, LG9+99, RDE+90a, RDE+90b, SFWD90]. Skagerrak/Kattegat [HR+94]. Skeletal [KL91c, LCBD94, GT98, JLG97, RVC+99, RS91]. Skeletogenesis [MGYV97]. Skeleton [PMB99, LGP95]. Skeletonena [BR97, HFW91, TT98]. skeletons [LGH95a]. skin [HSMS99]. skipjack [YD90]. skua [PCT+97]. skuaus [ER90, PCT+97]. slabberi [WW90]. slimy [SB96]. slope [AML95, Bia91, Bia92, Car93, DSG+99, EJ93, FH96, FI95, HSLV94, HGS95, HBC+91, KK97, MJ92, MP96b, MSM+98, PH95, SO96a, SLB+92, TDB94, TGvJW95, VAV99, YST+97, MRS96]. Slow [Fab95, VD95]. slow-growing [VD95]. slug [MR91, RDM91]. slug [Tro92, Tro93]. Small [GBP+97, Sch90, BJB95, BS95c, Bur94, Con95, FPGJ99, Fw90b, GT92, HVL96, Ir90, JH97, Jua92, Kin92, LW9+95, ML91a, MMM+95, MJ97a, Mee99, MN99, ML95, PG94, PR93b, Tay98, Tho92, Tis98b, UC94, UC98, US95, US98, WB99, HV91]. Small-scale [GBP+97, Sch90, ML91a, MJ97a, PG94, WB99]. small-sized [Jua92]. smaller [BM95a]. smelt [DD90, Sep94]. smelter [ONR98, WH96]. snail
Southern [KID91, PDBA90, Per91, PLM92, TBA91, AM93, AML95, BA91, BD98, 
BCBR97, CNGG96, CL97, CW99a, DJY90, DL91, Dye93, EY90, EMR97, 
FTD94, Fow90a, GB97a, GB97b, GW91, GP90, 
HSLV94, HI97, HM97b, JBB92, JD90, JP93a, JN95, KJGC96, KN95, 
KDMR97, LC97b, MRR99, MADM98, NCGG96, OIO95, OB94c, PLP93, 
PML93, Pin94, PHMI98, RS99a, Reu98b, RC91a, Ric93, RS92, SH92a, SK95c, 
UNPH93, WW90, WMG94, Wli94, WtD90, WQM97, YD90, YB96, 
v91, vDBvDR96, Arr94, ASSWM97, BK91, BP96a, BKL99, BB99, 
CB99, CA95, FC90, FP96b, FPP97, LF94, LLP94, LRV94, MO95, 
NSC92, Pak95, PM96, PM92a, PG99, RA97, San94b, SKvB98, SP99, 
SDF91, TD90, TVL99, Vet96a, Vet96b, WASSM97, WWC99]. 
Southern [WWGK95, WT96, vBN90, vLT98, vV99]. 
southwest [BFS98, RSH92, TNMK99, TWS95]. southwestern [AM93, IBB97]. 
sp. [ADA98, BPS98, BEG97, FSD92, FFH96, GT92, HFW99, IG96, JH97, 
LB96b, LG90, MG90, NP90, PLF90, PMS94, QC94, S98, Sv93b, 
SDG95, SD96, Str91, SHW91, Tsv90, TFS90, UYM95, vBV90a, vBV90b]. 
sp. [GHT94, DG98]. space [BG91, CHC94, FL90, FAP92, GWG99, 
MS93e, NC90, SB97a, SL97a, TR95c, WR97]. space-time [SL97a]. 
spaced [EC97]. Spacing [LY97]. Spain [ASRP96b, ASRP96a, FP91b, FG95, 
NCGG96, VM95, Arr93, BQR99, CM93, CCV98, GD96, Pr91, RA97, 
RQB98b, TFFA99, UCV98, Vet96a, Vet96b, WASSM97, WWC99]. 
Spanish [CDM96, MDC96]. sparrow [Ken92]. sparid [VHB98]. 
Sparidae [SB97a]. Sparisoma [BKB94, Bv94, BB94, BvKB96, TT90, vRBV95, vR96]. 
Sparrinae [AWd92, AHW93, AWH94, ATNW97, Bhu93, B95, CN95, Hsv96, 
KN90, MW97, MH90, Pak92, Pez91, PD93, S98, T99, dG91a]. spat. [APL93, HBM93, PGM98, RBG94a, RBG94b]. Spatial 
[AAW97, AR97, BLDF95b, BLDF95a, BCP98, BR95, Cha91, CPK97, 
CSS93, CWS93, CM99, FM97, Fow90a, FSG97, Gre96, GF91, Gru94, 
H91, H95, H98c, J99, JRM97, JBBH97, JFS90, KK93, KHK99, 
KTV97, LB91, MY96, MHS94, MS94b, MS96a, MG94, MPS95, Nak92, 
P94, PWM95, PW97, PH95, RH98, RN98, RT98, SP95, SL92, 
SV93a, SP96b, SH93, SR97, SG98, SF91, TR95, TP959, THK98, 
V96, WH99b, WM97, WBM95, ÁP97a, AWD97, A98, Ad97, 
ASA96, AV98, Arr94, AH96, AH98, BC96, BC96, BCC96, BCS91, 
B9P, BL99, Cha98, CB96a, CB97, DG97, DG96, EA96, ELM98, ELM98, 
FB91, Gra91b, GGB98, HB97, HIS90, HTCP96, HN94, HI93, Hu99, 
HJ98, JLF95, JBB97, KM92, LD94a, LA95, MZ99]. spatial 
[MC90, MRPC98, MCG91, ML92, MI98, MM95b, MLT96, O98, PF95, 
RH93, RÁ99, SMT97, SNC98, She96, SN92, SM97c, TF98, UM98, 
AS96a, MDC98, PF96]. spatially [BWRH99, HHM96]. Spatio 
[DB98, KLN90, LSG99, CC98, GB97, KSE96, KID91, LP95]. 
Spatio-temporal
Spatiotemporal [ELMR98, GST+91, Zho98]. spatuligera [RZLB96]. spawned [MC91c]. spawner [PSL96]. Spawning
[AM93, CW99a, CM97, HH91b, Pal91, ZHM91, Zel98, AHY+99, BTKK99, BSH+91b, Cla90, DL93a, Dem95, DCBC91, HSK+93, HLP99b, KMG98, MCFB97, NW97c, PG90, PM91b, RHH97, RSB93, Sak97, San97, SHT91, SGM98, Sty97, TP95, Van94b, WCP+98, Yam97a, Yam97b, HOM95].
spawns [MSP+97]. special
[BS95c, Da90, KI97, MvdZH+97, MNH92, SC92b, Tan98a, Tan98b]. specialisation [MJC97]. Specialist [RH90c, BPS98, CHFL95, Tro94].
specialization [GPS93]. Speciation
[BKWM93, WMP94, MTP92, MSC96, NFT92]. Species
[ACC90, AALT99, BBFD98, CC90, CC91b, HFN91, LF91, Mil95a, ÔMvdB99, Aer98, AB96a, BC91, BG97, BDZB98, BF95b, BS92, BL95, BDA99, BRW95, BBT+93, CUM98, COD+93, CDME97, CT97, Cla96, CG97, CB97, CGFC95, CGGM93, CES+94, DS96, DES92, DCM90, EK95, EPL94, ELH92, FSG+97, FPPM96, GV99, Geo94, GAR93, Gra94, GKF96b, GR94, GRSV98, HS97a, HN97a, HP90, HK96, HVFH99, HNC92, Hull97, JMD95, JMD+99, Kar95, KG94, KR96, LM98a, LL92, LT93, LD94a, LS96b, LMM98, LH96, LCC97, LE90, LA97b, LF97, MCC96a, MFF97, MWA93, MDD95, MCE96, Mau92, MC98, MRMR92, MP92, MM92, MW97, Ne99, NA95, ÔW93, PDD+99, PMM95, PB96b, PAR98, PPO99, PFMC95, Pur91, RVT+97, RM97a, RTCH96, RMGB94, SJML99, SMG97]. species
[Sch90, SDB96, SW98b, SJCL93, SGPA95, Sv93b, SPCF97, SPD91, TK95a, TH94, Tis98b, TB92, Urb94, VEW99, Van92b, V92, VDM90, Ven98, VPG94, WH96, WCP+98, WSMM99, WBC91, Wöh96, WB99, YAG92, YY91, YKL98a, ZHBH90, ZB92, vG91, vCRS92, Gra94].
species-sequencing [WBC91]. Species-specific
[ACC90, CC90, CC91b, HFN91, LCC97, MCE96, Ne99, SPD91]. Specific
[BGC95, AS99a, ACC90, BAM+99, CC90, CC91b, CC97a, DCM90, FLM+95, GW93, GCC95, HFN91, HV91, HVFH92, HBP+93, HS97b, KR96, LCC97, LIP95, LS95, MCE96, MC93, MHvB97, NC95, Ne99, ÔMvdB99, PCC+97, SD94, SS99a, SOS96, SPDM91, TJ93, V93, W93, WD98, WH96, WCP+98, W93, Y93, Y97]. specificity [Yam97b]. specimens [HKM92]. spectra [FM95a, FQ94, MG96b, MI98, Mau92, MK95, Mun92, NT95, RPM+94, SSR99, ZH97]. Spectral
[Maz95, JSV92, JNP94, KPS92, MG96c, MP95, SPS+91]. spectrally [WYP98]. spectroscopy [HYD92]. spectrum
[CW93, DD99, KPS97, LL96, MJ94]. speed
Sphaeroma [CCD94]. Spheniscus [WSP+95]. SPI [RK99]. spicules
[GS94a, CP95a]. Spekeroog [Hi97]. spill
[DF94, ER90, GBJ94, JDSB99, SS95, vTSD97]. spinifera [Tan98b]. spinipes
[WMH96]. spinuligerum [KW91]. spinulosus [ABN98, Oes90, OV92].
standing [BSW95a, CVD99, CNP95, HA90, MGEC97, SK94b]. stands [CO92]. star [DEF91, MDG98]. Starfish [Kai96, BMBD95, HK96, HKR96, HR96a, Hun93, JSG91, Kur99, LL94, RPT95]. starry [McC92]. stars [CO92].

star [DEF91, MDG98]. Starfish [Kai96, BMBD95, HK96, HKR96, HR96a, Hun93, JSG91, Kur99, LL94, RPT95]. starry [McC92]. stars [CO92].


statoliths [Big92, RFNBHG94]. Status [FHA99, Ber90, BAOT96, Cha92, MG98, MMR99, RH94, TH94a, WBP+92, WJD93]. steady-state [BFF96, TJ90a].

steady-state [BFF96, TJ90a].

steady-state [BFF96, TJ90a].

stepwise [RBB+91]. Stepheostepalinae [NB98].

stepwise-reduction-CVAA [RH90b].

sterol [HF99].

Stevens [SCAT91].

Sterile [LL94].

Stiffness [EL90].

Stillwater [Dei90].

Still-water [Dei90].

stimulation [DFS94, GWW+98, PWG+99].

stimulated [CR94, PNB94]. stimulating [AWdS92].

stimulation [DFS94, GWW+98, PWG+99].

stimulate [OJ99].

stimulated [CR94, PNB94]. stimulating [AWdS92].

stimulation [DFS94, GWW+98, PWG+99].

storage [CTEF91, CLHF95, HKG93, HVK96, KM99b, Ohm96, PB96b, RGBC92].

Storm [CR94, MC91a, OS97, SM99a, Tru97].

storm-deposited [OS97].

storm-petrels [SM99a].

Storm-related [MC91a].

Storm-related [MC91a].

Storm-related [MC91a].

Storm-stimulated [CR94].

storms [ST98, TWWE95].

stout [GF99, IVM+98]. straight [RP95]. strain [SHW+91]. strains [JMD+99, KFF92, SWK98, SC93, VTXA91, WN91].

Strait [BM94a, BSK91, CBI91, HCS90, HTLK99, LHL93, Nor92, Nor94, ORE90, ORE95, HCC+91, HM97b, HHW99, HC93, KL95, TGGB97, TKNMK99, YHGB96, YGH+97].

Stramonita [DS93b].

stranded [MAB98]. stranded [MAB98]. stranded [MAB98].

stratification [BRNH97, BUR94, HVK96, HS90, HC93, Hove91, MCN98, OVB92, PB97, RH99].

stratification [BRNH97, BUR94, HVK96, HS90, HC93, Hove91, MCN98, OVB92, PB97, RH99].

stratification [BRNH97, BUR94, HVK96, HS90, HC93, Hove91, MCN98, OVB92, PB97, RH99].

Stratified [ABM96, BG94, BRC99, CPH91, FGS98, KR95, Mee99, NLR+93, RLD94, SL97a, SGPA95, TJ99a]. Stratified-water [BG94].

stream
streamer [MG91b], streamflow [Har94]. strength [Cam96, LMK93, MWA93, SDB96, vdVW99]. stress [CNGG96, DH90, DEP96, FCC91, FK95b, FFF+94, HMWN97, Hoe91, Jon97b, KBA+97, LLB+95, Les96, MIA90, NCGG96, NB96b, QQ99, Ra198, Reg92, TvLdJ+98, VHGC95, WC95, WJD93, vLTW+98]. stressed [AvS97]. stressors [KWHM+96, RCH98]. striata [DBV98]. striatus [Egg95, LL94, SMW+93]. Strictly [BMTF92]. strictum [Ekl98]. strigosus [SML97]. Strike [VTGK99, CD98]. striped [Che93, MCE+97]. strobila [Put90]. Strobilidium [Mon96]. Strombidium [ADR94, Mon96]. Strombus [Dav94, RS95, SL94, SR96]. strongly [SdC97, WC96]. Strongylocentrotus [ESDK94, EDS+99, KL91b, ME97, SH97b, SDER96, SCL95, SHT91, SLHC98, WH91]. strontium [CMBC98, Lim95, OINN94, TRMW95]. strontium/calcium [OINN94]. structural [BDM96, Hul97, VWD+95, LHRL97]. Structure [AD94, FP96b, HPF92, HFGT94, HS95, NLR+93, ODS+96, Pir92, SSG96, AAWD97, AGW93, Amb93, And94b, AW95, AWVP98, BKS+99, BU93, BM98, BMHD93, BH92a, Be98, BLDF95b, BLDF95a, BSGM94, BB99, BS92, BPL95, BP92, BRN+95, BG99, Cal95b, CNGH98, CPT90, CA93, CD96, CD98, CSBO7, CB97, DSS+98, DHH98, DCK99, DBV98, DFB96, DBC91, FGS98, FVDL95, FII95, GB91, GW94, Gen92, GiG94, GGPGG95, GCNSNd94, GB98, HKMK98, HSH94, HTG96, HD91, HHW90, HB94a, Hol97, Hul99, IFL97, Joc95, JKF95, JBH97, JFS90, Jon93, KL91a, KE97, KKK+90, KM92, KHW+99, KKW97, KFS91, LLB92, LBJ+98, LH94, LH96, LCG97, Lew97, LAJ95, LPW95, LKB90, MV98, MS93b, MiI97, MS93c, MU97, MSM+98, MN99, NL94, NH95b, NR98, OM99a, OE91]. structure [Ore95, PPM94, PCM+95, PPF95, PFM95, PD90, PD94, PTW+91, PAM96, PM98, RBF92, RAB+92, RNP+98, Rie98, RVL92, RGE+95, RE96, RD99, SPB95, SB98, SF96, San95, SRJD97, SS96a, SNC+98, SW99, SCMM95, SGW94, SW95a, SS96b, TMKL97, TGLP95, VK94, VS96, WA99b, WBLM95, WO92a, YKK+98, dG91a, vdBTvDR96, BF95a]. structured [JC95]. structures [AMS99, HB97, LGV+99a, LGV+99b, PGD+93, PD95, RT92, SNR+96]. structuring [ABN98, CH94, GJVG96, GI99, JHN99]. studied [Bro90, FR91, HN90a, HN90b, HIN90, KCD+95, LF91, RH90b, TR91]. studies [AMB+96, Ber90, BJ95, BH92b, BT93, Bro95a, CLC+98, DGO92, GJVG96, GU98, He92b, HM96, HN91, JS97, KD97, KDMR97, NT92, ND96, Pak95, PRM+96a, PRM+96b, PMMH95, PT94a, PT94b, PJ99, Pro92, Put91, San97, SC95a, SAA99, TRPS94, Tis98a, TL91, TB93]. Study [Bia92, SSGD96, Æbe90, Amb93, ARS93, ADG+95, BU93, BVV+94, Bur94, CF93a, Cha92, CJ93a, CRGZ98, CP96, DBB+95, EE98, EMR+97, FTGW90, FQ98, FGB+96, Gar98, GGF99, GGB+99, GAC+97, GF90, GKB+97, GGD99, He91, Irw91, JH97, JRMN+97, KMG98, KKT96a, KKH+99, KF1992, LC91, LMF93, LSL98, LFD95, MF91, MA96, MC98, MCG97b, MW96, MT93, MBB99a, MLB+98, NNR95, NEIR95, PIC97, PL92, PLBP96, Rie98,
SGL$^{+97}$, San93b, SMT97, SSR$^{+97}$, SFG$^{+99}$, SEG991, TGG97, VHHS96, VHI$^{+98}$, VAV99, VK90, VBL$^{+92}$, WR92b, YBG96, YBG$^{+98}$. studying 
[QRSC99].

stutchburyi [HTCP96]. stylifera [PL99a]. Stylophora [FPG99, GYL93]. stylosa [ZCL97]. Stytophora [KYN94]. Sub 
[WTA$^{+97}$, HHW90, MS93a, PM90b, Sie93, SPZ$^{+93}$, War90]. sub-Antarctic [PM90b]. sub-estuary [HHW90]. Sub-lethal [WTA$^{+97}$]. sub-micrometre [MS93a]. sub-populations [Sie93]. sub-surface [SPZ$^{+93}$]. sub-tidal [War90]. Subantarctic [Atk96, BE97, DPM96]. subarctic 
[BSW$^{+95}$, BWHW95, BMV$^{+96}$, DFPG91, Hei92a, Kir90, Kir92, MPM97, MLH96, NT95, PM91b, STN97, Str91, TSI$^{+93}$]. subcellular 
[LBK90, NK93, SM97c]. submersible [HP96, LBL91]. submicron 
[NK96, SKK97, Sut92]. Subnose [AMMG91]. Subnose-1 [AMMG91]. subpolar [SP99a]. sub-saturating [MC97b]. subseasonal [MP96c]. subsequent [MRL96]. substance [SHT91]. substances 
[CGTB95, CCJC91, HBBM96, MG96c, MH94b]. Substantial [WPT96, KGO94]. substrata [GBV96, HOM95, LB95, Tom91]. Substrate 
[GA97b, Mac94, BHG94, FAED97, JLD$^{+96}$, KS91, LBV$^{+99}$, MP96a, MA93, McG94, MHN92, PWD$^{+91}$, SD94, SL90, SK98c]. substrates 
[BH94, GAB90a, GAB90b, PC98]. Substratum 
[LB96b, AS95, BCC92, BCM99, GB90, LB99b, MS93c, WMB99, HK96]. Subsurface 
[MHH96, PBHM98, BKK$^{+93}$, BSP93, FP91b, GSP99, GJ96a, Kar92, NK90]. subterranea [SSV97]. subterranean [KA93]. subtidal 
[AU93, BCC98, Ber90, BA97, CO92, CCG$^{+92}$, DFJ$^{+93}$, Glab99, HBR$^{+91}$, HPF92, HD91, MU98, MTP92, MSCTBE96, OM90, ÔM92, Ols93, San93b, SR90b, SS99a, TC94, Tay98, WB94, WH96, WA99b]. Subtropical 
[CGFC95, FP96b, HSLV94, PPM94, CCG96, DCBG99, DT94b, GAK99, GR93, HSH94, HsI95, CJ95, GK96, McG95, NL94, OB93, PFF93, RHH97, RH97, SLHA97, TR95c, V90, ZB98, ZB99a, ZB99b]. subyearling [Lim95]. success 
[BSMS95, BSH$^{+91}$a, BSH$^{+91}$b, CPL$^{+96}$, CLW99, Dem95, FAED97, FP95, HS91c, HS97, JC94, MZ99, Oro96, Ris97, TB95, Yam97a]. successes [KH97]. successful [NW97c, PB96a]. Succession 
[LT96, BCC96, BMI$^{+90}$, FS4M$^{+92}$, NVA91, Nan96, NK92b, TDER97]. successional [BCC94, BF95a]. successionaly [Hag95]. successive [Kne93]. succinea [ZHBH90]. sucrose [AZKA99]. suction [KW91]. suecica 
[FT95]. Sulfate [BR91b, KKH$^{+94}$, AJST98, HK92, HK94, KH91, KDAS92, MDC98, UGSBA94]. Sulfate-reducing [BR91b]. Sulfide
[OV92, Vis90, VHG95, DKL94, MLC97, MK93a, MK93b, SRJD97, SJML99, SR93b, Vis91, Vis93, VH96, WK93]. sulfdic [GVGG98]. sulfur
[HBB+99, HN79b, RT93, SGPA95, SCC98, VH96]. Sulphate
[Add92, Hei92b, Kar92, Moo92a, SDA+92e, Vet92]. Summer
[BS95c, MCF90, ØW93, UHL+97, AMB+96, BB95, BGG+97, CPH+96, DG92b, ES90, FPPM96, GH94a, HTG96, HD93, KKH98, KW99b, LI92, MT91, MC91c, NSHF93, ND96, NSC+92, PWR96, PP96, PB92, PRW+94, RC91b, RN98, RPM+94, SJJMH90, SJÆ91, SBP92, SBP93, TSM+94, WA99a, WSC96, WPTB96, YGH+97, ZBW92]. summer-recruiting [TSM+94]. summer-spawned [MC91c]. summers [GKB+97]. Summertime [Uit96]. sun [HLF+91, PZ91]. superba
[AS97, AWH+99, BMHD93, Buc91, CWHA99, DM91, HTCW96, HNL94, MAC98, NSC+92, Nor94, Pak95, PPMF97, PWPS95, SL95, WMD99]. supplementation [MM97b]. supplied [ASP91]. supply
[CA96a, CA97, CM98a, DHH96, FW97, FFJ93, GAK99, Hur92, MCA90, MMD93, MDM92, MD94c, MB95, MZFHC96, Nak92, SBBG94, Sci91, SW98b, SC96a, TSM+94, Vos91, WWB99, ZBW92]. Support
[MH94b, GS94a, JAB+92]. supporting [TC93]. suprabenthic [CSB97]. supratidal [Ang95a, Ang95b]. surf
[BA91, CJL91, CBL96a, CBL96b, Coc90, Har98]. surf-zone [BA91, Har98]. Surface
[GB91, HC92a, Kep91, AMMG91, BE97, BM99b, CLGM96, CBD96, CPSA96, DEF91, Gar91, Gen92, Gra96b, GAC+97, GBGH97, GKB+97, HM97a, HAA94, KLR93, Kar92, KM96, KW92a, KDR97, LBLA93, Mc94c, MC94a, ML90, PM90a, PLH91, PGAJ99, RKS97, RR93, SM97a, SP+93, TA93, TPR98, TTR99, WSG95, WWB98, WPG99, Wi92, dNS98]. surface-deposit [KM96]. Surface-layer [GB91]. surface-water [Gar91]. surfaces [JMR91, JSSO91, MS95, WW96]. surfgrass [BWR99, T997]. surgeonfish [KM98, Pia93, Ris97, SML97]. surgoenfishes
[PP+96, SR94]. surmulets [LA97b, MST98]. surrounding [DH96, SNR+96]. Survey [SDC+92, PS97]. surveys
[Bia92, GBB+98, KRM94, TM97]. Survival
[BSh+94, KS95a, MLES94, Wi92, YALM93, Ai92, BM94a, BH94a, BH95a, BSS92, BB95, BRC99, BB93, BSH+91a, BCBR97, CA97, COK99, Che93, CH90, DE94, ELMCC90, EGMC94, FAED97, FK95b, FQV98, Fre97, G996, GCC95, KR97a, KH92b, Ken94a, KEV99, LKC98, Leo99, LCTT92, LF97, MJW96, Mal98, MU98, MT91, McF92, MB93, Min93, MBL94, MNO96, MJ93, NV94, OTF95, QQ98, RMG+98, SK99, Sni95, SS91, TB97, TB92, VACL99, WW96, Weh91, WiD90, WK92b, WC96, YNYK94, YB90, t93, vTS97]. survivorship
[CH95, DES92, HDB95, Lew91, LAK99, RS94, RS95, SDB96, YY91].

Susceptibility [BLH99]. suspended [BSF95, CHC94, HGS94, JCH93, MC96a, NNB93, PF91a, PSE97, SDB92, SDB94, ST98]. Suspension [HSTY98, KGC92, Ri91, RTJ+93, TWWE95, AP99a, AR91, AJL93, BJD+98, CH99, DLHB99, FL90, FAP92, HSBB96, HJH+99, Hi91c, JNJR95, Kam94a, KSRB99, LHL97, LJSK96, NT95, PTW+91, RCG99a, RW99, RI90, SK95a, Ved98, YKL98a, YKL98b].

Suspension-feeders [DLHB99, LHL97]. Suspension-feeding [HSTY98, AR91, CH99, HSBB96, HJH+99, Kam94a, KSRB99, NT95, RI90, Ved98]. sustain [GQ97a]. Sustainability [She94].

Sustained [SB97c, Sto97, Str99]. sustaining [GK96a]. Svalbard [BHHL96, GHHC98, SB98]. SW [HdWS91, KP95, BB99, CR95, CG99a, LH99, MA94, PC90, PSPD96, RDA97, TI96]. swamp [Hsi95, KHB91, KDAS92, MWH91].

swarm [Lav97]. swarms [BMHD93, Gen92, LY97, WBP+92]. swash [MM91b]. Sweden [AS94b, Han97, SR93a]. Swedish [TN98]. swept [WG97]. swim [Fra92].

'swimmer [SPS98]. Swimming [AHY+99, JAL91, MCL90, VV95, BH97b, BP96b, FGG95, LCE97, LH91, SA92, Sto97, SB97c, TW98, WX97, YS96, ZN96b, vdL95]. switching [GA97a, KSV96, LW95]. sword [GCNS94]. sword-fish [GCNS94].


sympatric [BKB94, MS91, NB98, WW99]. Synchronization [LFB94]. Synchronous [FM95a, Jol92]. synchrony [HM97d, MD94c, RD92].

Synechococcus [ADA98, CCG96, KFF92, LCL95, LBL+99, MGC95b, Neu92, SC93, VM99].


T. [DS96, DS93a, Jon93, KL94]. tactile [MJ92a]. taenionofus [FMRC93].

[NJLD98]. take [ZB92]. taken [HTCW96, HH90]. Takifugu
[KJLH96, KKYH97, Yam97a, Yam97b]. tale [TDER97]. talitrid [CBT98].
Talitridae [CV96], talpoida [AS99b]. tamarense [MCC97]. Tampa
[FKC96, FMH96]. tangeri [LM99, RDA97, Wol92a, Wol92b, Wol93].
tapirina [MJ91]. taraikaensis [KA97]. target [BBT93, PR93b]. targeted
[LMK93]. targets [BW96]. Tasman [MO95].
Tasmania [WC98, YBLL96]. Tasmanian [MHT97]. tasmanica
[BAM92, Gb94]. tautog [CA98]. taxa
[BPC98, CB98, JLF95, JSGS94, Mil94b, MP96c, 
OSC97, OSC98, RL99, SKvB98, SS93, SOC97, VV96, WC95, ZDJ95].
TBT [RBG94b, BQR99, RBG94a]. technical [PTW91]. techniques
[AAD91, MC91d]. technique
[ASP91, BD91, CF94, JLB96, JLB97, JM99, JCH93, LT97, LKC95, LCL95, 
LKvRH96, Min93, MG99, NG96, RVGC99, RHS99]. techniques
[BZ92, DD97, KFD99, KH92b, LBV99, RT95]. technology
[vTS97]. technology-options [vTS97]. Tehuantepec [Bia91]. tehuelchus
[Iri90]. telemetry [CLJOC98, GKB97, Zel98]. teleost [DCG99].
Teleostei [MF97, FGG97, WM92]. Tellinidae
[GM99, JT97, JJTS97, WJM99]. Temora [DP91, HvB91, PL99a, VV95].
temperate [And94b, BKS99, BBL95, BHT98, Cha91, Cow91, DWK96, 
DAS97, FWW99, GAK99, Gk96a, GY97, Hay95, HS99a, HK93, IP94, 
J999, JBWH97, JWK98, JKB99, KGTH99, KW99a, LB99b, LH96, LCG97, 
MW99, MEC92, MDC98, Mil95b, OC95, OM99a, OSJ94a, OD95, PBM99, 
RGC98, RCG99a, RCG99b, RPDR99, RLC92, SK99, SFS99, SB94, SFA98, 
Tak99, TML97, TB97, UCV98, US95, US98, War90, WP92, WV95, WM92].
temperate-zone [WP92]. Temperature
[AJST98, Bre95, KS99, KMB97, PWN99, RT95, SD94, WD90, tor93, 
AGP98, ADA98, Ang91c, ACOK95, BT99K, BK90, BGR96, BH97b, BB93, 
CA99a, CC96, DF95, Fly99, GMK97, GBGH97, Han97, HvDM97, 
HvdMB98, HLP99b, HS95, HM94b, JBO97, JLR90, KS91, KGS95, 
KBA97, KRF98, LL92, LF99H, MT91, Mat92, MM95a, Mil95b, MGC95b, 
MJ97b, Nie96, ORD98, PF98, PWD91, QQ97, QQ98, QQ99, RVGC99, 
Rv90, RVBL92, RT99, SRJD97, SK95c, T798, UHR98, Urb94, VLKC94, 
VTA91, Vd98, WR99a, WF90, WDD92, YTF07, YdL95, vDV99].
temperature-controlled [VLKC94]. Temperature-dependent
[KS99, RT95]. temperature-influenced [HvdMB98]. temperatures
[BAOT96, GCK95, GKB97, HGS95, SP99a, WHG99a, WG95].
Temporal [AP97a, AGP98, APS91, BSVK93, BM99b, BG99, CB91, 
CBL96b, CSB94, Gra91c, GAC97, HC90, HM97b, HVB94, JBWH97, 
Ker96, KW99a, LRV94, MZ99, MGM96, MRPC98, MDTB94, PS94, RR97b,
[GDMS90, AE91]. **Theory**
[MWT96, Bra93, EST95, MB98, SL97a, ZH97, TS90a]. **Theragra** [BM94a, BCN +95, BBK91, CBI91, DO92, HHP +95, HBP +93, Liv93, OD90, YB90].
therapeutic [LP92]. **there** [BCHL93, MD91]. **thermal**
[BMP +95, BSB91, HGB99, MBB99b, Ral98, SO96b, WM95]. **thermic**
dRAV92). **thermoclines** [PGM +98]. **thermohaline** [MH97].
Thermostability [GS90, JDLL95]. **thermydron** [EPDC99]. **these** [BC99],
thickness [LGR95]. **thin** [HSMS99]. **thinning** [FL90, FAP92]. **those**
[MB98, Pud93, RGT98, SM98a]. **Thraustochytrid** [RR99, KFN99].
thraustochytrids [NTK98]. **thread** [MD93]. **threatened** [OJR96].
****Three-dimen-sional** [GWG99, AMK99, DES92, DCM90, EK95, Ejd98, FP91b, Fra93, FSGG96, FSG +97, GH92, GKB +97, GP90, HN97a, HS99b, Hu99, Joc95, KR94, LG99, MZ99, MWA93, MCL90, MLC97, MP92, MMD92, MK93a, MU97, MV96, MH94b, NT94, NA95, PM94b, RF91a, SB97a, SE93, TK95a, Ts98b, Va92b, VS92, WSM99, Wh94, YAG92, ZGM +96]. **Three-dimensional**
[GWG99, ZGM +96]. **three-trophic-level** [Ejd98]. **Threshold** [PM92b].
thresholds [WDD92]. **throughout** [JCCCB94, RCG99b]. **throughput**
[LU99]. **Thunnus** [DJ90, DLJ91, JD90, KJGC96]. **Thy** [Nor92].
Thy-sanoessa [Nor92]. **Thyasira** [DS93a, DBN +94]. **thyasirid** [DS93a].
***thymidine*** [Kir92, RBJ90, Tuo97]. **thymine** [BEG97]. **Thysanoessa**
[CP91, DS96, KHF99, Nor94, Tan98b]. **Thysanoteuthis** [NAS95].
**Tidal** [AWD95, ASCW90, GRB96, Hic92, RK95b, RE94b, TDL96, vDvWK99, AAW97, Arm92, BU93, BNK +97, Beu92, BSG +97, BPC98, Bur94, CC97b, CHD92, CSM99, DH96, DF90, Di96, DL94b, FPLH92, FB94, GKM599, Hv91, HKY +97, Hil97, Hil9b, HH99, JW99, JH99, KW94, LDKR93, LH99, MBM92, MZCJ99, Mor96, Mun93, NL94, NG +99, PGB96, PE99, Phi94, PZ91, QCM97, RP95, RM95, SS99a, SMTL99, SB92, SBD94, SR97, Ta95, TK97, Va92b, War90, WF99, ZN96a, ZN96b, ZAN99, dG91a]. **tidal-flat**
[Beu92, GKM99]. **tidally** [LSL98]. **tide** [BH95b, DH90, FPFR92, Han95, JL94, Jo94b, JST +99, KG99, LJ96, LCK +96, ML91a, MKV95, MC97b, NU91, NYH92, NSH95, Ou96, PHBM98, Pre91, SHA +95a, SM97, SPM97, UYM99, UT90, VH95, WM91, YKK +98, ZN96a]. **tide-** [KG99].
tidepool [Hu99, MS94b]. **tidepools**
[HS95, MS93b, MHS94, MS96a, MS96b, Mga92]. **tides** [TFF94, YHC +99].
tied [Vid94]. **tiger**
[CLD99, HHK +98, HL96, LWK +95, O’B94a, O’B94b, SCMM95, VHHS96].
tight [Kru93]. **Tikehau** [CRCS96, CCR98]. **Time**
[BM95b, DL91b, RSC +96, Aks96, ASR +96b, ASR +96a, BM99a, BM95a, BSH +91b, Bur94, CM99, DFB +99, Ha93, IHP +98, Je95, KS99, LIPF95, Lop91, MC96a, MC91a, MRMR92, Min93, MP96c, NKH +99, RAS99, RSD +91, SL97a, SK98c]. **Time-courses** [DL91b]. **time-scales** [MC96a].
time-series [BM99a], times [EG97, SB99, SCF91]. Timing
[AS99b, CT96, HM94b, LBL97, Nor96, RHH97, BP99, GJC97, Kam94a, KPW93, MBL94, Mor96, Nan96, O’C90, OJ97, Yam97a]. tin [DBHM99].
tian [GYL93], tintinnids [KA97, PCCG97, WMPT94]. Tintinnida
[CES+94], Tintinnids [LHRL97, Kam94b, PT93, PT94b]. Tisbe [Wi92].
Tissue [Bar95, BLD94, LW95, BAOT96, CP95a, DS93a, FDZ94, FBR+95, HV91, Hob93, MB93, NBS+97, PLFSW97, SDB96, SV97, WJD93].
tissue-dependent [Hob93]. tissues [BC93, KA93, SDFJv91, VCMP93].
Title [Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano98, Ano99b]. titration [CH97b].
tividus [WLT+95]. Tokyo [HFN91, NKKO97]. Tolerance
[Joh97, MSvdZH98, QQ99, CJD94, GJVG96, Hoe91, JT97, OV92, RR99, RHJ91, Urb94, Vis90, VHC95, WNJ91, WM95, tor93]. tolerances
[BUWB99]. tolerant [Sie93, SJMC93]. toli [MCFB97]. Toma
edes [DSS+91, FMFH97]. Tonga [KL94]. tonsa
[BD94, CLW99, DDW90, FD98, FR91, Jec94b, JT90, KSV96, KSV99, SK95a, TDD94, WR92a]. too [PN99]. tool
[CA98, GRGK96, MJSD91, PPO+99, VPGV94]. tools [DMA+94, Sch99].
tooth [GCM98]. Top [MS96b, FAVV98, Gas94, KLH+94, LG399].
Top-down [MS96b, FAVV98, Gas94]. Topographic [GB98, CB97].
topographically [NAW99, WW96]. topography [McC94c, ZHF96]. torosa
[JTG96]. torreyi [BWRH99, RGLD+98, TW97]. Total
[HSN93, JMD95, RSD+91, DSV+91, GKM99, MGM96, PL99b]. tough
[HSMS99]. toughness [CP95a]. tow [GCM98]. towed [LV94]. Toxic
[MUH97, Nie93, AKM+99, AGGKA96, BHH95, BMG99, DHM92, Dut98, Hal98, Han95, JSK+99, JKT+98, KDL92, KEV99, LRV94, MHT+97, Nie96, Ols93]. Toxicant
[BWB99, LGFS99]. Toxicity [Kar92, MC94a, SFF98, AHT+90, BKS92, BLC91, BCv+92, CMLE92, HCS92a, KOSS90, MCC97, RBR94a, RBR94b, TP96, vKVSR97, vCRS92]. toxicokinetics
[SFF98]. Toxicological [MPH96, SH92a]. toxin [FFF+94, TEC99]. toxins
[BCLA90, BLC91, HTLK99, KB91, SOS+92]. trabeculata [CO92, MC93]. Trace
[RATA+99, SOK98, Sca93, BL95, CAATS94, RGC92, SDA+92a, WFL95, WFL96, WF97, WD99, WH96, RDM91]. traced
[MvdV+97]. tracrer [BG91, CF94, HWLC98, LM91b, PPCR97, Put91, Sim91, SR95].
tracers [SGMS99]. traces [Lim95]. Trachichthyidae [BK92].
Trachymedusae [PPG99]. tracked [BGK+97, GKB+97, RPT+96].
tracking [AMMM91, JCCCB94]. Trade
[GM96, AK92, KWL96, WB91, vRVBB95]. Trade-off
[GM96, AK92, KWL96, vRVBB95]. trade-offs [WB91]. traditional
[DB99, NA99, PH91b]. training [TM97]. traits
[CRG98, Gar99a, GC95a, HSBP97, LGFS99, MCNB98, Nak94, Sal96]. trajectory [JD90]. trammel [EMR+97]. transect
[BVL92, CT97, KR92, LC93, MAC92, SHV91, VBL+92]. transects [O’D98].
transfer [BHT+92, GF90, LP99, PJ99, RGBC92, RDE+90a].
WLL98, WQQ99. transfers [SCD+90]. transformation [HH92, SGPA95].
transformations [CDHD92, DvRN99, KEvN95, OSC97]. transformed
[SSC96]. transient [MJV92, VNB97]. Transition [Bus96, Âbe90, FVDL95,
Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93, VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96].

Transkei [Las98]. Translocation [MGDT90, ZA96]. Transmission
[BB97a, MJ97b, LHH96]. transparency [WPY98].
transparent [ES99, MB98, Mar99b, PA94, SH95a]. transplantation [YAG92, vTS97].
transplantations [JKT90b, KJT90, TAJK90, Vai90].
transplanted [FKC+90, MZ92, vTS97]. transplants [McC96b, PSL96].
transplantations [JKT90b, KJT90, TAJK90, Vai90].
transplanted [FKC+90, MZ92, vTS97]. transformed [SSC96].
transformation [HH92, SGPAA95]. transformed
[SCD+90]. transient [MJV92, VNB97]. Transition [Bus96, Âbe90, FVDL95,
Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93, VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96].

Transition [Bus96, Âbe90, FVDL95, Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93,
VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96]. transformed [SSC96]. transformation [HH92, SGPAA95].
transformed [SCD+90]. transient [MJV92, VNB97]. Transition [Bus96, Âbe90, FVDL95,
Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93, VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96].

Transkei [Las98]. Translocation [MGDT90, ZA96]. Transmission
[BB97a, MJ97b, LHH96]. transparency [WPY98].
transparent [ES99, MB98, Mar99b, PA94, SH95a]. transplantation [YAG92, vTS97].
transplantations [JKT90b, KJT90, TAJK90, Vai90].
transplanted [FKC+90, MZ92, vTS97]. transplants [McC96b, PSL96].
transplantations [JKT90b, KJT90, TAJK90, Vai90].
transplanted [FKC+90, MZ92, vTS97]. transformed [SSC96].
transformation [HH92, SGPAA95]. transformed
[SCD+90]. transient [MJV92, VNB97]. Transition [Bus96, Âbe90, FVDL95,
Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93, VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96].

Transition [Bus96, Âbe90, FVDL95, Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93,
VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96]. transformed [SSC96]. transformation [HH92, SGPAA95].
transformed [SCD+90]. transient [MJV92, VNB97]. Transition [Bus96, Âbe90, FVDL95,
Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93, VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96].

Transition [Bus96, Âbe90, FVDL95, Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93,
VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96]. transformed [SSC96]. transformation [HH92, SGPAA95].
transformed [SCD+90]. transient [MJV92, VNB97]. Transition [Bus96, Âbe90, FVDL95,
Gos97, JBB90, MM97a, SFS95, SBP92, SBP93, VBF94, VDBF96, ZA96].
RPT*96, RPT95, SDBW95, TC93, WLL98, WQQ99. **Trophodynamics** [FP96, RW99]. **Trophos** [PD95]. **Trophos-2** [PD95]. **tropical** [AGW93, Alo90, AHMd90, AALT99, ATH95, Bar97b, Bar97c, Bar97a, Bar99, BUW99, BMSF95, BCG94, BRW95, Cal95a, COD+93, CMR+99, CSSPV98, DeV92, DW97, DE90, Dit96, Duf92, DB96b, Dum99, EM93, FFH99, Fow90b, Ger90, GWWP99, HA90, HSTY98, HHK*98, JWL96, KW97a, KW98, Ker94, Ker96, KTW*97, LFBH94, MCC96a, MY96, MS94a, McC94c, MM95a, MD94b, MBR94, MCFB97, MRP90, MG91, NW97a, PLF90, PNS90, PLB95, PM91a, Rei90, HH97, RBC+91, RT92, SKM93, STBR99, Sal96, She95, She96, SDC90, SFA98, SW95b, VHI+96, VHI+98, WM95, WM97, YMD94, YF91, RH90a]. **trossulus** [ABY97, HS96, HS98c, Kre93]. **Trough** [Bra95]. **trot** [Sam97, Zel97, Zel98]. **Tuamotu** [CRCS96, CCR91, Cha96, CDS97, DCBG99]. **tube** [ASF98, GSM+97, LQ97, SS92]. **tube-building** [LQ97]. **tube-worms** [SS92]. **tubes** [Mar91, MSK95, PL99b]. **tubeworm** [GSM+97]. **tubeworms** [SRG+99]. **Tubularia** [LB96b, NB96a]. **tubulosa** [CJ93b]. **Tulear** [PCB90]. **tumida** [TTW97]. **tumor** [BBR+93]. **tuna** [BM94d, DJY90, DLJ91, JD90, KJGC96, YBL96]. **tunas** [YD90]. **tunicata** [MD98b]. **tunicate** [Dei90, DCRG92, Hs90, Lav97, RR99]. **tunicates** [ABH99, GLD+91]. **turban** [KSH97]. **turbative** [SSV97]. **Turbid** [MRP98, DD90, HSBH96, KP95, MC96a, MG96a]. **Turbidity** [Mar99a, ASCW90, CB96, GT96, LCT92, MNO96]. **turbidostat** [LW91]. **Turbinaria** [SP99b]. **Turbo** [KSH97]. **turbot** [CTC93, CMT94]. **Turbulence** [Sun96, VM98b, Yam96, B96, Bro96a, Bro96b, ML91a, OS96, PGM+98, PG94, PPG+98, SH99b, WFI99, YS96]. **Turbulence-induced** [Sun96, VM98b]. **Turbulent** [San97, CPC98, HM97b, KS95c, LEh96, ML93, PSK98, SA92, SK95a, SC96b, Vis97, Wor95]. **turf** [AFC96, AV98]. **turf-forming** [AV98]. **Turks** [SB96]. **Turnover** [KQH+96, CF93a, CBD96, Fab95, KKH+94, NBW94, PGAJ99, SCF91, TL94]. **turtle** [CL97, HGBW99, HS91c, KFD99, LC97b]. **turtles** [GTWF98, HLP+99a, HGB99, HW99, MBB99b]. **TV** [BK99]. **two** [ASN93, AO91, Bak90, BG97, Ber90, BF95b, BMFR97, BFMM99, BM95a, BG93, COD+93, CSC92, CBRD92, Cha96, CS99, Cla96, CRGZ98, CM97, CCG93, CSM99, DBV98, FGR97, GH94b, GB97a, GB97b, GRGK96, Gra91c, GAC+97, GBB+98, HKY+97, HNC92, Hun93, ICG96, JNJP94, Joh96, Ker90, Ker96, KLI9c, KRJ96, KW98, KHT93, LMM98a, LGV+99a, LS96b, LB+99, LA95, LBL97, LE90, LA97b, LF97, LGL+95, MCK99, MCV95, MDBG94, MMR99, MTP92, NB90, NR94, PP+98, PR93b, PPO+99, PFM95, RMG+94, Ruz96, RO97, RO99, SJ97, SW98a, SDB96, SR98b, She96, SW98b, SOC97, SJC99, SAA99, TDER97, TF95, Tol98, TVG96, TB99, TGLP95, VHI+98, VMD90, WFI99, WCP+98, WWC+99, WWL97, WC96, WB99, YB92, ZHBH90]. **two-compartment** [BMFR97, BFMM99]. **two-dimensional** [GRGK96]. **type** [BCC92, DZ99, Fer99, FFT98, Hav93, Kur99, SJCL93, SL90]. **types**
[CSR+92a, GWW+98, GY97, Lai92, MF91, MDRW99, SW99]. typical [WS92a]. **typicus** [CPC98]. **tyrannus** [FCW98, MC91a]. **Tyrrhenian** [ASN93].
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W [PLH91, Por94]. Wadden [Arm92, BC90, Ben92, BF95b, Gin91, KLEH91, PG96e, PE99, Phi94, ZBW92, dT94a, vDK90, vBDW91, vW93]. waders [PE99]. Wairarapa [CB99]. Wales [AU93, Cha95, FK95b, KUK91, Sca93]. walk [Vis97]. wall [UGSBA94]. wane [HHN+96]. warm [DL93b, FP96b, KSH97, NB90, Tak99, Tan98a, Tan98b, ZR92, ZBK+98]. warming [VPM96]. Wash [YBG+98, YBG96]. Washington [KCV94, HDD98]. waste [Pel96, SR93a]. wasting [BS93]. watch [SM97b]. Water [ADB99, Bra95, FKR90, HAR95, JML93, K99, MO95, PLG+96, SGK+97, VD94, WP98, AAW97, AM99, ASCW90, BTK99, BGT91, BBR+93, BKS92, BG94, BH97b, CG94, Bra93, BRC99, BH93, BUL+99, BGC94, BM99, Car93, CM98a, CF94, CRC96, CCS93, CV91, CS97, CP96, CWH98, DBM99, De90, DFR95, DF92, Dem95, DST92, FFT98, FG98, FH97a, Gar91, GP96, GWW+98, GG97, GH92, HS94a, Hal98, HW95, HHH+96, HK99, Hil91c, HSN93, HFT94, JCS98, KMK96, Kar92, KN90, KZK+95, KFN99, KKK+90, KBW90, Kro91, KR95, LK99a, LA97a, LEHvR96, MM90, MC95, MY98, Mal99, MG96c, MD93, MC98, MC94b, MB97a, MC96b, MM95a, Mg94, MB97b, MM96, Nak92, NJS91, PP96, PB96, PCC97, PLP92, RT95, RGS95, RSH99, RPL96]. water [RM97b, RLT+94, RHP93, RGB94b, SSR99, SA92, Sch96, SFF98, SR93a, Sie93, SJMC93, SJCL93, Sim92, SHM+97, SR95a, SEG91, SE93, TDB94, Tha92a, Tha92b, TD92, TB98, TGB99, TUN99, TL91, TRM95, TS90c, VWS92, VM95, Via97, VDA96, VNM97, WAI90, WB92a, WFT96, WS99, WF90, Wi92, YST+97, YY91, YTF97, ZD99, ZB99b, vDvR93, IP94]. water-borne [SHM+97]. water-column [BGC94, KNK90, WS99]. water-sediment [TB98]. waterborne [BC93]. waters [AF99, AA92, ALBS96, AMB+96, Arm92, AMB98, BK98, BK94, BSTY+99, BHT98, BP98, CA99a, CW95, CBD96, CPS96, CK95, CMA95, CG97, DH92, DB96b, FM95a, FC94, GCH93, GH91, GM98b, GTJ92, Gra96b, GA97b, GD90, HKT+96, HMV99, HSR90, HS99a, KD97, KSG+92, KW92a, KS91, KG95, Kin92, LC91, LADS98, LAG96, LBL93, LSL98, LFR+97, MB95a, MG96c, MHT+97, MS91, MR98, Ml95, MA96, MA9G+96, NP93, NK93, QIO+95, Ore91, OR98, PWG+99, PB96b, PH91a, PT95, PAG99, PHH96, PF91a, RLD94, RW99a, RAS97, RL96, RAI99, SJMH90, SC92, SL97a, SD99, SH98a, SJ91, SKM95, Spe95, STS99, SFPC97, TW98, TT98, Tho92, UMD92, UT90, VQ90, WW98, WR97, WH97, WK93, YNK94, YSL94, YFI91, ZN96b].
watershed [JCMW91, MPRB93, PPFP98]. wave [AC96c, DM96, GHL+97, HS96, HS98c, KG99, LM91a, MM91a, SF95, VVM90a, VVM90b, WG97].


waves [KTW+97, LSGW98, LCF99]. Wax [HHN+96, PDS97, HKG93]. Wax-ester [PDS97]. weak [GGPGG95]. weakfish [CE93, DE94, GT96, RE94a, RE94b, TJST98]. weakly [AWD95, AAWD97].

Weathership [IHK+98, NKH+99]. web [ASN95, BMSHC98, BP92, BRN+95, BGvDR96, CM98a, Han91b, HTG96, HW92, KKK+90, KKT96a, LDV95, LR96, LHK+93, LCK+96, MV98, NJLD98, PH91a, PMG+98, PMOD90, RNP+98, RSB+90, SDFJv91, ST90, SMP97, UHL+97, UMD92, VAD+94, Wai90, WCLB99]. webs [AV95, CNP95, Dav96, DG97, FW91b, LM98b, MJSDF91, PM90b, SM90, TR95a]. Weddell [GTL+91, GST+91, GGD99, Bar95, BH92e, GC93, GP90, HW95, KGW93, LNQT93, MSP95, PGR94, RHT91, RAB+92, SSHT91, SK97, SCKS90, VAV99, Woh96, dBN+90]. wedge [DdA95]. Weight [RB98, GBA+96, HH94b, HS97b, HL98, KNM93, KE95, MIA90, Mat92, MAAT98, Sal95, SRS92, SKM95, Spr93, WP95]. weight-specific [HS97b].

Weight-to-weight [RB98]. weighting [BP96a, CW99b]. weir [Kne91]. weissflogii [DEP+96]. well [ASP91, DD90]. well-mixed [DD90]. West [AGW93, HS91c, HH91b, PFH98, SC96a, SI96, Tom91, BCC95, BCNC96, BCB98, BSF95, GPPGG95, Gómk95, HK99, NG99, SAG92, TN98, AHY+99, BCv+92, CPT90, HFR+93, PFMM96, vCRS92]. Western [LCLC96, NaH93b, VS91, AMO+99, BCN+95, BA93, BMP+95, BS95a, BCC95, CBC98, CSC92, CM98a, CCG96, CWH98, DW98, ES90, FA99, FHA99, FB90, GRC+97, HWH98, HBBT98, HD97, HBP+93, Jer90, KLI95, KLEH91, MBI+97, MC97a, MD94b, MMO90, MSM+98, NH95b, OIO+95, Oro96, OP99, PWW+99, RDT+94, RR92, SCA99, SGPA95, TMK97, TS93, TH90, TGv95, TGSN99, WT99a, vDK90, vBD91, CA92, Car93, CS93, CDE97, CS97, EY90, FTS94, HS97a, MCE96, MW99, MSCTBE96, Os90, PM96, SMT97]. Westerschelde [LH99, MAH94, SV93a, SH94].

Zausodes [SW91].  Zealand [AM91, BE97, IMB99, CB99, CK98, HJH+99, Kin92, Lam98, LB99a, Mac91, MMBT97, Mil97, MDRW99, RS99a, Sch93, SPB+99b, TC94, TTR99].  zeaxanthin [BCG97].  zinc [CBRD92, CD99, LM95, MAAT98, MBL+98, TK96, VB96].  Zn [CAATS94, HB94b, IWL98, VCMP93].  Zoarces [FRK92, MGM96].  zoea [QCM97, ZN96a].  zoa-1 [ZN96a].  Zonaria [Poo94].  Zonation [CS93, BWHC91, FKR90, GY97, GWKW97, JMC93, JA91, MSJ92, OKK95, RM95, TK95a].  Zone [BE97, PPMF97, WSCT96, AWD95, AW98, BA91, CA90, CBL96a, CBL96b, C0c90, DM91, FW91a, FF92b, FKT+99, Har98, IF96, LBL91, MM91b, ME97, MPS95, MLD99, NC93, NT92, OM99a, RK95b, Sal96, SCKS90, VBF94, VDBF96, WP92, W0M+97, PWR96].  zones [HHM97].  zoobenthic [NB96c].  zoobenthos [NB96b, San94a].  zooflagellates [ML90].  Zooplanktivory [VR98].  Zooplankton [ASP+96, SL91, And90, BP97b, BTO94, BYO95, BA93, BSV93, BH92a, BMTF92, BPH95, CT92, CLGM96, CG99b, CWH98, DPO91, FAVV98, FPPM96, FQ94, GGB+99, GS94b, GGB94, GBP+97, HWL96, HHH97, HL98, JAOS90, KGO94, KW92b, LD94a, LGGLHV98, LF92, LF94, Lew92, LGH95b, LP99, ML91a, MS98, MR97a, MA99c, MHM90, NPB94, Na97, NKGK92, N1U+98, Ole95, PG91, PG96, PML93, PM92a, Pur92, RH98, RHrsHG99, SBV98, SR98b, SM97a, SFP91, SV93a, SH94, SSS97, SPS98, UM92, WR91, WR92b, YBL96, vld98, BH92c].  zoospore [BB98].  Zooxanthellae [Jon97b, BBY98, BZ92, GK96b, KCD+95, RGLS99, RP91b, TTL+96, VM98a].  zooxanthellar [Jon97a].  zooxanthellate [FPGC+98, FPG99, GYL93, JLGP97, PMB99].  Zostera [AZK99, BL94a, BSW93, BD96, BG94, CK90, FB91, FKC+90, FMFH97, GJN90, HHN+96, HN97b, HS99b, IF96, KA93, KM99b, MRPC98, MNO96, OSJ93, OSJ94a, OSJ94b, Ole96, PB92, PB93, Phl94, RS99a, RCG94, Ren98a, RPDR+98, TS99, VSSM98, ZA96, vKVS97, vKSGv99].  zschaui [Moo94].
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